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Ynung . Wild West's Government Contract
-OR--

ARIETTA AND THE PONY EXPRESS
By AN OLD SCOUT
'
CH.APTER I.
AT FORT BOWIE.

Some few years ago there was a dispute about a border
line in which two territories and a country were involved,
and which caused another country to take a hand in the game.
While the dispute was .soon settled to the satisfaction of
all interested parties, little of it was ever heard by the general public of the United States.
The territorial governors of New Mexico and Arizona got
into a legal mess over the ·extradition of a noted bandit who
had been operating for miles along the line that divides the
United States from Mexico.
Both territories wanted him, so they might mete put the
punis~ent he was guilty of.
But though the bandit escaped and was shot before the
litigation ceased, a high official of Mexico took a hand in the
border dispute, he claiming that the American line was threefourths of a mile over on Mexican soil at the point where
the territories divided.
Then it was that Uncle Sam came to the front.
An extra military force was stationel at Fort Bowie, which
was about sixty miles from the ground that was in dispute,
and government surveyors were sent to go over the ground
thoroughly.
Mexico sent surveyors, too, but Arizona and New Mexico
were content to let the government settle the question.
At this time Pedro Minto, the notorious bandit, was in
prison at Silver City, New Mexico.
He had been captured by accident by a detachment of United
States cavalrymen, and subsequently was taken to Silver
City.
His lawless band, numbering over a dozen bad greasers
and lawless Americans, was dispersed, though none of them
were captured.
A temporary government post was established right at the
grounds on the border, while General Collins, who had been
sent to take charge of the entire affair, with full power to
act, made his headquarters at the fort, sixty miles away.
In order to get the despatches and regular mail from one
point to the other in quick time, a Pony Express was established, to continue until such time as Surveyors' Camp, as
• it was called, was eliminated.
The trail ran over the mountains for quite a distance, and
it being in the wildest parts of that region, there was more
or less danger to be met with by a Pony Express rider.
Two stations were established along the route, where a
rider might change horses, thus making twenty miles the
distance for one horse to ride.
The mail route worked all right the first week.

Then one of the riders was shot, and the mail-bag stolen
by a party or parties, unknown.
At the same time it was learned that Pedro Minto, the bandit, had escaped from the jail in Silver City, and was supposed
to be back in his old haunts.
Then the military fo rces had no end of trouble.
Every day or two a report would come in that the bandits
were at work again, and that the surveying corps were the
victims.
General Collins sat before his quarters one day at noon,
pondering over the grave situation he was placed in, when
a party of riders appeared on the trail that led to the fort.
At first the general took no notice of them, but when he
looked up as they were not more than a hundred feet from
him, he gave a violent start and leaped to his feet so suddenly
that an orderly, who had been taking things easy beneath
a shady palm a short distance away, shouted in alarm.
But the general paid no attention to the orderly. He had
eyes only for the riders that were rapidly coming up.
"Young Wild West, as I live!" he cried, excitedly, and then
forgetting all about the high official position he held, he waved
both hands in a welcome to the strangers, while the orderly
nearly had a fit.
But certainly the general had made no mistake when he
said Young Wild West was one of the party.
The dashing boy hero, who was. generally known as the
Champion Deadshot of the West at the time of which we
write, was riding along, with his girl sweetheart, Arietta
Murdock, close at his side.
Wild was mounted upon his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and
Arietta was riding her cream-white broncho, Snowflake.
As General Collins afterward stated, never had he seen as
handsome and dashing a young couple before, or after, in
his whole existence.
Attired in their neat and fancy · riding and hunting suits,
the boy and girl had foe true appearance of genuine Westerners, which they surely were.
There was an ease and grace about both tha.t is seldom
seen, and this, added to the fact that their steeds were tlie best
that money could purchase, made them a true picture of all
that is handsome, courageous, reckle1;s and dashing.
Close behind the two rode Cheyenne Charlie, the scout,
and his wife Anna; while right behind them came Jim Dart,
a Wyoming boy, whose courage and skill was undisputed,
and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
Some little distance in the r ear of the six riders came the
two Chinese brothers, who traveled with them in the capacity
of handy man and cook.
They were named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and were typical in looks and dress of their native land beyond the broad
l?acific.
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Hop and Wing were leading a pair of well-loaded packhorses which carried the camping outfit and supplies. for the
party. iind a rather small and innocent-looking mule trotted
along with them.
Beyond the fact that we state that Young Wild West and
his friends were making one of their horseback trips in search
of excitement and adventure, and had come to Fort Bowie by
mere chance, it is not necessary to give any further description of them.
Almost every American boy has read so much of the adventures of Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, and his
partners,' and the girls, not forgetting the "Clever Chinee"
and the cook, that it would be taking up valuable space to
do so.
Being acquainted with many of •the highest officers serving
in a military capacity in all parts of the West, it was not
strange that our hero should recognize General Collins as
some one he had met before.
The actions of the general surprised him somewhat, but he
was always cool, under any sort of circumstances, and he did
not get the least excited now.
•
Straight up to the general he rode, and then, as he brought,
Spitfire to a halt, he saluted in military style and said:
"Well, general, can I.do anything for you? By your actions
you seem glad to see us."
''Very glad, indeed, Young Wild West," came the reply, and
then the general became more dignified and took time to frown
at the gaping orderly. "I really think," he went on, "that of
all the men I know, you are the one I would rather see at this
time."
"Don't class me with the men you know, sir. I am only a
boy yet, and mighty proud of it."
"I know that. But your experience and skill is worth more
than that of any man I know of, and I happen to know some
very capable ones, too."•
The boy dismounted now.
"Tell me what you want of me, General--," he began.
"General Collins. You must remember me."
"Oh, yes. I remember you now. But you were in Utah
when I saw you last."
·
"I know it. But I am down here in this hot country now,
and a very grave situation confronts me. I need your assistance, and before I ask it I know I am going to have it."
"You've got that just about right, General Collins. We
haven't anything particular on hand just now. We just came
down this way looking for something exciting. Heard there
were bandits working along the trail, you know. Nothing
suits us better than to get after a gang of such fellows. It is
a sort of second nature to us, I think."
"Oh! I know all that. If you will come in the shack I have
to occupy here for a few minutes I will tell you what I want
of you."
"Certainly. But let me first introduce you to my friends.
You have seen Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart before, I am
sure."
'·Yes, I have. But I never shook hands. with them. I'll do
that right now."
He w¥ as good as his word, and when Wild had made him
acquainted with the girls the general was acting in such a
jolly way that not only th€ orderly, but half a dozen officers
and privates were staring at him in open-mouth amazement,
no doubt wondering what had come over him all of a sudden.
As a rule, the general was stiff and dignified, and showed
the importance of his position. But now he was acting more
like a happy schoolboy than anything else.
There was not much to be seen about the fort that was at
all Interesting to our friends.
It was one of the old-time log forts, and close to It was a
group of shanties, the best, one being the general's quarters.
The log stockade had almost tumbled down completely, and
there was an air of neglect about the place.
Wild followed General Collins into his quarters, while the
rest led their horses to the shade of the palms that grew close
at hand and waited for him to come out, all wondering what
the business could be.
The orderly walked up close to them and stared at them in a
way that told how important he felt when the genetal was
not there.
"Whattee lat man, Mister Charlie?" Hop Wah asked, pointing to the fellow and looking puzzled.
"He's a galoot whflt has to hang around an' take orders from
the boss, Hop,., was the reply.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie? Mc ahee samee thl!nlc he um
plesident of Mel!ca."

Such a sally by the clever Chinee was quite enough to cause
a ripple of laughter from our friends.
The orderly did not like it a bit, either.
"Silence! " he exclaimed, and then he stood as stiff a~ a
stake. "The general is busy and must not be disturbed."
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, innocently. "You allee samee
gottee pain, maybe."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the scout loudly. "You'd better be
mighty careful, Hop. That feller will eat you if you don't
look out."
"Silence!" again commanded the orderly.
This time he was looking straight at the scout.
"Say," said Charlie, stepping up to him, "you go an' sit
down. I don't like to look at you standin' that way. Sit
down, I say! "
Then, to the surprise of Dart and the girls, as well as the
few officers and men who were looking on a short distance
away, the scout deliberately upset the orderly and caused him
to sit upon the ground.
This was the signal for a general disturbance, and the next
thing the scout knew he was seized by two men, a corptiral
and a private, who had been ordered to take him in charge by
a superior officer.
Headstrong and always ready to fight, Cheyenne Charlie
strove to break away from them.
"Stop, Charlie," Jim Dart said, stepping over and laying a
hand on his shoulder. "You are under arrest. You have
broken the rules here, and you will have to wait until Wild
comes back. Probably he may be able to straighten out
things."
"Me under arrest!" cried the scout, his eyes flashing. "Why,
I reckon I served my time for Uncle Sam, an' I've got an honorable discharge as a scout, an' could have a lieutenant's commission if I'd wanted it. Me under arrest by a lot of gimcrack soldiers like these here! Well, I sorter reckon not."
Then he hurled the two men holding him aside as easy as if
they had been a couple of schoolboys, and, stepping back,
doubled up his fists, ready to fight.
"Hey, there!" came from the doorway of the general's quarters. "What Is going on there?"
"These fellers are arrestin' me 'cause I made your orderly
sit down, general," Charlie answered, quickly.
"Let that man alone!" shouted the general, angrily, and the
officers and privates quickly withdrew from the spot.
"If any more of you fellers feel like settin' down mighty
quick, I'll accommodate you by a1)' by," Charlie called out,
exultantly. "I'll be waitin' here for you."
They were much abashed, as well as surprised at the action
of .the commanding officer, but wisely kept their own counsel.
Meanwhile, Young Wild West was having quite a talk with
the general.
The young deadshot was informed of all that had been transpiring in that part of the country in the past few weeks, and
to say that he was interested would hardly express it fully.
Ever ready to lend a helping hand to any one deserving
of it, and especially willing to aid the military forces of his
own country, the boy could not be anything else than glad of
the opportunity to help out the general.
"What I want you to do is to run the Pony Express route
a few days, Young Wild West, General Collins said, when he
had briefly related all that was worth telling. "I know you
can do it, with the aid of your two partners, for you are all
experienced horsemen and not afraid of danger. Of course, it
is a dangerous undertaking, but I feel confident that you
could succeed, where others would fail."
"All right, general," the boy answered in his cool and easy
way. "I reckon we will do this for you. Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart will be more than willing, I know, and if they
are not enough to run the express, my sweetheart will lend a
hand. I'll count on her to help me out, anyhow."
"Your sweetheart!" echoed the general, looking at him in
amazement. "Surely y.,ou would not let that young girl take
such a risk?" .
"Why not? I am sure she can ride as well as the majority
of the best male riders in your regiment-your entire command, in fact. Don't think that she couldn't do her part."
"Well, I don't know about that. I have the power to make
a contract, so I will have one drawn up. You can sign it, with ,
Cheyenne Charlie as _your guardian, since you are not of age;
and then you may hire whom you like to help you out. Will
that be satisfactory?"
"Entirely satisfactory, general."
"You will want big pay?"
"It is worth considerable, isn't it?"
"Yes, I suppose it is. The ordinary Pony Express riders
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in different parts of the West receive but seventy dollars a I The speaker was clutching the young woman tightly by the
month. That would hardly suit you."
, arm while he rattled off this in Spanish, and the glitter in his
"No, that wouldn't suit at all. In the first place, I wouldn't eyes told only too well that he was a man not to be trifled
make a contract with the government to run the route as with, and one who was as vengeful as he was villainous.
long as a month. I would make it a week, and I would deHe was rather handsome, too, but of the evil sort. He stood
.mand a thousand dollars for my services for that length of nearly six feet in height and was well formed and athletic.
time, provided I got the mail and dispatches t11rough on time. \ This, then, was the notorious bandit, Pedro Minto-the man
If I failed to do this I would n.ot take a dollar. I mean that who had escaped from the jail at Silver City, and who defied
this amount would pay for all my help, so there would be noth- the whole United States.
ing additional to pay."
I The senora began weeping bitterly, for she no longer seemed
"If such a contract is drawn and signed by me, it- will be to be frighten€d.
·
the most peculiar one ever made by the United States Govern"I did not know it was you, Pedro," she faltered. "Look at
ment," declared the general, shrugging his shoulders.
what you have done! . My poor husband!"
"Probably it might. But you said a · little while ago that
"Your rich husband, you should say," the bandit retorted,
you had full power to act."
smilingly. "He even spent his mony to aid in my capture, so
"So I have-and, by jove! I'll agree to what you say. The I understand."
contract shall be drawn immediately, and you shall begin
"But he did not know you were my brother, Pedro;"
your work th.is afternoon." ,
At this moment the man in the wagon raised to a sitting
"I am agreeable, general. Let me know when you are ready ' posture.
for me to sign the contract. I will bring Cheyenne Charlie
"Ho!" cried the bandit. "Not dead, eh? Well, I am glad
1
in, if he is not put in the guard-house before that time."
' of that. I would n,ot have the blood of my sister's husband
"Advise him t9 be a little easy with ,t he officers and me, will on my hands if I could prevent it. So you are alive, Garcia?"
you?"
.
"What means all this, my dear wife?"· the· wounded man
"Certainly I will."
, asked-for the bullet had pierced the fleshy part of his right
Then the young deadshot saluted and went on out to rejoin · arm.
his waiting companions.
"Alas! It is the notorious bandit, and he is my brother,"
Senor Garcia now arose to his knees and looked at the banCHAPTER II.
dits and his wife in amazement.
YOUNG WILD WEST GUARANTEES A RESCUE.
"Well, Garcia," said Pedro, smiling sarcastically, "what
At the very time Young Wild West was engaged in conver- th ~nk you of the situation?;',,
sation with General Collins exciting things were occurring on 1
Do you mean _to rob me. came the query in a somewhat
!
of voice.
th e t rai·1 o,,er t h e mountams,
less than ten miles f rom th e , angry
"Oh , tone.
fort.
no. I. wou Id no t be so base a? th a t . I _mere1y mean t o
Galloping at break-neck speed were four horses, the wagon · hold your ~1fe_ for a ransom. I ,;"111 make 1t ten thousand
they were hitched to bumping along- the rocky ground in \ do,~la:s, ~o ~.t will be easy for you.
almost constant danger of being overturned.
V1llam!
The wagon was without a top, and in it were a middle-aged I "Worse tha_n that, Garcia. But be rea~onaJ;>le, or I may
Mexican and a beautiful young woman who was of the same change my mmd and leave your carcass lymg m the sun for
race.
'
i the Ame~ican dogs to find. You have no great amount of
Both were very much frightened, though the man was trying :noney with you, as I happen to know. But Y?U have money
to calm his companion as he drove the horses furiously along m the bank at Tombstone. You shall go on with your horses
the trail.
•
and wagon, and you will hurry to :rombstone a~ fast as you
A few things in the way of household effects were in the can. Then you will return with -dispatch to tlus very spot,
wagon and now and then when there was a heavy lurch, and on that white rock close to the crevice in the cliff you
something would tumble o~t.
will place ten thousand dollars in good American money. This
The young woman clung to the seat and kept looking back done, you will go a hundred yards the other side of the bend
her face white with fear.
,
' an_d wait for yo1.1r wife to join you. You have heard what I
Suddenly she gave a startled cry and then threw herself said, so let this be final. There can be no change made, for I
in the bottom of the wagon, grabbing a piece of canvas and am Pedro Minto,_ the bandit, and I never change my mind."
hastily covering herself with it.
Then the bandit nodded to two of .the men, who were standHer companion looked back, and when he saw half a dozen ing close to the senora, and said:
horsemen appear around a bend he changed the reins to his
"Cover her eyes and away with her. Treat her kindly, for
left hand and drew a revolver with the right.
the same blood that courses through her veins courses through
Crack! Crack!
mine."
He fired two shots in quick succession, and just as he was
The young woman gave utterance to a slight scream, but it
• about to pull the trigger a third time, the report of a carbine was quickly stop,p ed by a cloak that was thrown over her
rang out, and back he went from the seat, a cry of pain com- head.
,
ing from his lips.
·
Then she was picked up bodily by the two men and carried
1
The horses dashed madly on, however.
around a big rock.
.
But the horsemen were gaining rapidly, and though they I Senor Garcia saw all this happen( though he dared not make
must have been filled with triumph, not a word came from a move.
their lips.
I
His revolver Jay in the wagon, right within reach o,f hls
A short distance ahead was a rather steep ascent, and once left hand, but he dared not touch it, for the bandits had him
they got to it the four horses slackened their pace.
covered.
Before the top of the hill could be reached the horsemen
"Garcia," said Pedro Minto, slowly, "you know what you
were there.
must do if you would ever see you'!' young and beautiful wife
Two of them proceeded to stop the horses, while the others again. Now go on, for I will not banter words."
rode on either side o.f the wagon, keeping the occupants covOne of the bandits handed the reins to Garcia, and another
ered with their guns.
started the horses on up the hill. '
·
The outfit was soon halted, and then the bandits, for such
There was no help for it, so with his right arm hanging
they were, threw aside the canvas and dragged the young helpless from the pain of the bullet wound, Garcia gulded
woman from the wagon.
.
the four steeds with his left, and in less than two minutes he
"At last, my fair senora," one of them said, somewhat sneer- was out of sight of the bandits.
ingly. You• notice that I am not call1ng you 'sister,' even . Tombstone lay more than thirty miles to the west of him,
though we two are children of the same parents. I have you I and there was a cross tralJ that would take Garcla there less
in my power now, and I mean to make you pay me well for than five miles further on.
the way you have treated me. You would not aid your own : He knew this well, as it had been his intention to reach
brother because he was Pedro Minto, the bandit! You were I the hustling American mining camp as quickly as possible,
satisfied to let him be put in an American jail! But he is out and there was no nearer way to get there than to come by the
again, and, luckily for him, he heard that your fool!sh old route he had chosen.
• husband was coming to live on American soil, so he might
The notorious· bandit was correct in all he said about the
be out of danger from the bandits. Ha, ha, ha! Little did he wealthy Mexican being afraid to rerualn any longer ir, Mexico
think that Pedro was going to stay right on the American trail on account of the bandits.
and pursue his trade the same as before. Here I am! Look at
Since his money and lnflusnce hact nlded materially in the
ce, you who I am ashamed to call my sister!"
cai,ture and imprisonment of Pedro l\1lnto, and it was knowu

I

I

I
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I
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I
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by the man's followers, it was small wonder that the villains i "Lat light, Misler Wild. Me velly seldom without tangleshould feel sore.
foot. It so velly goodee medicine me have to havee."
But Garcia had not known that his wife was a sister to the
"The senor needs a little stimulant to brace him up."
bandit.
"Me undelstandee, Misler Wild."
.
The knowledge had come to him with a great shock, and as
Then the Chinaman was not long in produci~g a pmt fl~sk
he rode along in the wagon, his left hand clutching the reins from one ?f the many pockets the inside of his loose-fittmg
tightly, his brain was in a whirl.
coat contame?·
.
But the love for the wife much younger than himself w_as
~enor Garcia _gladly took a few swallows from the ~~sk.
strong within him and he resolved before he had gone a mile
Now then, Jim, suppose you look after the wound.
.
that he would pay the ransom.
'
I "Right you are, Wild," and Jim Dart, who had already disSurely she could not help it if her brother w.as a bandit.
mounted, lost no time in getting into the wagon.
The congestion of thoughts caused him to feei no pain from
Usually, Cheyenne Ch1!-r_lie attended to wo1:1nds, but h~ was
th e wound he had received.
over at Fort Bowie, wa1tmg to start out with the mail t'he
But he soon realized that it was bleeding prol'usel~ and that ' first thi~g the next morning.
.
.
.
he must do something to stop it.
'
· i But Jim had t_he_ necessary bandages 3:nd omtment with _him,
He brought his horses to a halt and then soon bandaged the and he went at 1t m a way th~t told plamly that such busmess
wound as best he could, and made a sling with a big silk was not altogether new to _him.
handkerchief, so the arm might be carried right.
1
The Mexican was ~ra~eful, an~ before the t~sk was comHe was rather faint of course but possessed considerable pleted he thanked our fnends ove1 and over agam.
nerve, and was determ'ined to pr~ss on and reach Tombstone. ; Then, when he was 3:ssured that th~y were al"'.ays g'.ad cf
Just as he was about to turn to the left and follow the trail the cha~ce to rend~r aid to any_ one in nee~ of it, ou1 hero
that would talrn him where he wanted to go, he heard the asked !~1m to tell lus story as bnef!y and qm?kly as he coul_d.
I tt . r h 0 f
I Garcia d1cl so, anti whenever he began gomg too much lll
c ~a~-~i~ ki~e w\t could hardly be the bandits coming from detail, Wild _stop_ped him, the_ resu)t being that they learned
. t·
h t
d l· I
d
·ted
· the whole thmg m less than five mmutes.
t h a t d 1~ec ion, so es oppc llS _iorses an wa'. ·
"Well, little girl," said the young deadshot, nodding to his
In a few seconds _a horse and nder came in view.
sweetheart, '·what do you think abclut this?"
It was Young Wild West.
"I think Senor Garcia is foolish if he pays the ten thouThe young deadshot ha~ signed the contract ash~ proposed , sand dollars," was the quick reply. ·'There :s one sure thing
it, and he was now ?n his ~ay to the second st3:t1on of the I -the band!t, no matter how bad he may be, will not harm his
mail route, _so he m1gh~ reli~ve Cheye1~ne .Charlie .when he own sister."
came along m_ the ~ornmg wit~ the n:i,a1l-bag anij. dispatches.
"Quite right. My sentiments exactly. How aboct you, Jim?
No~ far beh'.ntl him came Arietta, Jim Dart and ~lop Wah. What do you think?"'
Before Ga:cia ~ad 3: chance to se~ the~ the d~shmg_ young
'·The same as Arietta and yourself," was the retort.
deaclshot re111ed m Jus sorrel stallion right befor~ him.
"Good! That settles it then. Senor Garcia, you must not
"Wl1at's the troubl~, seno~?" th: boy asked, lo?kmg at the pay the money demanded' by Pedro Minto.".
arm that was held m a slmg.
Been shot 01 stabbed, I I "But if I fail to do it I will never see my darling little wife
r eckon?"
· "
. h
"P d
a 1·1ve again.
"Shot," answered Garcia in very goo d E•ng11s ·
e ro j "Nonsense. You don't really believe anything like that.
Minto, the bandit, shot me."
.
"
Minto will not harm his sister, I tell you."
"What!" cried the I.Joy, looking at him s~arply.
Are ?'ou
"But he would kill me for spite, perhaps. Then I would
sure it was the bandit who escaped from pnson a short time never see her again."
ago?"
"vVill you do as I tell you?"
"Quite sure, senor. But why are you interested?"
The Mexican hesitated.
"Because I want to catch Pedro Minto."
"I have told you who I am, have I not?"
"You are too young to think of doing such a thing as that.
"Yes, you have, but I have no recollection of having heard of
Pedro is one of the most desperate men that was ever at you before."
large."
.
. I "Perhaps not. But do you think the government. of the
''Glad to hear that, senor. I have heard it before--only this United States would enter into a contract with me for the
noon. But ' I reckon I'll get him, even if I am only a boy." short time of one week, and stipulate that I was to receive
The young deadshot's companions had reached the spot and one thousand dollars for my services for that length of time if
were at a halt, listening to the conversation.
I was not capable of doing things? I am only a boy, I know,
Garcia suddenly became aware of their presei,ce.
but if I live long enough I will be a man some day .
"Oh!" he cried, excitedly. "This is no place for the seno"It is wontlerful the way you talk, senor,., Garcia exclaimed.
rita. My wife, who is quite as beautiful as she, is now in "I r eally think I ought to do as you say."
the power of Pr.dro Minto, and I am hurrying to get the
"Do it, then. 1 promise you that I will restore your wife
money to pay for her ransom."
to you insitle of three days, and that I will succeed in running
Youn~ Wild Weot w'.1s more sm_-pris~d than eyer. .
the Pony .IDxpress to the full satisfaction of General Collins,
Ign_or111g wh~t he said about Anc~ta s danger m bemg there, who represents the government in the contract. Now then,
he seized Garcia b,: the arm and said :
.
you drive straight on to the fort. You may tell your story
'See here, my fnend. What are you trymg to tell me, any- \ there, and the:ce will be a detachment of cavalry sent out to
how?"
hunt down the bandits right away, no doubt. But the cavalry" Nothing but the truth, Senor Americano," declared the men won't get Pedro Minto in a hurry. 'l'hcy caught u1m
man, earnestly.
once-or somebody did; but he was too crafty for them, and
Then tears were seen gathering in his eyes.
made his escape. I'll get l;liru, and you can Let I"ll hold him,
"Oh!" he went on, choking down a sob; '·my poor Anita." too! I am going to have him dead or alive before my govern"Wild," said Arietta, "let the man tell his story. I am ment contract is fulfilled."
sure he has been speaking the truth."
\ "Senor," spoke up Arietta, as the Mexican sat in the wagon,
"I mean to, Et; but it surprised me so much when he made looking at the dashing boy in silent admirr.tion, "you can bethe statement that the bandits bad seized bis wife, and were lieve every word he says. Your wife wili surely be restored to
holding her for a ransom, that I thought he mig)lt be trying you, safe and sound. Wild can work wonders."
to give us a ghost story,"
I The man thought for a moment, and then he looked the
"I must go on to Torn.bstone and get the money from the l oung deadshot squarely in the eyes and said:
bank as soon as possible," spolre up Garcia, desperately.
i "Senor Young ·wild West, I am going to do exactly as you
·'Take it easy, senor," the young deadshot answered, speak- , say. I will not go to Tombstone to get the money. I will go
ing in the cool and easy way that had helped make him fa. straight to Fort Bowie and wait there until you bring my wife
mous. "Suppose you let us look at that arm of yours? I can to me. When you do so I will go to Tombstone and get the
see that it is bleeding quite a little. When we have done money demanded by Pedro . • But you will receive it as a rethat you can tell us your story in full. Hop, you come here, I ward for your services. I am quite rich, anti I can well afford
will you?"
.to pay you the ten thousand dollars."
'·Me comee velly muehee quickee, Misler "Wild," came the I "I am glad you are rich ~nough for that, Senor Garcia. But
reply, and then Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, rode up and dis- under no circumstan~es_ will I take a dollar of your _mone~.
mounted close to the wagon.
When I tell you that 1t 1s a pleasure for me to engage m su~n
"You have liquor with you I suppose?" and the y')ung dead- business as this I am telling you the truth. If it were not for
shot looked at him keenly. '
. the danger and excitement I am almost constantly coming in
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th en, we 'II wai·t un t 1'l to-111·ght, and then I'll see if we can't
save the senora."
Wild had no difficulty in closing the stone d_oor, and ~nee
he did t~i_s he walked softly back to where his compamons
were wa1tmg.
"Find anythi.ng, Wild?" Arietta asked, eagerly . .
"I reckon I did," was the r eply. "I found a secr et door that
opens into a passage. No wonder the bandit wants the ransom
money left on that white rock. All he will have to do is to
open the door and reach out and get it. This is one of the
secret caves we have struck so often. I reckon it won't be
CHAPTER III.
such a very hard job to get the Mexican's wife out of her ba_ndit brother's clutches. We'll ride oa now and get ourselves m
THE DISGUISED lllEXIC.AN.
r eadiness for the Pony Express business. · This is going to be
.
.
"Well, Jim," said Young Wild West, noddmg to his boy part- 1 a genuine old-fashioned adventure, if I j udge anything like
ner, as the Mexican drove on toward the fort, "I_ reckon we right."
"It certainly looks that way, Wild,"' Jim Dart declared.
have a double contract on our hands now. Accordmg ~o what
They mounted their horses and rode a long at a walk for a
the man tolfl us, the place where he is supposed to dehve~ the
money is not more than a mile from the first relay station." short distance, and then set out at a canter.
Without meeting any one, they reached the rude shanty
·' I was thinking that," was the r eply.1
"Yes. 'il\Te will now ride on and keep our eyes open. Pedro where the man in charge of the Pony Express station was loMinto might ta!re a notion to hold us up, you know. If he cated.
For r easons of his own Pedro Minto had not interfered
clill, and was successful, it might spoil our plans somewhat."
''I reckon he won't hold us up, Wild. He is evidently quite with this man whose 11 am; was Dower, or with any other employee save the riders.
satisfied with what he has done to-day."
It .;as really quite a task that Young Willi West had un"Probably .. But we will be on the -:•atch, ju~t the same.
.
dertaken to perform.
Fore~arned is forearmed, so the ~Id saymg go~s.
The Pony Express business alone was enough to keep him
Anetta would not have _come w1ch them had she not learr~ed
a! the_ fort_that the m_an 111: charge of the second relay statrnn I busy. But he had promised Senor Garcia to rescue his wife,
1 1 and he meant to do it.
had his wife there with him.
·while she hardly meant to do any of the Pony Express I Dower the man in charge of the gover nment horses, was an
I old pioz;eor, a:id his wife had been born and reared in the
riding, she would be r eady in case she was needed .
Our friends had.iieen assured that the best of horses '_Vere at , West so she was used to dangers and privations.
their serv!co, but th~y, of course, meant to use their own 1 Th~ couple came out of _the shanty when our friends rode
up to it and brought their horses to a halt.
whenever 1t was possible to do so.
They rode along the trail at an easy canter, and when ~hey 1 Wild' had an o:llicia1 letter to the man, and also one to the
thought they must be prett~ near the spot where tl;Je Mexican man in charge of the oth er station twenty miles furth er o_n.
wa~ overtaken by the bandits, they slowed down, and soon let / He handed rne one he ha d for Dower to him, and remamed
in the saddle until he had read it.
thell' hori,es proceed at a walk.
The practiced eyes of the young deadshot scanned the I "Ob!" and Dower bowed in a very civil way. "'i;ou are in
ground closely, and soon he picked out the exact spot where . charge of the Pony Express now, are you? I'm a whole lot
j surprised though 'cause you seem awful young to tackle a
the wagon had been stopped .
'
"Here we are," he said in a low tone of_ voice. "Now then, 1 job like this."
"That's a!l right, boss. Age don't a lways count, you know,"
don't make any more noise than you possibly can. I want to
was the smiling r eply. "If I can get the mail through on
find the rock near the crevice."
time, what's the difference whether I am you-ng or old?"
"Thero it is, right over there, 'i'Vild," Arietta whispered .
"No difference, Young Wild West. But I wouldn't have took
Sure enough, she was pointing to the exact place the bandit
you to be Young Wild West, though. I had an idea that you
hall told Garcia he must place the ten thousand dollars.
Tho young deadshot dismounted in a jiffy, an,d, stepping . was about thirty, an' that the 'You_ng' part of your name
stuck to you, that's all."
noiselessly along, r eached it.
The rock was almost white and showed in contrast ,vith I Before he sta.1·ted out Wild had formed a plan of how he
those it was wedged between. There was a slight hollow at m eant to run things, but be did not stick to it altogether.
t.he top, and in this lay a flat stone, _no doubt put there for I He decided that it would be best to let Jim go on to the
t.b e purpose of covering the ransom money when it was laid other station, while he remained with Dower until Charlie
, came along in the .coach.
th em by the Mexican.
''.That's what I call pretty good," tho yonng deadshot mut- · The contract had been drawn jttst the way he wanted it,
t~rcrl under his breath. ''.Well, I r~rkon th~s is ?o!ng to 1?.e th; a.nd instead of Jetting one do the whole length of t he route,
clir,:_,ct means of us catchmg the w'.ly band'.t chief. By Jmg?· by changing horses twice, he meant to let three riders do it.
Of course, Charlie, Jim and himself would be the three
J am awful glad we took the not10n to nd_e to Fort Bowi_e.
Who would have thought that· we were gomg to tumble m riders but he meant to <>iv~ Ari etta a chance at it before he
got thro ugh, even though it was not really necessary.
such luck as this!"
Arietta was bra,ve and daring, and she wanted the chance.
What the average man or boy would have deem ed dangerMrs. Dower took to her right away, and soon the two were
cus, and to be avoided, was directly opposite to Young Wild
inside the shanty talking away as if they had been friends a
West's clr:sires. "
But he had been horn to figure almost constantly in tb,rU!ing Jeng time, and had just met.
Dowu took Wild to the apology for a stable and showed
csr,apes and clangers of all sorts, so it was not strange that he
hi:n two good-looking horses. '
r,JJ1m!d court them.
Having looked the white rock over to his full satisfaction, ' Jim had gone on, of course, so Hop had to be accommodated,
.
tho youpg deaclsbot turned his attention to the niche that was too.
; "Well, Mr. Dower," Wild said, after he had looJrnd over the
r ight at the left of it.
App::irently the opening only extend ed into the cliff a few two horses and pronounced them all ri ght, "you don't seem
foC't; but he had experienced so much in finding hidden caves to have a very fine place here. It is a wonder that your wife
and passages that he felt it his duty to make a thorough in- is willing to stop here with yo11."
"She would rather be with me than anywhere else," was the
vestigation while he had the opport,mity.
He stepped into the niche and beg,m feeling the rock on reply. "I took this job because I couldn't git anything else to
do. I ain't able to do hard work any more. I got my back
both sides.
Theb::iy v.as not at all surprised when he felt it give slightly hurt about two years ago, an' I ain't able to bend over m uch."
"'l'hat is too bad."
at the right.
'fhe man then would have kept on explaining his injury
Then he pushed rather bard and a thin sh:b of stone swung
::round, revealing an opening that was amply large eno ugh if the boy had be,:.n willing to liste n.
But just then Wild was not in the humor to listen to such
·
·
to admit a man.
.
He looked into the opening and saw that it was a rough things.
Ile wa!1t?d to learn aJI _he could ab?ut the ban'.11ts.
passage that extended quite a distance back, where It was
! '·How 1s it that Pedro 11/Imto has not 1 erfered with you and
as dark as midnight.
"I reckon this is enough for the present," he though t. "Now your wife sihce you hav e bean stationed here?" he asked.

'
with, I fear I would not be able to live. Be1·ieve me,
contact
senor your wife will not be long in the power of her villain·
ous b'rother."
Then the boy got a description of the spot the money w~s
to be left at as well as the distance to it, and Senor Garcia
again thank~d him and rode on.
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"Not a tit. Why should I care if Mexico gains or loses a
few acres of land?"
"So long as it is not your land."
"Of course. But the land that could be lost or won ls
almost worthless."
Just then Arietta came out with Dower's wife.
'
The senor gave a start of surprise.
"Another of the Pony Express riders, senor," said Wild,
smilingly. "We are pretty well fixed for ric'!ers now, and we
mean to get the ma.ii through, bandits or no bandits."
Wild stepped up close to the horseman, and while the latter
was eyeing Arietta, he took a close look at his face.
That the beard was a false one he decided right away.
This meant that beyond a doubt it was Pedro Minto.
Anyhow, the young deadshot decided that way, and he
thought there could be no better time to capture the bandit.
Just as the horseman turned to say something to him, Wild
"Yes."
"And you think this fellow may have been the bandit jerked his gun from the holster.
Then with the other hand he tore the false beard from the
chief?"
man's face, covering him at the same time.
"Yes, I did think that way. He asked questions about the
"I reckon you are my prisoner," he said, in his cool and easy
mail route an' things like that."
•
WQ.
"Oh! Probably he was Pedro. But say, Mr. Dower, how
are you going to manage to let us stop, here with you?"
"That will be easy cnoYgh. The shanty has got two rooms.
CHAP'I'ER IV.
Your gal kin have one of the rooms with my wife, an' me an'
you kin sleep in the other one."
WILD AND HOP EN'fER THE BANDIT'S CAVE.
"But ~ow about the Chinaman?"
st0
Young Wild West thought surely that he had the man dead
P here, too?"
"Is he goin' to
to rights.
"Yes.
This made him a bit more careless than he otherwise might
"Well, I reckon he'll find room enough in the room we sleep
have been.
·
in."
.._
,
"Then it won't put you out any?"
He held the revolver loosely in his hand..-<1.nd his finger was
"Put me ou·~ any? Why, of course not. But what if it did?
not on the trigger.
It must have been that the Mexican was endowed with wonI'm workin' for the United States Government, an' you're my
derful quickness, for even though he could not have expected
boss?"
"All rigl:it, then. If I am your boss I'll try and be a pleasant anything like that to happen, he recovered himself as if by
magic, and the very moment the false beard was torn from his
one. Hello! Here comes a horseman."
Sure enough, a rider could be seen approaching, his horse face he raised his left foot to kick the boy.
The movement was divined by Wild, who, just as the words
at a walk.
left his lips, stepped nimbly aside, at the same time tightening .
Dower gave a start.
"Say, Young Wild West," he whispered. "That's the Mexi- the grip upon his revolver.
But up 7vent the senor's hand, and the gun went flying from
can I was tellin' you about."
"He is the fellow you think might be Pedro Minto in dis- Wild's hand.
It was but a feint with his foot, his hand doing the real
guise, eh?"
work.
"Yes, that's him."
"Not quite yet, boy!" he shouted, and then he flung himself
"Good! I will have a little ta:· ., ith him. You can tell him
upon his horse and went · away like<- shot, even before he got
that I am one of the new Pony hi_('.l)ress riders."
The horseman rode on up and dismounted before J:he shanty. fairly seated in the saddle.
•:wild!" cried Arietta in astonishment.
Wild followed the man in charge of the station around and
The young deadshot drew his other revolver.
looked indifferent.
He could have shot the horseman or the horse, as he cho:;ie,
"Hello, .senor," Dower said, pleasantly. "On your way_ to
but the audacity and quick thought of the fellow actually
Surveyors' Camp,?"
"I am going over that way," was the reply in excellent made him refuse to do so.
"Groot ginger!" he exclaimed. "That is the best move I
English.
Then the Mexican gazed keenly at our hero for a few sec- ever saw out of a fellow in all my life. He got the best of me,
onds, and then turned and looked at Hop, who was standing Et. rt is Pedro Minto, too!"
"What!" cried the girl, as she hastily seized her rifle, which
near his horse, busy trimming his finger-nails with a penhad been left standing close to the door of the shanty.
•
knife.
There came a mocking laugh, and then the horseman disap"This is one of the new riders, senor," Dower said, jerking
peared behind a sharp turn in the trail.
his thumb toward Wild. "The heathen is with him."
"It was the famous bandit leader, Et," the young deadshot
"Oh! I suppose it is hard to get riders for the route now,
rep eated. "He got the best of me, when I thought I had him
since Pedro Minto is said to be i-n these parts again?"
The Mexican, who wore a full black beard, looked sharply dead to rights."
"By the great North Star!" cried Dower, finding the use or
at the young deadshot as he said this, and, accepting the cha!lenge-for he knew that it was a challenge-Wild answered, his tongue. "What is the matter, anyhow?"
"You saw what happened, didn't you?" our hero asked, not
quickly:
"Does anybody know for a fact that the notorious bandit making the least move 't o mount his horse and give pursuit.
"It was Pedro, eh?"
is in these parts?"
The man seemed so dazed that he asked the question in a
"That is more than I can say," and the Mexican shrugged
puzzled sort of way.
his shoulders.
"'I r eckon it was."
"Then it is only hearsay, eh?"
"An' you've let him git away?"
"Yes, I suppose you might call it that. But I do know for a
"Ye!3; a man who is as quick and as clever as he is deserves
fact that Pedro Minta's old band is not broken up. I have
been robbed twice by them in a week. I now make it a point to get away."
"You had your gun turned on him, too."
to carry very little in the way of money with me, and nothing
"I know it. He got the best of me, and that is all there is
at all in thfl way of jewelry. I haven't even a common watch
to it. But I'll get him next time, and don't you forget it. I
to tell the time."
"You are on the safe side, then. Do you live anywhere can't be fooled more than once by the same person. Pedro
Minto will be mine the next time."
around here?"
"Misler Wild," spoke up Hop Wah. "Lat gleaser velly
"Just over the line in my native country."
muchee smartee."
"Near to the camp where the surveyors are locate.cl?"
"You've got that right, Hop."
"Less than a coup4i of miles."
"Me wan tee catcnee um gleaser, Misler Wild."
"Are you interested in the discussio.ll about the border
"You think you can do that?"
line?"

"I s'pose it is because he knows that we have no money, or
anything else that's worth anything. He wouldn't steal the
horses, of course. If he did the route would stop, an' then he
wouldn't have the chance to rob the mail-bags."
"There's logic in what you say. But see here, Mr. Dower!
Have you ever met and talked with Pedro?"
"Not that I know of for · sure."
"What do you mean by that?"
"I mean that I might have, an' not kn owed it. They say that
Pedro has a way of disguisin' himself so evtln his closest
friends would not tell him."
"I see. Then you thinf you may have talked with him at
,some time or other?"
"Yes, for two or three times a Mexican has stopped here
an' asked a whole lot of questions."
"The same one each time?"
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"Me thlinkee me he Ipee you velly muchee quickee."
"Oh! Yon do? Well, I'll give you the chance. We will go
try it right now."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the clever Chi nee appeared
to feel perfectly satisfied.
"What do you mean to do, Wild?" Arietta asked, while
Dower and his wife looked on in silent amazeml!nt.
"I want the horses put away, and you to stay here in the
house," was the reply.
"Yes. What then?"
"I am going back where we halted."
"An<l, Hop is going with you?"
"Yes."
• But the horseman went the other way."
"I know he did. But that don't mean that he cannot get
back by some other way. Even if he does not, you know what
I promised to do."
"r know. Go on. I will do just as you say."
The girl had the utmost faith in her dashing young lover.
She knew that his blood was up now, and even though be
failed to catch the bandit chief right away, he meant to rescue
the Mexican woman who was being held for ransom.
A word from Wild, and Dower started to take the horses
back to the shed in the rear of the shanty.
It was less than a mile to the spot where Wild had discovered the secret door that was made of a thin slab of stone.
He put his rifle inside the shanty, and then bidding his
sweetheart to remain there until he returned, promptly set
out, followed by Hop.
Dower and his wife were so much puzzled that they knew
not what to make of it.
Bnt neither asked a question, and soon the young deadshot
and Hop were out of sight of the shanty.
Wild was determined to accomplish something, for his defeat at the hands of tJ:ie Mexican was felt keenly.
He must accomplish something to offset it, and that without
·
clelay.
"Hop," he said, as they walked briskly along the trail, "I
reckon Pedro Minto is one of the most clever villains we have
run across in a long time."
"Lat light, Mlsler Wilq."
"Did you get a good look at his face when I pulled the false
beard from It?"
"Velly goodee lookee, Misler Wild."
"Well, that is more than I did. I must confess that he surprised me so much that I didn't see just what he looked like.
The face was smooth-shaven, I think."
·'Velly lillee blackee mu. tachee, l\iisler Wild."
"You noticed that much, did you?"
"Yes, me see lat velly plainee."
"All right. We'll have him before long, even though we
don't get another chance at him to-clay."
The two were not long in reaching the spot they set out for.
As soon as they could see the white rock they both became
a great deal more cautious.
The young deadshot was not going to be caught napping if
there was a way to prevent it.
He was quite certain that the bandit chief did not know
they had passed the place, for the way he acted when Arietta
came out of the shanty was enough to convince him of that.
This being the case, the secret band of villains would not be
expecting any one to come there spying upon them.
"Hop," the young deadshot whispered, as he came to a
pause behind a big rock at the side of the trail, "have you got
everything with you?"
The Chinaman knew what was meant by this, and he
p~omptly answered In the affirmative.
Being a clever sleight-of-hand performer and a born practical joker, he was in the habit of carrying various articles
with him that could be used to assist him In carrying out his
deceptions.
It was a pretty sure thing that at any time he was asked he
could instantly produce something that would create an explosion.
Hop claimed to have been employed in a factory where fireworks were made before he left China.
Whether this was true or not, he certainly could make
crackers that were as good as the best, even though they
might not look so very neat.
Many times had these home-made cracke!"s stood him in
good stead, as well as helping him to play a practical joke.
I-Jop knew that the young deaclshot referred to the firecrackers.
"I reckon we will both go in there, Hop," Wild said, after
thinking for a few seconds. "It will be a risky thing to do, !
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know. But the qu;cker we catch Pedro Minto the more sure
we will be that we will run the Pony Express as per contract.
Now you just keep close behind me, and don't you maim a
sound as you tread along. You might have a piece of candle
and a match ready, for we can't tell just how dark it is Inside
the passage we are going to enter."
"Me havee evelythling leady, Misler Wild."
"All right". Come on, then."
The clever Chinee had been with Young Wild West so long
that tho utmost dependence could be placed in him, and no
one knew this better than the young deadshot himself.
The two made their way cautiously along and were soon
standing close to the rock where the bandit chief expected
Senor Garcia to leave the ten thouimnd dollars.
But of course he was not expecting it for a couple of days,
since he knew the senor would have to go to Tombstone in
order to get the money.
He was not expecting any one to enter the passage and get
into the secret hiding place of his band, either.
But that was what was going to happen right away.
Young Wild West, ba:il'led by the clever scoundrel, meant to
get square with him without much delay.
Hop watched the young deadshot sharply, and when he saw
him press gently upon the side of the niche, he waited breathlessly.
It looked just like the solid rock itself, but when it moved
the Chinaman grinned broadly, though not a sound came
from his lips.
Revolver in hand, Young Wild West step ed into the opening.
He held the secret door so there was no chance for it to
swing all the way open and jar against anything.
The Chipaman squeezed in pa.st him and then stood waiting
for the next move.
Wild let the door close gently.
Thon it was as dark as pitch.
After listening and hearing not the least sound, the boy
whispered:
"Strike a match, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler ·wild," came the familiar retort.
Ten seconds later a match was burning in the hand of the
Celestial.
Then it was but a few seconds more before he had lighted a
piece of candle.
The passage was quite wide enough for two to ':Valk abreast,
so in this way they stevped forward, the clever Chinee holding
his hand so he might snuff out the candle-light at an instant's
notice.
He did not whisper a word, but stepped when Wild did and
stopped when he did.
Slowly they moved through the passage, which did not run
altogether in a straight line.
When a distance of about twenty-five feet had been covered,
daylight could be seen ahead.
A nod from the boy and the Celestial extinguished the candle.
Then they went on, the light growing stronger at each step.
Just about a hundred feet from the entrance the passage
opened in a cavernous apartment.
It was quite light there, too.
From a point to thd left the light streamed In, showing the
opposite side of the. cave plainly, and also three or four natural pillars of stone that supported the earth and rock overhead.
Wild knew they were close to the goal, and elated at the
thought of possibly rescuing the Mexican's wife, he stepped
lightly over the rough stone and went aroun.d to the left. ·
He did not have to go far before he found himself looking
straight into another cave.
That there was a series of them there, he did not d.oubt.
This meant that thc:-c was an entrance somewhere else.
Ilut this must be the case, anyhow, since it was not possible
for the bandits to take their horses in and out by the way
they had entered.
Hop now dropped behind the boy and then they went on
noiselessly.
Into the other cave they stepped, and then they both saw
a number of horses tied in a row close to where the light was
admitted.
Aimost <lircctly opposite the horsee was a!10ther p:ut of tblcl
underground place.
When Wild saw a big <'Urtain that seemed to be made or
Indian blankets hanging o,·er a. part of it he fig1.1.red th11.t thifl
might be the living quarters of the bandits.
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The boy motioned the Chinaman to stay where he was, and
then he moved quickly across the cave.
Once he got to tbe blankets he dropped to the ground, and
then lifting the curtain, peered through the opening made.
A thrill of delight passed through him, for there was the
place he ;was looking for.
Tables, chairs and stools were right before him, as well as
boxes and barrels.
But that was not all!
In a corner of the cave apartment sat a female figure with
bowed head.
"The senora!" was the thought that flashed into the mind of
the boy.
CHAPTER V.
WILD GETS SQUARE ' WITH PEDRO lllINTO.

The fact that there were no men to be seen anywhere in the
cave was somewhat surpr~sing to Young Wild West.
But it only made it all the better.
· That the crouching female was the wife of Senor Garcia be
die! not doubt, and that being the case, he must get her away
from her prison as quickly as possible.
Wild turned and looked at Hop .
The Chinaman stood stock still where he had left him,
watching with all the eyes he had.
·
There was no better chance, so tho young cleadshot walked
noiselessly across the cave.
Not until he lai<l his hand upon the woman's shoulder did
she know of his presence.
.
A startled cry came from her lips when she saw it was not
one of the bandits.
"Calm yourself," whispered the boy. "I have come to take
you to your husband."
The dark eyes lighted up as if by magic.
"You are the Senora Garcia?" Wild whispered, questioningly.
"Yes!" came the reply.
The boy nodded, and then out came his hunting-knife.
A couple of slashes and the leather thong that was about
the senora's waist was severed.
·
The other end was attached to a ring in the rocky side of
the cave, but our hero simply left it hanging there.
Taking the woman by the arm, he Jed her to where the Chinaman was in waiting.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wile!," Hop said, nodding his
head approvingly.
•
"That's right," was the reply. "Go on and lead the way out.
This is a whole lot easier than I expected It would be.''
Not the least sound could they hear that there was any
one in the series of caves, so they went on through the pa.rt
where the horses were stabled, and then out into the passage.
Hop did not take the trouble to light the candle, for lte
knew there were no pitfalls.
Rapidly tho three made their way out.
It was not until she was standing in the open air ' that the
r escued senora chose to speak.
"Where is my husband, senor?" she asked in a low whisper,
as she looked around expectantly.
"He went to Fort Bowie, if you know where that is," was
the r eply.
"I know. H e did not go to Tombstone·to get the money to
pay the bandits for my release, then?"
"No; I would not let him do that. I told him l would surely
get yon away from your brother, the bandit chief."
"I am so glad, senor. You -shall be r ewarded for this."
"That's all right, Senora Garcia. I don' t want any reward,.
I am a bit puzzled as to what shall be done with you. Do you
know the wa:y to the fort?"
"Oh, yes, senor."
"You can ride hors eback, of course ?"
"Ob , yes."
"And it would not make much difference if you used a man's
saddle, would it?"
"Any way at alJ, senor, so that I can soon join my husband.
He is badly hurt, I fear."
"Not badly, Senora Garcia. I saw to it that his wounds
were dressed soon after we met him."
"I am glad," and the look in her ey(ls showed her feelings
rully.
"Go and get a horse for the lady, Hop," our hero said, after
a pause. "I won't risk taking h er to the shanty. Pedro Minto
might happen along just at the wrong time. She must be well
on the way to the fort before h e discovers that she has escaped. Go on, We will wait over there behind the rocks."

I "Allee light, Misler Wild," and
Iried off to do as he was bidden.

the heathen promptly hur-

Wild coolly shut the secret door, and then taking tile
woman by the arm, conducted her tc the spot where he told
Hop they would be found when he returned with the horse.
The Senora Garcia showed that she was a nervy woman,
for she did not seem t9 regard her capture by her villainous
brother as anything serious, other than it had threatened to
make her husband part with the large sum of ten thousand
dollars.
"Of course he dare not harm me, for I am his own sister, I
am sorry to say," flhe said, when they had taken their po~itions where they would be safe from observation, in case any
one came along. "Months ago I disowned Pedro, and I ha,,e
been trying to get him entirely from my mind. But it is a
hard thing to do, for blood will tell, as they say. Pedro did
this in a spirit of revenge as much as he did for the money
he expected to get. My husband Jent assistance in his capture,
and Pedro hates him for it. But he realJy meant to let me go
,iust as soon as the money was placed on the white stone, and
he got his hands on it."
"It is a lucky thing we met your husband," Wild declared.
"You see, we don't believe in paying ransoms, though they
have been exacted of us quite a few times. I have a sweetheart who has been in the power of just such bands as your
husband is the chief of. But she always got away from them
without me, or any one else having to pay a dollar."
"Please tell me who you are, senor," she asked, looking
at him in admiration. "You are but a youth, and it seems
strange to hear you talk as you do."
"My name is Young Wild West."
"A rather peculiar name, is it not?"
"Yes, but it is the, only one I have, so I have to be satisfied
with it."
Then he briefly related something of his history, and how
it happened that he ehoulcl be there at this time.
He had not finished when Hop came riding along with
one of the government horses.
"Now then, senora," Wild said, hastily. ":S:ere is your
horse. You will ride as fast as you can to Fort '.Bowie, where
I am sure you will find your husband waiting. I will tell
you more about myself some other time."
Hop dismounted, and then without delay the Mexican
woman was assisted upon the animal's back.
Wild took time to shorten the stirrups for her, and then he
waved her away.
'
He stood with Hop watching her until she disappeared
around a bend, and then with a noel of satisfaction, said:
"Now then, we'll go back to the shanty. I reckon we have
done some pretty good work, Hop."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. But me no havee usee um fireclacker."
"That's all the better in a case of this kind. You can't tell
what you'll have to do before we are through with the bandits, though."
"Me ho pee so, Misler \Vile!."
The young cleadshot smiled at this.
"You are about the same as Charlie, Jim and myself,·• he
cleclarecl. "Always wanting something to happen to make a
little excitement and danger."
"Lat light. Me likee Jillee fun, too, so be."
They walked on back to the shanty without seeing any one.
"Well, Et," Wild said, as Arietta came out to meet him.
"I suppose Hop told you what we die!?"
"Yes, he said enough to let me know that you found the
Mexican woman and got her out of the place without any

~~~"

.

.

"Yes. She is now riding swiftly for the fort. I think she
will get there all right, unless she happens to meet some of
the bandits on the way. There are none of them in the ca>'e,
as far as we could fine! out."
"Possibly you didn't look enough to find out. When you
found . the woman you did not look any further, perhaps."
"That is just about the size of it. But it is all right. We
have rescued tbe senora and spoiled Minto's chance of getting
the ten thousand clolJars he demanded; now the next thing
is to get the bandit chief. When that is clone I reckon we'll
run the Pony Express all right."
Arletta informed him that Hop had said nothing to Dower
or his wife as to what he intended to clo with the horse, and
when Wild questioned Hop about it ho declared that r.e
thou ght it was· best not to.
"Tbat's ri ght," the young deaclshot said, nodding approvingl y. "It don't pay to lot everybody know your , business.
Not that Dower was not all right; but it might get him in
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trouble with the bandits if they found that he knew anything
about the r escue.
·· lYir. Down,·· he said, a little later, when he met the ma;1,
"I suppose you think it strange that I should send the Chinee
for onf' of the horses?"
"I did think it mighty strange. What has become of the
home?"
"I loaned it to a party to ride ov r to the fort."
"You had somebody else with you what didn't come here,
then?"
'·Yes, '' answered the boy, thinking it best to let it go at
that.
The afternoon was pretty well advanced by this time.
Just before night a party of surveyors came along on their
way to the fort.
.
They had seeii Dower before, so they stopped and asked
why the mail had not come through in the past few days.
Dower introduced them to the young deadshot, and then
Wild was not long in explaii.ing matters to them.
He learned that the men bad quit their job, because they
had tired of working in a place where they could hear nothing of what was going on, and the food they had to eat was
so poor.
They went on after taking a rest, and then Wild, Arietta
and Hop soon had supper at the shanty.
"Mr. Dower," said the boy, as it began to grow dark, "I
am of the opinion that the bandits will pay you a visit tonight."
"I was thinkin' that myself," was the reply, and the man
showed that be was decidedly uneasy.
"They will be after me, most likely."
"Like as not they will."
"I have been thinking it over, and I have decided that I
won't sleep in the house to-night. I'll take Hop with me, and
we'll find some good place handy by. We will take all three
of our horses there, too. Arletta can room with your wife,
and should any one come, you ought to be able to make them
believe that we have gone on to the other station."
"That would be a good idea. But it ain't hardly right for
you to sleep outside, when there's a roof right here that's
plenty big enough to shelter us all."
"But that isn't the question. You wouldn't like to have
the shanty destroyed, would you?"
"No, of course not."
"Such a thing might happen If the bandits came here and
knew we were inside. Now, you just leave it to me. We'll
fool them nicely."
They all talked it over, and it was decided that it should
be done just ::.s Wild suggested.
Not long after It was good and dark the boy and Hop Jed
the horses to a hollow among the rocks a few yards from
the trail, and then fixed up a sleeping quarters for themselves with a couple of blanlcets.
·
Arietta remained in the room she was to occupy with
Dower's wife, while the couple sat outside the shanty.
It proved to be a wise precaution of Wild's, for about nine
in the evening, four villainous-looking Mexicans appeared at
the shanty.
They were on foot, and this meant that they must have
come from the cave.
Dower and his men were much frightened, for the men
appeared so suddenly that they were not expecting it.
The fact that they had slouch hats pulled down to partly
conceal their faces made it more so.
While one of them talked with the couple in broken English, the others went around the shanty to where the horses
were kept.
It happened that W!ld and Hop heard them moving about,
so it was not long before they were watching them.
The greasers talked in low tones when they found that
there were bµt two horses there, and soon they gave it up
and went around to the front of the shanty.
·
Wild followed them and was able to hear what they said
to Dower and his wife.
They asked questions about the American boy and girl, and
the Chinaman, as well.
But the replies they received made them believe that they
had really gone on to the other station.
They soon left, and Dower found Wild a little later and
tried to induce him to come and sleep In the shanty.
But the boy would not 110 this.
He might have just as well, however, for ·the night passed
without any Interruption.
Leaving the horses in hiding, Wild and Hop ate their brea,kfasi In the shanty.

They had just about finished when footsteps outside told
them that somebody was coming.
Arietta qui ckly ran to the other room, while Wild and the
Chinaman hid themselves behind a table that had a cloth
hanging to the floor.
The young deadshot was able to watch the door, however,
and when Dower answered a knock and opened it, he saw
Pedro Minto standing there, a revolver in his hand.
"Good-morning, senor," he said, a cruel smile showing on
bis face. ·· 1 want to ask you one question, and if you don't
answer it truthfully I will shoot you!"
"Who are you?" asked Dower, turning pale, for he noticed
that the revolver was turned straight toward his breast.
"You know me, senor. I am Pedro Minto."
"'What do you want? You had better keep away from here.
'l'he soldiers are after you."
·
"I care nothing for the American soldiers, or the Mexican
soldiers, either. There is somebody else after me, and he
is the one I want to meet. I mean the boy who came so near
capturing me yesterday afternoon."
"He went away a little afore night, yisterday," answered
DQwer, trembling before the bandit.
"I know that much. Where is he now?"
"I don't know, unless he is at the other station. He is
going to take the mail when it gets there."
'l.'he bandit chief smiled in a way that was tantalizing.
"One more question," he said, stepping Inside the shanty.
"Where did the American boy take the lady?"
"She went with him. The Chinaman did, too."
"I_ don't mean the American girl; I mean the senora." ,
"What senora?" and Dower showed a surprise that was
genuine.
"Come !" exclaimed the villain, almost fiercely. "You tell
the truth, or I w111 shoot you down like the dog you are!"
"I don't know what you are talking about," stammer ed the
keeper of the mail station.
"Yes, you do. You know that the American boy found
the senoi;a some place close to this, and that he escorted
her to Fort Bowie."
"I don't know anything like that, indeed I don't, Senor
Pedro'" exclaimed Dower, as he backed toward the table in
an effort to get out of the way of the big revolver that was
pointing at him so threateningly.
The bandit followed him up.
"You are lying, senor," he said, smiling in a meaning way.
"No!" cried Dower. "I ain't Jyin'. If you don't believe
I'm tellin' the truth, ask my wife. She was here all the time,
an' she kin tell you that there ain't been but one lady hr.re ·•
"Senor, I am afraid I will have to kill you."
As he si,iid this the cloth flew from the table, and quick as a
flash Young Wild West leaped from under it.
A quick blow and the gun was sent flying- from the bandit's
hand.
'l'hen the boy·s clenched fist caught him a hard blow between
tho eyes.
Down went Pedro Minto, and before he realized what had
happened the young deadshot was on top of him, gripping
him by the throat.
"I reckon I've got you this time!" the boy exclalmeo, in
triumph. "I'll guarantee that you won't get awav 2,live!"
"Not muchee!" cried the clever Chinee, as he liastened to
bind and gag the villain. "We catchee Pcdlo Minto allee light
!is timee, Misler Viild ! "
·
In a very short time the bandit was rendered utterly helpless.
He was dragged into a col'ner and some blankets thrown
over him, and then Wild kicked him and said:
"I! you so much as move until I tell you to I'll begin shooting at you. I rescued your sister, and now I have got you.
You can bet all you are worth that I am going to run the
Pony Express, too! "
CHAP'l.\ER VI.
CHEYENNE CHARLIE TAKES A IIAND IN 'l'RE G,HlE.

Cheyenne Charlie was quite satisfied with the arrangements
Young Wild West had made.
Anna and Eloise found a stopping place at a house close to
the old fort, and the scout bunked In with the regulars at the
barracks.
Wing, the cook, had no trouble about finding a place to r&main until the Pony Express business was dono wltll, anll the
fact that he belonged to Young W!Jd West's party made hltn
quite safe from being bothered with by the men at the fort.
General Collins ha.cl issued stringent ordi;:rs to tha.t effect.
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Oha,rlie did try his level best to get into trouble with the here to where your husband is. I wish I could take you there.
orderly :1nd some of the minor officers while he was waiting But I've got to git this mail through on time, an' I don't see
for the next morning t,o come. But it was no use. No matter how I kin."
what he said or did to them, he was treated with the utmost
Charlie was really in a, quandary.
r espect.
If he had been engaged in almost any other business just
The scout chafed for action, and when daylight the follow- then he would not have hesitated to take the woman on his
in.g morning came he w~.s up and eager to be of£.
horse with him and ride back to the fort.
The fact was that he feared Wild and Jiin might be having
But he knew that Wild was eager to get the mail thr,c1ugh
lively times while he was lying in idleness at the fort.
on time, it being the first trip, and also that the general was
It was quite a bunch of mail that was put in the bag when expecting it to be done.
he was ready to start on the first leg of the relay to SurveyJust what he might have done if a detachment of cavalry
ors' Camp.
had not appeared right then it is hard to say.
Some of the letters contained money in crisp, new greenThe moment he saw the glitter of their equipments in the
back;, to pay for the stores that had been bought in a small morning sun the scout let out a yell that might have been
Mexican town near the border.
heard a mile.
About the same formalities that go with a regular mail serAs soon as she realized that they were American soldiers
vice were gone over, and then with the mail-bag locked and the senora showed as much delight as the scout.
bulging with its contents, the scout bade his wife Anna goodIt did not take Jong to explain matters, and then after quesby and set out on the twenty-mile ride.
tioning her as to the exact spot where she had been held a
His powerful bay h'orse was in fine condition, and he knew prisoner by her bandit brother, the lieutenant in charge of the
he could make the distance i,n record time, provided he was detachment ordered two of the men to escort Senora Garcia
no: stopped by the bandits.
to Fort Bowie without delay.
All sorts of thoughts flashed through his mind as he was
They were instructed to take turns at letting her ride
riding away from the little settlement at the fort.
double, and Charlie no sooner saw her start than he spoke
He wondered if Wild, Jim and Arietta had got through sharply to his horse and went galloping over the trail.•
safely, after parting with the Mexican they had met.
"Hey, there!" called out the lieutenant, in surprise. "What
Probably what happened to Garcia made the scout all the is your hurry? We are going that way. We are pretty sure to
more anxious, for he knew that Wild would not leave a stone find the hiding Place of Pedro Minto now, for the lady has
unturned in his efforts to get the senora away from her bandit given us enough information."
brother.
But Charlie did not hear all he said.
The arrival of the man at the fort created quite a sensation,
He simply waved his hand for them to come on and then
thoug)l but few outside of the general and Cha:::.lie knew what kept his horse going at top speed.
had happened to him.
Charlie had put in plenty of experience at Indian fighting,
The general decided that it would be best not to let it be and he was not anything like new at fighting Mexican banknown, and he was firm in his belief that Young Wild West dits.
would succeed in getting the woman free, thus saving the hus;
He could be cautious on the watch when he wanted to, and
band ten thousand dollars.
he now felt that he must be.
O! .course, he had sent out a big detachment to hunt for the.
Keeping his eyes open, he ·continued on, his horse covering
bandits, but as long as they had been looking for them, not the ground rapi'dly at the tireless lope that is common to the
a man belonging to the fort had the least idea where the steeds of the West and Southwest.
secret hiding place was.
On he went, and just when he figured that he must be getYet Young Wild West had discovered it as soon as he got ting pretty close to the station he was to be relieved at, half
near it.
a dozen masked riders suc;ldenly appeared in the road.
If Charlie had known that much he might have been foolish
Charlie did not hesitate.
enough to venture into danger before he got to the end of the
His gun flashed in his hand instantly, and he began firing
twc_nty miles.
for all he was worth, at the same time guiding his horse for
He was rash and impetuous, anyhow, and there was never a clump of rocks that happened to be close at hand.
telling what he might do.
His action must have been entirely unexpected by the
He rode on for about five miles, and then he suddenly was masked riders, for they halted right away and seemed consurprised by seeing a woman standing in the road something fused.
like a hundred yards ahead.
Those who remained in the saddle did, anyway, for two went
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed. "What in thup.der does to the ground before the scout's rapid firing.
this mean?"
"There goes a couple of you!" he exclaimed, with flashing
Full of curiosity, he urged his horse to a faster pace and eyes, as he reached the cover of the rocks. "There ain't
quickly came up.
nothin' that's goin' to stop me in gittin' this mail-bag where it
The woman was no other than the senora Wild had sent the belongs."
afternoon befori to the fort.
Knowing that the cavalrymen were not more than a mile or
She was bedraggled and weeping, and when the scout rode two b€hind him, Charlie decided to go right on.
up she appeared as much frightened as she was pleased.
He got around the rocks, and seeing nothing of the bandits,
"Good-mornin'," Charlie said in a kindly voice. "What in he struck the trail a.n-ain and rode swifter than before.
thunder are you doin' here, gal?"
His horse was making a spurt now.
''Oh! will you please tell me how far it is to Fort Bowie?"
It was not more than two minutes before h~ heard the crackc.:i.rne the eager query.
·
~
Ing of firearms far in the rear.
;'.Jest aboui five mil~s. How far have you b,een walkin'?"
"They've found 'em!" he exclaimeu., gleefully. "Gooc!
"I don't kno:w. Perhaps ten miles. I was thrown from my enough! We'll mighty soon git rid of tbem bandits, an' make
horse late yesterday afternopn, after it had run away with it safe to carry the mail down this way."
me, taking. the trail toward 'I'ombstone. I was not badly hurt,
The next minute the scout came in sight of the shanty at the
so unable to catch the horse, I walked back to the road I have side of the trail.
been following, and kept on until it got dark. 'I'hen fearing
"Whoopee! Whoop<'Je!" he yelled, waving his hat, for he
. that I mi-ght get lost, l ciirnbed a tree and remained in its saw Wild come hurrying out.
bra-:::ches all night, 'l'his morning, as soon as It got light
a A little ahead of time, according to my figuring," the young
enough for me to see, I set out to walk to the r.ort. My hus- deadshot said, as Charl!e brought his horse to a halt.
band. is there, and I am anxious to get to him."
"Thunder, Wild!" was the reply. "If I ain't had a ride!
"Your husband is there, eh?" the scout asked, nodding in a Met that Mexican woman you started for ther fort yisterday,
pleased way. "Is Senor Garda your husband?"
an' after I got her fixed up right I goes an' runs into a gang
"Yes, yes! He is >'nreiy there, tl1/-ln?''
of greasers with masks on their faces. But I'm here, jest ther
"Ile &P.rtinly ls, an' he's worried a whole lot about you, I same'. Hooray! Whoopee! . Wow, wow, wow!"
kin teil you! So Yu•rng Wild West got you away from the
Arietta was out of the shanty now, and so was Dower's wife.
bandi ts, did he?''
Ho)) was not long in appeariug from behind · the shanty, for
''Ye:s, senor. Do you lrnow Young Wild West, the bravest it happened that he had been looking after the horses when
Amer\r::i.n boy that ever lived!'"
the scout arrived.
"Do,: knew him? Well, I s'.lrter rockon tl!at I onghte,·. I'm
'What Charlie said was amazing to Wild and his sweetheart.
Cheyonne Cba.rl!e, one of his pards."
1
That he had met Senora Garcia that morning, whe!l she had
"Oh! ho~ glad I arn."
I set out the afternoon befo,·e to cover a distance of only twenty
·• So :1!!1 ! glR.d, Mrs. Garcia. But it's a good five miles from i miles seemed almost impo,;siuie.
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But Charl10 was not long in explaining why it was that
"You had better get him to the fort without delay," our
way.
hero went on, as he led the way into the shanty. "From all
When he had told his story Wlld nodded to his sweetheart, · accounts, he is as slippery as an eel. I remarked just before
who was ready to ride on with the mail-bag, and said:
you came that before I'd let him escape I would shoot him."
"Go it, little girl. I reckon you'll get there all right. Get a
Charlie qow removed the gag from the bandit chief's mouth.
fresh horse and go all the way. Tell Jim to come here as soon
The first words he gave utterance to proved to l:!e a string
as he can. We may want him to help us corral the rest of the of oaths in Spanish.
bandits."
But he calmed a l!ttle and then proceeded to berate and
Hop had her horse ready, so Arietta lost no time in mount- threaten the young deadshot in English.
ing. ,
"That's all right, Pedro," Wild said, In his cool and easy
Fastening the mail-bag on the saddle behind her, she waved way. "You won't get away this time. I reckon there are
an adieu to her dashing young lover, and then away she went enough men here to take you safely to the fort, and once you
on the second lap of the relay ride.
get there it will be all up with you."
"'il\Tell, Charlie," said the young deadshot, when his sweetThe lieutenant was eager to take him, so in less than half
heart had disappeared, "we have got Pedro Minto, the noto- an hour later the terrible bandit was on the way to the fort.
rious bandit and jail-breaker."
"What!" gasped the scout, hardly able to believe the evidence of his own ears.
CHAPTER VII.
"It is a fact. -We nailed him this morning. He is in the
ARIETTA GETS THROUGH ON TIME.
shanty being watched by the man who is in charge of this
station."
Since the bandits had not been entirely broken up, and pur"Great gimlets! I reckon there ain't an awful lot more to sued their lawless trade while their leader was a prisoner,
do to clean up the greaser crowd, then. I dropped a couple it must be necessary that they have a man to fill his place.
of 'em back there on the trail."
They did have one, and though he was not nearly as crafty
He followed Wild into the shanty.
nor as daring as Pedro Minto, he was quite capable of keeping
The prisoner was in the corner, partly covered by the the· men together.
blankets, and near him, gun in hand, sat Dower.
His name was Castro, and he had been a thief nearly all his
"There he is, Charlie."
life.
"I -s ee the sneakin' coyote. So that's Pedro Minto, eh?"
At the age of sixty this man was as strong and active as
"It surely is?"
ever, and it is needless to say that he had improved in vil"How did you git him, Wild?"
lainy.
Wild was not long in relating just how it happened. He
It happened that he was the first\ one to discover that Senora
told also how he had been outwitted by the clever villain the Garcia had escaped from the cave.
day before.
When Young Wild West entered the underground place and
"I knew it would not be long before I turned the tables and so easily rescued the senora, Castro, with eight others, were
got square with him," he added. "Not only did I catch him, asleep in a section of the cave less than twenty · yards fr.om
but I set his sister free. It does me good to get the best of the spot.
such a fellow, Charlie. You can bet he will never have his
But it will be remembered that the y-0ung deadshot worked
liberty again. Before I would let him escape I would shoot silently, and l}ence the sleepers were not disturbed.
him down as if he were a wolf!"
It was not due to carelessless on Castro's part that she was
The flash in the boy's eyes told how strong he was in his unguarded.
feelings about k eeping the bandit a prisoner.
A man had been detailed to keep a watch on her, but he had
Minto h eard it all, of course.
taken a notion to go and visit his wife, who had promised to
His face was plainly visible, a nd even though the handJ{er- meet him on the back trail and fetch him some clean clothing.
chief that had been used to gag him partly concealed it, a
By the back trail is meant .that there was another way to
sinister smile could be observed.
get in and out of the hiding place of the bandits besides the
"Ain't been lettin' him talk, eh?" Charlie remarked, as he passage our hero had discovered.
stepped over and lightly kicked the prisoner .
This passage was seldom used, unless the bandits had a
"No. We thought he might l et~ out some sort of call that hold-up to make on foot.
would bring his men here. We have been expecting them
Of course, it came in very handy for Pedro Minto when he
right along, but none have showed up yet."
ordered Garcia to leave the ten thousand dollars right at the
"I wonder how many there is of 'em? There was six in secret door.
the gang what tried to stop me."
The real entrance, then, was at the other side of the high
"There may be as many as twenty-possibly more. Suppose projection of rock and earth, opening in a rather narrow dewe ask Pedro?"
file which went on for nearly a mile to a trail that was sel"You mean to take the gag out of his mouth?"
dom used l;)y any one but the bandits themselves.
"Yes. Hop, you k eep a watch."
This joined the regular trail three or four miles on toward
"Plenty men comee now, Misler Wild," came the excited the border, so when they were out with their horses it was
reply.
nece3sary fer the bandits to ride quite a long way in order
"It's them cavalrymen, Wild," spoke up the scout. "They to get into their snug r etr eat.
Pedro was not in at the time the discovery was made that
ought to have bee11 here afore this."
The young deadshot quickly looked out, and when he saw his sister had escaped.
'
He was out scouting around for prey, as was his habit, he
that the scout was right he felt reli.e ved, for he was not ready
seldom rem~.ining in the cave longer than to sleep and eat.
to meet the attack of a crowd of bandits just then.
When Castro learned that the senora was gone, and found
The cavalrymen rode ;.ip and halted before the shanty,
the leather thong had'. been severed, he knew that somebody
bringing a prisoner with them.
"Where's the rest of 'em?" Charlie asked, as he came out. had aided her.
"We had to shoot them," the lieutenant answered, with a
He excitedly called the eight men he had in the cave with
shrug of his shoulders.
him, and a thorough search of the series of caves was made.
"Put up a fight, ch?"
They even went through the little passage, but finding the
"Yes; wounded one of my men, too."
stone door closed as usual, p.one of them thought that the
He pointed to one of the cavalrymen who had his a rm in a senora could have gone out that way.
sling.
She had been blindfolded when brought in, and surely she
"Might jest as well finish ed this one, too," and Charlie could not have found the passage.
scowled at the greaser prisoner.
The man who h a d been placed on guard b~lng missing, it
"Lieutenant, I have another prisoner h ere for you," Wild was but natural t hat the villains should think that he w.as
said, when he had shook hands with the o!ficer in charge.
rcsponsij:)le for the escape of the prisoner.
"One of the bandits?"
While they were discnssing it tMs fellow returned, carrying
"Yes; Pedro Minto himself."
with him the bundie of clothing he had gone for.
"What!"
Castro gave a command, and he was seized instantly and
"Don't get excited over it, lieutenant. I have got him all then accused of being a traitor to Pedro Minto.
right."
The greaser was stupefi~d at first, for he had not dreamed
The cavalrym en were amazed, but they quickly r ecovered of such a thing as the prisoner getting away.
from their surprise at the good news, and then broke into a
He protested his innocence, but the bandits would not listen
r inging cheer.
to him, and the result was that he was quickly overpoweretl
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and bound, to await the coming of the leader, who would mete
out the punishment he was deserving of.
But Pedro did not show up, and the night came and passed.
Then Castro decided to send out half a dozen men to look
for him, and incidentally pick up anything they came across.
These six men were met by Cheyenne Char)ie and the cavalrymen, with the result already described.
Castro became uneasy after he sent them out, for he thought
it sure that the leader would come around to see his sister
whom he was holding as a hostage.
He decided to take the rest of the band and go out on a
tour of investigation.
Ten more of the bandits had come in during the night, nearly all of them bringing something in the way of booty.
It had been planned by Pedro to hold up the mail the first
time it came through, and Castro decided to do it, even though
Pedro was absent.
He chose that part of the trail where the back trail joined
it for the purpo'se, and he sallied forth with all the men, since
he did not think it worth while to leav1;i a guard over the socalled traitor, since he was bound securely and lying in a
niche, with a rock rolled up against it, which could not possibly be moved by him.
The bandits all had masks with them, but only three put
them on, since they would be enough to take care of the Pony
Express rider.
Castro was one of these, of course.
In the absence of Pedro he was always the leader.
In due time they heard the hoof-beats of an approaching
horse.
Castro motioned all but the two who were to aid him to get
back out of sight, and then mounting his horse, he made ready
to stop the rider.
In a very few seconds the rider appeared.
Castro gave a violent start.
"Caramba!" he exclaimed, excitedly. "It is a female!,;
He was right, for Arietta was coming at a swift gallop with
the mall-bag.
His two companions were as much surprised as he, but they
quickly laughed, no doubt thinking they were going to have
an easy thing of it.
On the alert for danger, Young Wild West's brave little
sweetheart came along the trail.
When she was within a dozen yards of them, Castro suddenly rode out into view.
The two he had to assist him followed immediately.
"Halt!" cried Castro, at the same time pointing a revolver
,
at the girl.
Arietta certainly was a surprised girl, for she really had
not expected to be held up, even though she was keeping a
sharp watch as she rode along,
But she always possessed great presence of mind, and, realizing what it meant if she was stopped, she spoke sharply to
her horse and ducked her head low, at the same time pulling
a revolver.
She was going to get by the three masked men if there was
any way possible.
· Crack!
Her r evolver spoke, and Castro's horse uttered a shriek that
sounded almost human and rolled over on the ground, pinning
the villain's leg under it.
Crack!
Again the brave girl fired, and this tii;ne one of the bandits
got a bullet in his shoulder.
But that was all.
The girl was past them .now, and the swift broncho she rode
was going at a lightning clip.
Fortunately there was a rather sharp bend right close to
the spot, and· Arietta rounded it just as 1 the other bandit
opened fire on her.
She knew she would be pursued, but her horse was fresh,
and, having a good lead, she did not care a great deal, since
she supposed that only one man would be after her.
But she was mistaken in thinking that way, for the rest of
the band quickly mounted their horses and rode out upon the
trail.
Castro was liberated, and not being injured lj, great deal, he
took possession of the wounded man's horse and mounted.
Then the whole crowd started in pursuit, leaving the
wounded greaser lying on the ground groaning from the pain
he suffered.
Bandits usually have the best of horses.
This was true with this particular band.
But strive as they might, they could not overtake the brave
·
Pon1 Express rider.

On the contrary, Arietta was . gradually leaving them behind,
Several shots were fired at her, but whether they only did
this to frighten h er into stopping, or were wild, anyhow none
of the bullets came very cl.ose to her.
Without stopping one, ·she covered the twenty miles, and
when she saw Jim Dart waiting in the road with his horse,
she uttered a cheer and waved her hat.
Jim heard her coming, and heartily glad to get into the saddle, he shouted in reply.
The bandits had given up the chase ten miles back, but Arietta feared they might come along after a while, and she aid
not want to remain at the station.
"Well done, Arietta!" cried Dart, as he ran to take the mailbag from her. "You are a few minutes ahead of time, if the
general had it figured out right."
"Oh!" exclaimed the girl. "Let me take your horse and go
on. The bandits have been after me."
"What!"
But Jim could tell right away that there would be no use
in arguing with her.
He quickly changed the mail-bag to his horse, and then assisted the girl to make the exchange.
Then she ,said just enough to let him kn.ow what had happened, and away she went for the ren;1aining twenty miles.
"What kind of work do you call that?" asked Mulligan, the
man in charge of the relay station, as he walked up and looked
at the boy in a puzzled manner.
"That was Young Wild West's sweetheart. She knows .just
what she is doing," was the reply,
"You said as how a gal might do some of the ridin', but
what's she goin' the whole distance for?"
·
"The bandits were after her."
"I heard her say somethin' like that. Do you s'pose they'll
come here an' make trouble for us?"
"They might."
"I hope they don't. They ain't never done nothin' like that
yet.. "All they seem to want is to git hold of the mail-bag,"
"They won't get it this time, anyhow."
"No, not if they was after her. But what was that she was
tellin' you jest as she rode off-somethin' about Pedro Minto
bein' caught, wasn't it?"
"Yes, Wild has got him."
"That beats all."
"Oh, I don't know. Young Wild West has a way of rounding
up such fellows, you know."
"Well, it's surprisin' to me."
,
"It isn't to me."
Jim now sat down while the man took Arietta's horse to
give it the care it needed.
He was anxious to join Wild and Charlie as soon as possible,
but he knew he must look after Arietta.
•
After a while he decided upon a plan of action.
"See here, Mulligan," he said, when the man came back. "I
reckon I'll take one of the other two honres you've got here
and follow the girl. We will ride back together to-morrow
morning, and then one of us will continue on with a fresh
horse, I don't know which of us it will be yet."
"Just as you say. You're my boss, 'cording to that official
paper you've got."
"You see to it that the horses are ready at the proper time."
"'fhey'l! be ready, if I'm alive an' able to git around .."
"All right, then. I'll go at once."
This was much better than hanging around the relay sta·
tion, so Jim lost no time in saddling one of the horses.
Mulligan lived there all alone in a shack that could hardly
be called a habitation.
But he got pretty good wages, and he was satisfied, so long
as the bandit.s did not trouble him.
Jim took it rather easy, and it was about two o'clock when
he got to the end of the route.
Surveyors' Camp was quite a place.
There were as many as a hundred government employees
there, and a detachment of cavalry was kept there all the
time.
The Mexican government was represented, too, and so far
there had been little or no friction among the men.
Jim learned that Arietta had arrived nearly an hour ahead
of the schedule time, and he felt a lot pleased, as might be
supposed.
The daring girl was now taking it comfortably at the commanding officer's quarters, where his wife and daughter were
living.
As soon as the boy learned this be made up his mind that
she must remain there until Wild came over.
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After he had been given a hearty dinner he walked over j "Five dollars a game," was the reply. "He's won one an'
I've won one. I reckon neither one of us will git rich if we
and had a chat with Arletta.
"This isn't a half bad place, Jim," the girl said, smilingly.' keep on that way."
"Ther heathen ain't been cheatin', has he?"
"1 wouldn't mind staying here a while if I didn·t feel that I
"Not much. I keep my eyes open when I play checkers. I
ought to get back to Wild as soon as possible."
"You are going to stay right here until Wild comes over," will say that he's a mighty good one at the game, though."
"Yes; he's a blamed cheat, too. I don't believe he could
was the rep1y. "You must Jet me be the boss in this case."
play any kind of a game an' be square with it."
"I don't know about that, Jim."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked, looking at
"I do, though. You are going to stay here a couple of days.
him in an injured way.
Wild will be here in that time."
"Nothin', Hop. Say! Me an' Wild is goin' out for a while."
"Of course she will remain here until he comes," spoke up
"Me knowce where you go, Misler Charlie. Me wan tee go,
the commanding officer's wife. "Just think of the thri!ling
too, so be."
escape she had while riding with the mail-bag!"
Up jumped the Chinaman, upsetting the board and checkers
Then the daughter spoke up, and the result was that Ari;
in Dower's lap.
etta agreed to let Jim have his way about It.
"You'd better ask Wild if you kin go," the scout said, grin"There is one thing sure," she said to them, seriously. "I
mean to carry the mall to the fort on .the last lap at the end ning broadly.
Not paying any attention to the man he had been playing
.
of .,the :"eek. !'11 do t~.at or kn?w t~~ re.ason ":'hy."
Ji~ said, laughmgly. the game with, Hop hurriedly left the shanty.
" You 11 do it all nght, Anetta,
Wild was standing in the middle of the road, looking in the
When you t~Jk that way you mean b~smess. But I hardly
thmk there will be any danger by ~ha;yme. You told me that direction of the bandits' cave.
"Hello, Misler Wild," the Chinaman called out.
th~ senora had been r:escued b:l'.' Wild·
"What's the matter, Hop." came the reply.
Yes, and the ba_nd1t leader 1s now where he can do no fur"Me wan tee go too sci be "
ther harm. Charlie and the detachment from the fort fixed
"All right; cor:ie aiong,' then."
up five of the bandits, and I think I wounded one badl.Y enough
The Celestial did a few steps of a jig right then and there.
to_ make ~Im unfit for duty for a whlle. I really th mk th ere
"What's the matter with him?" asked Dower, looking at the
will, be llttle or no dange'. by the en~ of th.e ~eek. There
scout in a puzzled way .
.
wont _be many of the bandits left, thats certam.
"Oh, that's a way be has sometimes," was the retort. "He's
. I?urmg the balance of the afternoon the brave girl was
feelin' good all of a sudden."
v1s1ted by every. one at the camp.
Even the Mexican officers came and congratulated her.
"Are you going far?"
The following morning Jim set out on the return trip, leavThis question was asked because the scout started to walk
ing Arietta pretty well contented where she was.
away, and Wild and the Chinee did the same.
"We'll be back by an' by. You an' the old woman kin play
checkers while we're gone."
CHAPTER VIII.
"We do a lot of it, an' no mistake. There ain't nothin'
IN THE BANDITS' CAVE AGAIN.
else a feller kin do to pass away the time. I wish I could git
Bent on cleaning up the bandits as quickly as possible, transferred where there's a chance to git a drink now an'
1
Young Wild West set about making his plans Immediately then."
after the cavalrymen set out for Fort Bowie with their prison",Why, you told me you and your wife were quite contented
·
ers.
to stay here," Wild spoke up.
The boy felt confident that Arletta would get through all
"I know I did. We are, too, most of the time."
right, so he had nothing to worry about on that score.
"Blamed if I'd stay here a week, not if I got a hundred dolHe bad Charlie with him now, and be could always accom- lars a day," the scout said to Wild, as they walked on away
plish a great deal more with his assistance than be could with from the spot.
any one else.
Knowing that they would hardly have any use for their
Not saying that Jim was not as capable; the scout had a till.es, they left them at the shanty.
way about him that was generally bound to make him sucBut each carried a brace of heavy revolvers, as usual.
ceed; and he was always ready to leap into anything the
Hop was armed with the big, old-fashioned six-shooter he
young deadshot suggested.
tiad been carrying so long, and though it was seldom he had
With the clever Chinee to help them out with his sleight-of- It loaded with any lead, it very often stood him in good stead.
hand, if necessary, the two were eager to get at the bandits.
Just now the six chambers were loaded with ordinary pow"Charlie," Wild said, as they were sitting in the shade be- der and red and blue fire.
fore the door of the shanty, "I reckon you don't feel like payWhen he fired a shot a streak of fire would shoot from the
ing a visit to the cave of the bandits, do you?"
muzzle to a distance of several feet; and if it happened to be
"You reckon I don't feel like it, eh? You're wrong, Wild. in the dark the effect was quite startling.
I do feel like it," was the reply.
The Chinaman went along behind the two, hoping for a
"I knew it, old fellow. I just said that to stir you up a bit. chance to show what he could do.
But really you had quite a time of it getting here. You may
Even though he very often got in a very tight place with
be a little tired."
bad Iudians and outlaws, he always came out unscathed; and
an'
go
we'll
an'
word,
the
say
you
Jest
it.
of
bit
a
"Not
it was usually due to his cleverness, though sometimes it retake a look at ther place where you found ther Mexican quired the assistance of Wild and his partners.
woman."
The distance being short, the three soon arrived at the
"All right. We'll go around there right now."
white rock.
go?"
heathen
ther
"Good enough! Goin' to let
They went with no little caution, though Wild was quite
"I suppose so. He was disappointed when we were there
yesterday afternoon. There was nothing for him to do." s.ire that they could not be seen by anybody within the cave.
"Here is where Pedro Minto wanted the ten thousand dol"Maybe there'll be somethin' this time."
" There ought to be, unless the rascally greasers have va- lars to be. placed," Wild whispered, as he placed his hand in
cated the place. They may have done that after fl1ldlng that the hollow at the top of the rock.
"He did, eh? Thought he had a sure thing of it, 'cause he
the senora got away from them."
"You kin bet they ain't done that, Wild. Let's get there as had his own sister a prisoner. That's about the limit, I
soon as we kin. Maybe we kin catch 'em nappin' an' git the reckon. It's a mighty good thing you got him, Wild."
The young deadshot nodded, and then after waiting a few
whole lot of 'em."
seconds, tried the secret door.
The young deadshot nodded.
It yielded readily, so he pushed it open.
He was really anxious and ready to go, but was simply tryHop grinned when he saw the look of surprise that came
'
ing out his partner.
on the scout's face.
Hop was inside the shanty playing checkers with Dower.
But Charlie said nothing, for It was not the first time he had
Charlie went In, and when he found Dower handing him
money he knew right away that the game had not been sim- seen such contrivances.
The th~ee w.ent on in~ide,. Hop {!roducing a piece ~f can!1le.
ply to pass the time away.
But Wild did not thrnk 1t advisable to have a light Just
But Hop could hardly have cheated the man in a game o!
.
.
checkers, though· he could not refrain from doing it in any then.
He knew the way, ~nd even. thoug~ 1t. w1:s as dark as pitch,
0 her sort of game when ,be got the chance.
· they would have no difficulty m gettrng rnside.
"Gamblin'?" Charlie asked, looking at Dower sharply,
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Slowly and noiselessly. they made their way through the
While the helpless man ·stared at him in astonishment, -t~e
passage.
young deadshot drew his hunting-knife and cut him loose.
When they got where it was light enough to see about them,
The Mexican seemed grateful and, seizing the boy's hand,
Cheyenne Charlie gave a nod, expressing his satisfactien with kissed it.
_
what had been accomplished, so far.
"I don't blame you for being' glad to get out of that place,"
A minute later and they were in the part of the cavern and Wild looked into the dark niche and nodded.
where they had seen the horses the day before.
The liberated bandit sat down and began rubbing his limbs,
Only three were there now, and this meant that some of the which must have become cramped from being tied.
bandits must be out.
"What are you going to do now?" Wild asked, when he
After listening to make sure that no one was stirring, they : had looked about and noticed that the scout was watching ·
moved on to the part where the senora had been imprisoned. 1 keenly for an interruption.
All was still as the grave.
I "Me want to go to· my wife. When Pedro come back he kill
Wild stepped over to the strap which was still hanging to me. He be verra much-a mad."
the iron ring, and showed the scout where he had cut it with I "You need not fear Pedro. He will never come back again.
his knife to liberate the prisoner.
- He is gone for good this time.
The soldiers have got him up 1 at the fort."
Again they listened.
This time . they heard sounds in another part of the under"You tell da truth?" cried the man, excitedly.
ground place that seemed rather strang-e.
"Yes, I am telling you the truth. We nabbed Pedro Minto
There was a scratching and pounding somewhere.
yesterday afternoon, and you can bet all you are worth that
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild'?" Hop asked in a whisper.
.
1 you'll never see him here again!"
"I don't know," was the reply. "I reckon we had better I "Me verra glad. Me take my wife and go to Mexico. Me
find out."
j tell da soldiers to come and take da rest of da band."
"Allee light."
"Don't be in a hurry about going. You are one of Pedro
After failing to make out what it was that was causing the Minto's band, and that means that you must go to Fort
queer sounds, Wild started in the direction they came from.
, Bowie."
Charlie and Hop were right at his heels.
I "Me no want to go, senor," and again the fellow seized
They crossed the underground apartment and came to a Wild's hand and kissed it.
·
natural doorway in the rocky partition.
1- "It ain't likely you do want to go there, greaser," the scout
If Wild and Hop had looked in there the day before they spoke up. "Most likely it will mean that you'll be hanged or
would have seen the bandits lying there asleep.
shot, if you do."
This was really the main apartment of the cavernous place,
At this the bandit cringed and bewailed his fate.
and was used as a place to live in by those of the band that
"Charlie," said Wild, after he had thought for a moment,
had no homes to go to.
"I reckon this fellow can be a whole lot of gpod to us. Maybe
The young deadshot took a few steps further, and, holding we can fix it , so he can go free."
his revolver in readiness, peered in.
J
"Maybe we kin. But I don't know how, Wild."
There was no one there.
"Well, there is such a thing as turning State's evidence, you
The peculiar sounds had ceased, too.
know."
But as the boy stepped through into the cave that was fitted
"Yes, I know that."
up with quite a little in the way of furniture, they were again
"He is blamed for letting the senora escape, so that means
heard.
this man he calls Castro would have him shot."
Wild located the spot the sounds came from.
"Who is this Castro, an;Y:l10w?" and Charlie looked at the
It was in a corner to the right.
greaser.
.
He looked over there, for there was ample light admitted
T.)le frightened man then proceeded to tell them all he could
through an opening overhead, and noticed a boulder leaning about Castro and the band.
.
squarely against the corner.
He st~ted that when Pedr? Mmto was away, Castro was
Just then the boulder moved slightly and a pounding nois.e always m command, and a right good man he had been for
•was heard.
~he job, until he caused him to be tied and thrust in the niche.
"Somebody's behind that big stone," the boy whispe~ed,
When he got to that part of it where Castro ha~ taken all
placing his mouth clos.e to the scout's ear.
the men hE\) had to hold up the Pony Express, Wild became
Chariie gave a nod.
' somewhat '.1la:med._
Unhesitatingly, Wild started toward it.
j By quest10mng ~1m he learned the way they hi_td go~e.
Charlie had his revolver ready to fire at the lea.st notice, · Then he knew_ his sweetheart must have been m peril. .
while Hop followed the young deadshot.
1
The man wilhngly showed them the way out of the series
1 of caves, and realizing that
A groan was now heard from behind the boulder.
it would take quite a little time to
"Hello!" called out Wild softly.
get back to the shanty and take the ]).orses that were there,
There was an eager reply in Spanish and then a scratching Wild dec)ded to us_e those belonging to the bandi_ts.
sound.
"Charhe," he said, "I reckon you had better tie this fellow,
Wild nodded to Hop, and then the two took hold of the so ~op can tak;, him to the shanty. We must hold him for a
boulder and pulled it over.
while, anyhow.
. It made quite a thud as it fell to the stone floor, a.nd Charlie
''Right you are," and th~ scout ~roceeded to do as suggested.
looked sharply for somebody to run into the cave.
The bandit, ?f course, did not like It, but there was no use
But no such thing happened.
in his protestmg.
The fact was that it was devoid of the bandits, save the man
The young d~adshot ordered Ho~ to t'.1ke ~im to the shanty,
who had been accused of letting the senora escape.
and as the Chmaman went out with his prisoner. the horses
He was right where he had been placed by Castro and his were sadd)ed, and th~n out O! the bandits' retreat went Wild
men, .and had been trying hard to get out, but witho1J.t success. and Char!Je to lend aid to ;\.rietta.
When our hero saw him crouching there, bound and helpless, he did not know what to make of it.
I
"What Is the matter with you?" .he asked, spea.king in a
very low tone of voice.
CHAPTER IX .
,
1
•
"Save me, Senor Amerlcano," the bandit pleaqed in SpanHOP AT HIS OLp TRICKS.
ish.
I
Wild understood enough of the language to know what he
meant, so he nodded and then dragged him out of the niche. ! I.,Iop, disappointed again at not having the chance to us~
"Where is the rest of the gang?" Wild questioned.
his firecrackers or exploit his sleight-of-hand, started through
"Dey go away, senor," was the answer, this time In broken the passage with the bandit prisoner.
English.
The man had no weapons when he was discoverecj,, and ns
"You are here alone, then?"
his hands were tied securely, there was no chance for him to
"SI, senor."
•
turn upon the Qhinaman.
"What were you tied in this way for?"
"You velly smartee gleaser, so be," Hop remarked, as they
The" boy spoke sternly now, and in a slightly louder key.
came to the secret door and paused to blow out the candle he
"Da senora get out, and Castro say me do it."
had lighted before coming to the dark Place. "Me likee you
"Oh! I understand. You were blamed for the lady getting velly muchee."
away. Well, greaser, they made a mistake about it. I am the
The bandit shook his head.
one who is to blame."
"JJJvidently he d!d not quite understand the words.

I
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But the door w,as open now, and he stepped through as he
was pushed by his captor, and waited until Hop closed it.
. '· Maybe you no likee me," the heathen ventured, acting as
1f he was sorry to think such a thing.
::chinee_ no let da soldiers take me," said the prisoner.
Allee l!gh t; me no let tee um soldiers takee you."
:'.You let me-a go?" asked the bandit, hopefully.
Pletty soonee, maybe." •
"Me pay you-a some money."
"You gottee plenty money?"
"Me got-a fifty do!."
"Lat velly goodee. Maybe you knowee how play dlaw
pokee?"
"What you-a say?"
"Dlaw pokee. Allee samee cards; kings, cleens, jackees."
He went through the motions of shuffling a deck of cards,
and the Mexican understood.
"Me like to Play da poker," he declared.
"Allee light. Whattee you namee?"
He did not understand at first, but by repeating the question
a couple of times as they walked slowly toward the shanty
'
Hop learned that it was Manuel.
"Lat velly nicee namee," he declared. "We allee samee
play dlaw pokee."
Reaching the shanty, Hop found Dower and his wife at the
door.
The two had seen him coming with tlie prisoner, and they
were not a little surprised.
"Where's Young Wild West?" Dower asked.
"He go with Misler Charlie to helpee Missy Alictta. Um
bandits allee samee go after her. Ley wantee lob um mailbag, so be."
"I told you so!" the woman exclaimed. "The girl should
never have undertaken such a thing."
"Don't holler about it yet. You don't know that anything
has happened to her. I reckon she kin ride as good as any
man you ever seen. She'd stand jest as much of a chance to
git away as a man would."
Dower spoke as if he felt that what he said was true, and
Hop quickly bore him out.
"Misler Melican man, me gottee um plisoner," the Chinee
ventured.
"I see you have. How did you git him?"
"Misler Wild and Misler Charlie and me allee samee findee
in um cave."
"A cave, eh?"
It will be remembered that Dower had not been told of the
cave being so close by.
No wonder he was surprised then.
Hop briefly related all about it, and then the prisoner was
conducted inside the shanty.
The woman asked more questions than her husband, and
little by little Hop made her understand just what the situation was.
"Now Jen, the clever Chinaman satd, nodding to Dower, "um
gleaser wantee play dlaw pokee."
"He does, eh? You ain't goin' to untie his hands so he kin
do it, are you?"
"Lat allee light. He no gittee 'way. He allee samee goodee
bandit."
"He's a good one, eh? Well, I didn't know the.re was any
good ones. But if you want to risk lettin' him have his hands
free, all right. I reckon, between the two of us, we kin see
to it that he don't git away. Want~ to play poker, does he? I
rather like that game myself. I s'pose there won't be no objections to makin' it a three-handed game?"
"Me likee havee you play velly muchee. You velly smartee
checkee player; maybe you velly smartee pokee player."
"Oh, I know something about the game."
The way in which he said it told Hop that he really felt as
if he was an expert.
This just suited the heathen, for he was never better pleased
than when he was sitting in a game of poker.
He failed to find the chance to have some fun with the bandits, so he would make up for it in the poker game.
Dower moved the little square table out so the three might
sit around it.
Hop nodded approvingly and laid his big pistol on the table.
Then he turned to the prisoner and proceeded to untie his
hands.
Gleaser," he said, warningly, "If you Uy to lun away
M
me shootee you velly muchee qulckee."
"Me no run away," was the reply. "Me wait for da American boy."
"Allee l~b.t."
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Hop sat him on a stool where he would have to pass both
Dower and himself if he made a break to get out of the shanty .
He then produced a pack of cards and took a seat.
Dower sat dewn, too, and his wife drew up a chair.
She seemed a lot interested, too.
Manuel, as he called himself, smiled, and no doubt he f!lt
more at hoJne with his hands free.
He pulled a greasy buc!-skin bag from his pocket and
counted out some gold and silver, placing it in two piles before
him.
Dower nodded and did the same.
Then Hop brought out a big handful of gold.
He always carried as much as a thousand dollars with him,
and sometimes a, great deal more.
Most of this he made by playing cards with professional
gamblers.
"Whattee um ante?" he asked, as he shu'ffied the cards and
smiled blandly.
"A quarter, an' a dollar limit," suggested Dower.
"Allee light. Lat suit you, Misler Gleaser?"
"Si, tenor," was the reply.
"You meanee allee samee yes?"
"Yes, Senor Chinee."
That satisfied Hop, and he placed the cards on the table for
the cut to be made.
Dower cut a queen.
Then Manuel cut and turned up a king.
"Lat velly goodee," remarked the clever Chinee, and then
he reached over and turned up an ace.
"You deal, Hop," said Dower.
"Lat light. Me deal firstee; you deal allee ~mee second,
and um gleaser deal allee samee lastee."
"Dat make-a no difference," declared the bandit.
Knowing that he would hardly be interrupted by Wild or
Charlie, and be forced to quit playing on account of his cheating, the Chinaman was now ready to fleece the two.
But he knew very well that Wild would force him to give
back the money he won.
However, he would have the fun while the game was in
progress, and that was sufficient.
He picked up the cards and shuffled them rapidly, at the
same time telling his hearers a little story about his sraart
uncle in China.
It was very little of it that Manuel understood, but he
nodded as if he was pkased, jast the same.
While Hop was shuffiing the cards he was picking out certain ones and getting them together.
He was "stacking" the cards.
Dower came up with a silver quarter for the ante, and after
the bandit had cut the cards Hop dealt them around one at a
.
time, In accordance with the rules of the game.
Dower's wife was sitting so she could see the cards he
picked up, and when she saw that he had four packs and the
nine of d-iamonds, her eyes dilated.
This was a wonderful hand t'o receive cold.
Dower nodded his head and shot a warning glance at the
woman.
He was afraid she might say something to give away his
hand.
She managed to keep still, and looked at the faces of the
other two players.
The Mexican's wore a pleased look, and no wonder, for he
found himself the possessor of four queens.
Hop looked on in an indifferent sort of way.
But he knew just what his opponents held; and he had seen
to It that he dealt himself four kings.
More than this! He had slipped the four aces of the pack
up his sleeve, to be used later on.
And all this while three pair of eyes were watching every
movement he made in shuffling and dealing the cards.
The bandit pm;hed a quarter beside the one Dower had
placed on the table for the ante.
Hop smiled complacently and did likewise.
He did not feel like raising it yet.
"How many cards you wantee?" he asked Dower.
"I reckon I'll take one, Hop," was the reply, and ' be discarded the nine of diamonds.
He received the card, and nodded, as if he was trying to
make Hop believe that he had been successful In th€; draw.
"How many you wantee, Misler Gleaser?"
"Me no take a ca.rd; me stand what you-a call pat."
"Lat allee light. Maybe you gottee velly gooclee hand."
There was no reply to this, so the Ch!na~a::i studied his cw!,
cards, and then laid one of them down.
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While he was thus engaged he was lettjng a quantity of
"Me takee one card," he said, blandly. "Maybe me allee
browni sh powd er drop on the ground around his feet.
samee gittee um flushee."
It was an old-time trick of his, but it was quite new to the
His face lighted up as he looked at the card he drew, and
he actually made his opponents believe he had been successful three he was about to perform it for.
'·Goodee-by!" he called out suddenly. "Me go to China!.,
in drawing to a flush.
Then he stooped and lf't the lighted end of the cigar touch
Dower put a dollar to the pile, and Manuel promptly raised
the powder on the ground.
it another.
Instantly there was a quick fl ash, and a cloud of smoke
Ilop boosted it, anq so did Dower.
Both the Mexican and the American felt that they held the arose.
When it cleared away the clever Chinee was nowhere to be
har:d that wou)d win, and Hop knew for a certainty that he
seen.
did.
Two minutes later a voice called out from apparently over
Tt was not strange, then, that the betting should go on until
the top of the shanty:
Dower had all tho money he possessed on the board.
"Me fly to China.· Goodee-by!"
The bandit was about broke, too. But he would have been
If they had known that the Chinaman was a clever ventriloablr- to meet it a couple of times more.
"!,fal:e it a show-down," Dower said, pleadingly, as Manuel quist they would not have been surprised at this.
But such was a fact, though it was not very often that he
rai sed it again.
"Whattec you do lat for? Wey you no callee?'" Hop asked, used the gift.
Dower and his wife rushed to the door and looked all
i::; he ,mt up more money, raising it again.
around.
'· I t hou ght the grt>aser was goin' to call."
Then they ventured outside and looked up on the roof.
"You velly mucheo mistakee. You puttee uppee lis, Jen,"
But Hop was nowhere to be seen.
and the Chinaman reached over and took the clock that was
The prisoner was as much surprised as they were, but he
ticking away on a shelf close to him.
The ·oman protested at first, but when she looked at her did not offer to leave the stool he was sitting on.
The man and woman walked back into the shanty.
husband's hancl a11d saw four jacks, she nodd~d .
·
"That's the blamedest thing I ever seen!" declared the man,
''I'll call you," the man said.
!\-Ianuel chipped in what was coming from him, and then shaking his head. Of course, I know he ain't gone away for
good. Young Wild West wouldn't let him do anything like
thEy both looked questioningly at Hop.
that. But how did he git out of sight so quick?"
"You callee me?" the heathen asked, innocently.
"He went up in the air in the smoke!" cried his wife, sol'·Yes," was the quick r eply from both.
emnly.
'· iVhattee you got tee, Jen?"
·T he words were scarcely out of her mouth when the clock
"I've got tour jacks."
came through the doorway.
"Mc got da four queens. "
It banged against the wall, narrowly missing Manuel's
"Vclly good hands, so be. Me gottee four kings!"
head, and the spring and other parts of the inside fl ew oat
He laid down the cai;ds and scooped in the pile of money.
Then he took the clock and placed it on the floor beside with a whirring sound. again and a cloud of smoke exactly
Then there was a flash
him.
like the other one aJ;peared before the doorway.
·'You deal now," he said, pushing the cards to Dower.
A lot of it came inside this time, causing the inmates to shut
But the man was thunderstruck, and it is d,oubtful if he
their eyes in an effort to escape it.
understood what the Chinaman said.
When it cleared away Hop was sitting at the table near the
His wife, too, was the picture of amazement.
prisoner, a cheerful smile on his yellow face .
.. 1-·l thought you had a flush," Dower stammered.
"Me allee samee dlop um clock, so me no go to China. Me
"Me t'ink-a dat, too," Manuel gasped.
"You both makee velly bad mistakee. Me velly smartee comee back," he said.
He was now satisfied with the fun he had had, and knowing
Chinee."
the money h e had won
"John Dower, you're a fool!I cried the woman, as soon as that he would not be permitted to keep
when Wild learned of it, he decid ed to give it back.
she had found the use of her tongue.
This he did, to the delight of all three.
"I knew it," was the meek reply.
Tl1c bandit's money was placed in a pocket of his trousers
"You've gone and let the heathen win all the money you
by Dower, and Manuel 11howed how grateful he was.
had."
But suddenly the woman thought of the ruined clork .
.. I c:m·t help it, kin I? He held the best hand."
"Ther e ! " she said, dramatically, as she pointed to it.
"Not satisfied with that, you've gone an' let 'him win our
But how about
clock, to o. "Now, how are we going to tell the time? Your "You've got your money back, John Dower.
the clock?"
watch is broke."
"Maybe I kin fix it," was the r eply.
"I don't know, an' I don't care!"
"Me fixee," spoke up Hop, and he quickly gather ed up all
So saying, Dower got up in disgust.
it outside.
"Me lose my money, too," the greaser ventured to say, but that belonged to the time-piece and tookinside
and lighted the
Unobserved, he placed a firecracker
rath er mi ldly.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, cheerfully. "Me velly fuse.
"Evelybody watchee !" he exclaimed. "Um clock gittec fixee
mu chee sally; but you no knowee how to play dlaw pokee."
Then he pieked up the rope the prisoner's hands had been velly muchee quickee." was a loud report and the clock was
The next -inoment there
tied with and order ed him to submit to being bound again.
blown into fragments.
Manuel made no objection.
To pacify the woman the Chinaman gave her a five-do llar
Probably he was thinking about the money he had lost more
gold-piece, and then be decided to take a ride along the trail
than the fact that he was a captive.
in the direction Arietta had gone.
Hop secured him so ,there would be no chance, to slip his
He knew Dower could be depended upon to watch the prisunder
somewhere
pistol
big
his
hands free, and then he put
oner, so leaving them all marveling at the things he had done,
his loose-fitting coat.
he g?t his horse, and, mounting, rode swiftly away
This clone, h e picked up the clock and walked to the door.
you
are
·'What
angrily.
wife,
"Hey, there!" cried Dower's
CHAPTER X.
goin' to do with that clock?"
C01'1CL RIO]\'.
"Me takee home," was the r eply.
At a furious gallop, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
"Home, eh ? You know 'very well you ain't got no home.
rod e through the narrow ravine that led from the bandits' reThe girl told me all about you."
,
treat.
"Me gottee home in China."
Both felt that Arietta might be wanting assistance badly,
"Go on to China, an' take the old clock with you! " spoke up
and they were eager to get to her.
Dower, who was angry as well as disgusted.
Out of the ravine, and then along the trail they continued,
"Allee light. You watchee um plisoner, Jen."
But you ain't goin' to no and soon they came to the r egular trail that led on to the
·« I s'pose I'll have to do that.
border line.
China, so don't try to make us believe anything like that."
One of the first things they saw on reaching this voint was
"Allee light. Me showee you velly muchee quickee."
Hop now stepped out of the shanty, taking the clock with the carcass of the horse Arietta had shot when the bltndlt~
strove to hold h er up.
him.
Another was the wounded bandit, who was lying at the side
Outside the door he lighted a big black cigar and stood
of the trail.
there, puffing away for a minute or two.
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"Castro no catch the senorita," he added, shaking his head.
Either would have been quite enough to make them halt.
,
"Hello! " exclaimed the young deadshot, as he reined in the "She got a verra fast horse."
"I believe he is about right in saying that, Charlie," the
steed ho was riding. "What's this, Charlie?"
young deaclshot remarked. ··Suppose we take the chances, and
"I reckon we bad better find out, Wild,'" was the reply.
They swung the horses around and rode up to the wounded go bark to where the wounded fellow is, and th en wait for
the rest of the gang to come back?"
"Do you think they'll come back very soon?" the scout
man.
"What are you doing here, greaser?" the boy ?emanded, asked.
"I hardly think they would keep · up the pursuit all the way
showing his revolver, for he knew right away that it was one
to the r elay station."
of the bandits.
"Well it will need more than one of us to corral the sneak"Mf' verra much shot, senor," was the feeble reply.
" Who shot you? Tell me, quick, or I'll put the finishing in' coyotes, so I s'pose we may as well go back."
Young Wild West always acted on the first suggestion that
touches to you!"
popped in his mind.
;;Da 1~,enorita what take da m;i.il shoot me."
I He was willing to take the chance that his sweetheart would
.
.
~h.
I win out in the race with the bandits, and t,rust to luck that
.
Wild believed he was tellmg the truth.
"~he shoot da horse, too," wen:t on th\! greaser, as if he was , they would soon come back.
If they did come back it would be quite easy to surprise
anxious to make a full explanation.
them.
"Yes. What else?"
of them
1·
t k
I
"She ride verra fast."
Then if they could not al be a en a ive, some
"And Castro and the rest of the gang went after her-is
would be taken dead.
He had the backing of the United States Government, and
that it?"
there was but one way to do it, and that was to make a clean
"Dat right, senor. Maybe you know."
"We do not. We learned it from Manuel, the man you left a
job of it as soon as possible.
The prisoner ·w as bbund with his own lariat, ancl then the
prisoner in the cave."
two set out to return to where ,the wounded man had been
The bandit gave a violent start.
left.
Then a look of fear came in his eyes.
He was there yet, for he was so weak from the loss of blood
"Maybe you Senor Young Wild West?" he ventured, questhat he was unable to get away.
tioningly.
Little or no surprise was shown by him when he saw the
"You find da cave of Pedro Minto?"
"Yes, and Pedro Minto is now on his way to Fort Bowie, a other bandit.
The two exchanged a few words in Spanish, but did not say
prisoner. This is going to be the last of your bandit gang,
anythin~ to their captors.
and you can wager your last dollar on it!"
th
Wild looked around and soon decided what should be done.
.
e man.
A sob came fron:i
He knew there were ten or more of the bandits that would
Betwten _the pam he was un?ergomg and the thought of
t be d alt with and this meant that they must be taken
h
what was l!kely to happen to him, he gave in completely.
','Wild," said the sc.out, "ar~ you ,t,oin' to stay here, or go on ci:i~le~ely bey surpri~e, if they were to capture them.
There was a· fine place for them to lie in wait, but two
an see what happened to Anetta.
"Charlie, it looks as if she got the best of them. She shot seemed qardly enough to turn the trick.
"Charlie " he said after he had thought for half a minute,
a man and a horse, that's certain."
"I reckon 'you had better go to the shanty and get Hop and
"Yes; but the rest of the gang went after her."
"Well, maybe they have caught her, and maybe t~ey haven't. Dower to come here. The woman can guard the fellow Hop
. was in charge of."
I r eckon we had better go on and find out, though.
"All right" was the reply. "I'll go right away. But do you
"Help me!" cried the bandit, when he saw them turn their
feel sure th;t Arietta got away all right?"
.
.
"
horses to leave. "Me ~o want. to,, die_ here:"
"Yes, I feel quite sure she did."
I will nde 01;1.
"Fix up his shoulder, Charlie: said Wild.
Charlie said no more.
I won't go so fast that you cant overtake me. Remember, it
Mounting the horse he had taken from the cave, he rode on
isn't Spitfire I'm riding · now."
"All right. I JI soon do :What I kin for ther blamed greaser," toward the shanty. Ee was nearly there when he saw Hop
toward him.
riding
and the scout promptly dismounted.
i "Ther heathen must have started to help us save Arietta,"
Wild rode on, keeping a sharp watch ahead.
He covered about a mile, when he saw a horseman riding was the scout"s comment.
I "Hello, Misler Charlie," Hop called out, as he rode- up and
slowly the same way he was going.
· came to a halt.
·
A glance told him that the horse was lame.
Ur~ing the horse to a faster pace, he raptdly overtook the , "Hello, heathen. Is that galoot of a greaser all righJ?"
"Yes, Misler Charlie."
1
rider.
"All right, then. You ride o;-i a l!ttle ways. Wild wants
It was a Mexican, and the boy did not doubt for a moment
you. He wants Dower, too. I'll go an' git him."
that it was one of the bandits.
Hop was a little surprised, but he asked no questions, aQd
The man showed uneasiness as the boy neared him.
the scout rode on.
Suddenly he began urging his lame steed faster.
Hop soon came in sight of Wild and the two bandits.
"Hold en!" cried the young deadshot. "Stop whore you are.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" he shouted. ·'You gottee two more, Misler
I want you."
He leveled his revolver, and reluctantly the hcrstman came Wild."
"Yes, and I expect to have the rest of them befor_e very
to a halt.
"Put your hands ovn your head," the boy said \n his cool Jong," was the reply. "You must have met Charlie?"
"Lat light. Whattee you wantee me do, Misler Wild?"
and easy way, for he noticed that the fellow was armed with a
"r want you to help catch the rest of the bandits when they
brace of revolvers and a carbine, as well as an ugly-looking
comll back. I don't know just how long it will be before they
knife.
"What da matter, senor?" came the reply, as the command com e, but we must be ready for them."
"Allee light. Mislcr Charlie fetchee um Meli can man pletty
was cbcyed.
1
soonee."
"You didn't catch the American girl, I see."
Tim wound r rl man was left lying where he had been ever
The greaser shook his head, making out that be did not
since he fell from his horse, but the other prisoner was taken
know what the boy meant.
behind the rocks close at hand.
But Wild did not take the trouble to explain.
Thou the horses were led there, and Wild and the Chinaman
He rode up to him and had no trouble in taking his weapons
waited for the scout and Dower to come.
from him.
rt was not many minutes before they showed up.
There was nothing to do now but to wait until Cheyenne
Then followed a wait of over an hour, and at the expiration
Charlie came up.
of that time the welcome sounds made by horses' hoofs came
rt was not long before he did so.
Then the bandit explained that his horse had caught a stone to their ears.
Wild was crouching behind a rock within a few feet of the
in one of the shoes, and that he had been forced to drop behind the gang that was pursuing the girl Pony Express rid er. wounded man.
"Greaser," he said, warningly, "if you say one word, or
Dut this was not until he had been told how the prisoner in
U10 cave had been found, and that Pedro Min.to was in the make the least sign to let the gang know we are here, I will
·
shoot you dead!"
hands of the soldiers and on the -..yay to the fort.
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"Me no say one word, senor," was the reply.
A minuj:e later three of the bandits came riding up, their
horses covered with .foam.
It was but natural that they should dismount near their
wounded comrade.
The moment they did this Wild confronted them with a
leveled revolver.
"Hands up!" he ordered.
Charlie and Dower then appeared, and the dumfounded ruffians surrendered immediately.
"Things are working fine, boys," Wild said, a smile on his
handsome face. "Just disarm these fellows and tie them.
They each have a lariat, so there will be no lacking of rope.
Get them behind the rocks-hurry up! More of them are coming."
They barely had time to get the prisoners attended to and
out of sight, when the rest of the band, with the exception
of Castro, appeared.
Right here we will state that Castro had decided to go on
to the village near Surveyors' Camp and look for Pedro Minto,
and at the same time watch for Arietta, he thinking that she
might make the return trip the next day.
The second lot of bandits were surprised and captured as
easily as the first had been, and then Young Wild West and
his friends were not long in getting them to the shanty.
Dower and his wife were more or less excited, but Wild
Charlie and Hop took it quite coolly, since they were used t~
that sort of thing.
The wounded bandit was given good care, and then Wild
thought it over and decided to let Charlie ride over to the fort
and have the general send over a detachment to get the prisoners as soon as possible.
"You may as well remain there, so you can be ready to take
the mail the day after to-morrow," the boy said to the scout,
as he was ready to leav1:l. "There won't be any further danger, since all but one of the gang has been corraled."
"But that one may be a hard customer. Manuel says he's
about as bad as Pedro," the scout answered. "I reckon I had
better come back with ther cavalrymen."
"Suit yourself, Charlie."
So the scout set out and in due time arrived at the fort with
the news that all but one of the bandits had been caught.
Meanwhlle, things went along quietly enough at the shanty.
Wild and Hop stuck it out, however, and when Charlie came
back that night they all felt better.
At the suggestion of Hop they paid the cave a visit that
night, but Castro was not to be found there.
Then the Chinaman showed his ingenuity by suggesting
that a trap be set for the cunning bandit.
Wild was w!lling, so Hop rigged a rope that would catch
him and strangle him.
When Wild understood what would happen to the villain he
made him remove the trap, however, he deciding that the
proper way to do it would be to catch him, the same as the
rest of the gang had been.
Jim Dart arrived on time with the mail the next morning,
and, after changing horses, went on through to the fort.
He had not been gone long when Wild and Charlie set out
with Hop for Surveyors' Camp.
They were getting the mail through on time, but were using
the riders as the occasion appeared to demand. But it made
no difference, so long as fresh horses could be had.
Wlld found Arietta having, quite a nice time at the camp.
She was delighted to see him, of course, and when she insisted on making the next trip with the mail all the way
through to the fort, he gave in to her and told her she might,
though he meant to follow her on the last lap of the journey.
Charlie went back to relieve Jim on the return trip from the
fort, and Wild and Hop remained at the camp.
It ls needless to say that they had a good time, especially
the heathen, for he made plenty of friends, and he managed
to lay up a few dollars unknown to the young deadshot, for
he had lots of chances to play draw poker, and he did not let
many of them slip by.
At length the morning arrived for Arietta to set out on
the sixty-mile ride to the fort.
Wild set out two hours before daylight, Hop going with
him.
They were to wait for her at the Dower shanty, and then
were to follow her all the way in to the fort.
A vigilant search had been going on for Castro, the remaining bandit, and rumor had it that he was hanging about, not
far from the fort.
,
What his purpose was in doing this no one knew, but Wild
figured that he might be looking for a chance to be revenged.

Arietta rod e her own horse on the first twenty-mile stretch,
and she arrived at Mulligan's over half an hour ahead of time.
The second horse she got was about the worst one of the
lot, but she managed to reach Dower's on time.
Wild was there to greet her, and the girl was mu-ch elated
at her success as a Pony Express rider.
"When I make this trip right through I will feel satisfied,
Wlld," she laughingly declared. "Then I will remain with
Anna and Eloise, and let you and Charlie and Jim finish out
the week. I think by that time things will be pretty well
settled here, and there will be no further danger. I think
this man they call Castro has made off to some place where
he is unknown. He surely would not stay around here any
longer and run the risk of being caught."
"I don't agree with you, Ii ttle girl," the young dead shot
answered, with a shake of the head. "I can't help thinking
that he is a vengefui man, and even though he has lost all
chances of regaining what he has lost, he will want to get
square with somebody. The somebody will be me-or perhaps you, because you eluded him so neatly. Pedro Minto
and the rest are being well taken care of, and, as far as can
be learned, Castro is the only one at large."
But Arietta did not agree with him altogether.
She thought there would be no danger of Castro appearing.
But she was wrong, and Wild was right.
While on the last lap, and less than six miles from the fort,
a horseman suddenly rode out of the bushes ahead of her.
"Stop!" shouted Castro, for it surely was he.
Some one besides the girl heard the command.
Wild was pretty close behind her at the time, though she
did not know it.
. As he reached the crest of a rise he saw his sweetheart
riding to the left, almost straight for the edge of a cliff.
She, of course, did not know her danger, and kept right
on, the bandit in pursuit.
Castro must have been a very bad man, for when he saw
that the girl was likely to get away, he swung a carbine to
his shoulder to shoot her.
But he never pulled the trigger, for Young Wild West, driven
to it, fired a shot and dropped him dead from the saddle.
Then the young deadshot shouted for his sweetheart to
stop.
But the horse had become frightened, and on it dashed, now
straight for the cliff.
Arietta quickly saw her danger and t_ried to stop the frightened steed.
But this she could not do, and the next thing she knew she
was right on the verge of the danger spot.
·
The young deadshot was now close to her, and he was ready
to act.
When she saw the horse was bound to go over the cliff, Arietta made a leap.
At the same instant Wild landed upon the ground. His
sweetheart had failed to seize upon anything that would hold
and was going over.
The boy made a dive for her and succeeded in grasping her·
in the nick of time.
By a great effort he drew her to safe ground, and then Arietta almost fainted.
But she came to quickly, and as soon as he saw she was all
right, Wild found a way to get to the foot of the cliff, and
the mail-bag was recovered.
T'de hor~e was dead.
A few minutes later the horse of the bandit was caught, and
then the t o set out for the fort, where they arrived on time.
It had been a thrilling ride, the last lap, and Arietta declared that she wanted no more of the Pony Express business
for some time to come.
There is not much more to add to this particular adventure
of Young Wild West's.
Of course, Senor Garcia was delighted at the way things
turned out, and his senora, even though her brother was sentenced to die, did not show any great grief.
The young deadshot finished his contract without making
a miss, and in due time he was paid the thousand dollars.
The dispute was eventually settled as to the border line,
too, but that had not bothered our friends at all.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
BIG ROUND-UP; OR, THE CHAMPION ROPER OF THE
B. B. RANCH."
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CURRENT NEWS
Another French military aviator wa& killed at Oujda,
Morocco, when Lieutenant Auguste Souleillan, of the Thirteenth Rifle Regiment, while endeavoring to glide to the
ground with his monoplane, fell from a height of 150 feet.
The death of Lieutenant Souleillan is the 330th in the
annals of aviation and the 112th since January 1.

It seems to be pretty certain that the latest German
dreadnoughts will be armed with 15-inch guns. If, so,
the German battleships will lead the world in the power
of the individual units of their main batteries. The earliest German battleships, corresponding in date to our
"Oregon," were armed with a gun of only about 9½ inches
caliber. The next advance was to an 11-inch piece; then to
A Hungarian citizen has invented an instrument which a 12-inch, which is the gun with which the ships of the
shows instantly the amount of interest due on any given current programme are being armed. '.l;'he increase to a;
sum for any period at any given rate of interest. The 15-inch piece will be much larger than the mere enlargeinstrument, which is made in the size and shape 0£ a ment o{ caliber would indicate to the lay mind; for
watch, bas a very simple construction, and all tlwt is I whereas our own 12-incb gun fires a shell weighing some
necessary to operate it is to place the hands in the prop.er I870 poundi;, the sheU for the 15-inch gun will be probably
position on the dial and the exact amount of interest in about 1,800 pounds in weight.
.
each case is indicated on the face.
A one-cent piece is made jrom almost chemically pure
Ralph Watson, chief engineer of the magnesite mine at copper, which is obtained by the new electric methods.
Piedra, Cal., on the Big Creek Railroad in the Sierra, was Formerly the refining of copper was an expensive process,
held captive for an hour at the bottom of a ZOO-foot shaft. but with the utilization of electricity the expense has been
Descending to the bottom to repair the engine he found a materially decreased. The copper is placed at one end of
twenty-inch rattlesnake above his head, and, frightened, a tank filled with water. This is called a code, or posifell into the pit of water at the bottom, five feet deep . tlive pohle. The actio~ o~t atl powehrftuhl electtric cudndent ~etAfter ndeavo in ·
· t '
h 1 h fl n ·
t eases t e copper, carries 1 1roug . e wa er, an ep.0s1 s
g m vam O summon e P, e 1dna Y ,dv~n it on the .xiegative, or cathode, pole. The result ii; what is
l\P thee ladderr past
the snake foT a light, and escen mo.
. .
again, killed the rattler with a club.
b . known as "electrolytic" or "cathode" copper. This 1s the
material of which pennies !).re made, While the "electro~
- - - -- I
Jytic" is ~he pur~st kno~n copper, the "lake"_ c?pper
Our longest river is the Mississippi. There is no other brmgs a shghtly higher pnce 1~ the market. This Ill bestream within onr borders that can stand a moment's com- ca1ise there j:, Ii small amount of silver in all the copper_
parison with the "Father of Waters." To be sure, there from the Lake Superior region. It is, however, of i;uch
are some who el aim that the really great river is the :;\fis- limited quantity that it cannot be separated at a profit.
souri, that that stream is the main one, of which the Silver, moreoYer, is a better conductor of electriGity than
:M:ississippi• is only a tributary. But the claim is without copper, and, therefore, for commercial purposes the "lake"
foundation. 'l'he Missouri, from its source in the North- copper is in such demand that it brings a better price.
western Rockies to its junction with the Mississippi at St.
..
Louis, is a distinct stream from the one into which it
Frank Chance and his Yankees will be permitted tQ.
empties near that point. It is quite true that fr.om the share the Polo Grounds with the Giants in 1914, according
headwaters of the :Missouri to the gulf the distance is to an agreement entered into between Presidents ·Hempgreater than it is from the head waters of the :Mississippi to stead and :Farrell, of the local major league clubs. 'I'.he
the gulf; but in the one case it is two-streams, in the other, proposition was presrnted by President Ban Johnson, of
only one.
the American League. In a letter to President Hempstead, under date of August 14, the "Big Czar" ·declared·
'l'hc old stone bridge of Nantes, France, known as the that it had been found impossible to have completed in
"Pont Maudit" (fatal bridge); which spans the Loire and time for the 1914 opening the new Farrell Field, at Broi:ldwhich has been um1ermined by the water, fell into the way ap.d Two Hundred and Twenty-fifth street. 1\!r,
river the other clay with a great splash. The authorities Johnson declared the New York club stood ready to renew
had anticipated such an event and precautions had been for one year only the terms of •the present lease and agreed
taken, although trafnc was not suspended until tl1e day that if the new American League park should oe .compreceding. The quays alongside the !:)ridge also are show- pleted boo:ire the end of next season the Highlanders would
ing signs of weakness and have been cleared. The font immediately move to their own plant. In granting the .
j\faudit was one of the numerous bridges built ac'ro·ss the favor to his rivals of this city Mr. Hempstead exprei;1:>ed
four branches of the Loire, :flowing through Nantes, and himself in no uncertain terms .as opposed to the policy of
with the Pont du la Bourse and the Pont Haudandine it joint occupation . He thought it tended to destroy the
connected th; centre of the town with the industri:'11 'lu_ar- friendly rivalry that h11d made the game what it is. Re
ters of the Prairie au Due and the island of Santa Anna. declared th·at under no circumstances would the Polo
The end of the bridge came when the keystone of one of Grom1ds be ~hared with the American League after the
the arches gave way.
concli.lsion of the 1914 campaign.
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THE BADTOWN BOYS
-OR-

UP AGAINST THE WORLD
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIII (continued)
"Who says so?" cried Buck. "Aren't we from Badtown? When did you ever know a Badtown fellow to show
the white feather? No, sir! No, siree ! I've got this gold
in my charge, and I propose to land it at Senator Starr's
office if I have to run up against the world."
It was a bold speech, but Buck Bryson meant every word
of it.
He plied the whip vigorously, and once more succeeded
in getting the horses into something like a run.
"Hark!" exclaimed Rob, presently. "Don't I hear water
falling?"
"It seemed to me that I did," replied Buck, "but I can't
be sure, the team makes so much noise."
. "They see us now, Buck! Here they come!"
Suddenly a dozen or more of the gang broke from their
companions and came dashing over the plain at full gallop
in the direction of the boys.
Buck set his teeth and plied his whip, urging the horses
forward all he knew.
.They had not gone far before tJ1ey were brought up
with a round turn, for their way was suddenly blocked
by a deep gully at the bottom of which Big Horn creek
went tumbling over the rocks.
The gully was at least thirty feet wide, and, of course,
entirely impassable.
at it with
Buck pulled up his team and stood lookino·
0
silent d1smay.
"This settles it, I suppose," groaned Rob. "There's
nothing for us to do now but let the gold go to thunder
and light out. It's either that or be killed."
Buck threw down the reins with an exclamation of
despair.
"That's what it has come to," he said. "The jig is up.
0£ course we might be able to cross the creek at some
other point, but we simply can't do it here."
"You give up?"
"For the present I've got to," replied Buck, and taking his rifle he slipped off the seat and sprang lightly to
the ground.
"We'll cross the creek ourselves and hide there among
the rocks," he said. "As long as there is any sort of
chance we will keep an eye on the gold."
Things looked pretty black for Senator Starr's interests
when the Badtown boys slipped down into the gully and
waded the shallow creek.
The bank was all strewn with broken fragments of lime-

stone, and behind one of tho biggest the boys crouched
down and waited until foe gang came dashing up.
Jake Sa vagc was in the lead and Hen Spencer was close
behind him.
"Blame them two kids, they've dusted!" cr ied Jake,
"and if it hadn't been for this here gully they would have
got away with the gold!"

CHAP'l'EU XXIV.
CONCLUSIO

T.

For a good twenty mimJtes the Bac!town boys croucheo.
there listening to the loud threats of the gang who had
captured the gold.
They were puzzling themschcs about the team and heaping vengeance on the head of Big Hom Bill, who they
seemed to think was still ali ,·e and at the bottom of it all.
A close Pearch was made up and clown the bank of the
creek, as Hen Spencer suggested at the first that Bill and
the boys were probably in hiding somewhere 'among the
rocks helow.
"Hang 'em, they arc not around here, wherever they
have gone," growl eel J akc Savage at last. "What's the
use hanging around here, boys? We'd better make a
start."
'I'herc were six of the gang, th rest had kept on toward
the ranch ,vith the team of horses stolen from the mill,
and this by Jake Savage's special direction when he first
caught sight of the wagon over by the creek.
The reason for thus dividing his forces Savage made
plain a moment later when one of the men said something
about the time it was going to take them to get back to
the ranch.
"To get back to where?" asked Jake, unslinging his
rifle. "To get back to where, did you say?"
"To the ranch," repeated the man, looking at him in
surprise.
"Who's going to the ranch?" growled Jake.
"Why, we arc to join the rest of the crowd, I suppose,"
replied the man.
Jake Savage gave a wicked laugh which was echoed hy
Hen Spencer.
"Well, I reckon not very much!" he exclaimed. "\Ye
are going on up to the bridge and then across the · creek.
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Once across, we are going to cut away the bridge and make
' for Clieyenne. Do you suppose for an instant that Hen
ancl me ha,·e any idea of dividing up this gold any smaller
thau we have to? Now, come?"
The man laughed.
~ow, it i not to be supposed that Buck and Rob could
hear this conversation over on the other side of the creek,
and they never would ha rn heard it as they did if they
hacl remained there, which they didn't, for the moment the
search stopped and tlie gang gathered about the wagon,
Buck, watching his chance, slipped across the creek and
noiselessly climbed up the bank, crouching there unseen,
in order to learn the plans of the gang.
Thus Buck heard every word that was said. After
the team started he joined Rob again.
'rl1e horses had now started and the heavy wagon went
rumbling up alongside of the creek.
The boys let them get a good start, and then sneaked
after it.
The windings of the creek soon brought them to a rude
log bridge built many years before by the mill people,
though for what purpose we do not know.
Buck and Rob sneaked up on the bank, and, with the
toughs all in plain sight, actually managed to gain a
hiding place among the rocks unseen.
'11 he gold wagon had heen driven across and Hen Spencer
was cutting away the bridge timber with a short-handled
axe on the side where the boys were, while the other four
men were working at the other. Jake Savage was strutting
up and down by the team.
"Don't cut too cleep, boys," he called ont. "Just enough
so that when she drops on this side your side will go too.
Perhaps you had better let it rest as it is and get over now."
"I don't think we have done enough," replied one of
the men.
"I say you have!" cried Jake, suddenly swinging around
and throwing up his rifle.
Instantly Hen Spencer did the same, and both opened
a fusillade upon the unsuspecting men on the other side.
Never was there a more dastardly deed done in the far
West.
The six men dropped two at a time, for the villains
fired simultaneously, but even as the last two fell the horses
were heard to start.
"Them Badtown boys again, by Jerusalem!" bawled
Jake.
He must have caught a glimpse of them or he would
not have said it, but by the time he got his rifle up rnady
to fire there were no boys in sight.
Buck and Rob had dropped flat in the bottom of the
wagon, and the horses frightened by the firing actually
ran, dragging the loaded .wagon at a very respectable
speed.
"Stop there I Stop !" yelled Savage in a perfect frenzy
of rage.
Then Buck put a stop to him, for, leaving the reins to
Rob, he had crawled over the gold to the back of the
wagon, and, thrusting his rifle over the tailboard, he blazed
away.
Jake Savage dropped in his Lracks seriously wounded,
and Hen Spencer made no further effort to follow.

.
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Soon the boys were out of range, and as no further adventure happened to Lhem after that we propoee to bring
our story to an immerliate encl.
No attempt was macle to folio"' the uoys, so it happened
that late that afternoon they drorc thro1tglt Bacltown, and,
passing on to Coalton, pulled up before Senator Starr's
office door.
·
'l'he Senator was talking with a gentleman aL the Lime,
but he saw the arrival of the wagon throu~h the window
and came hurrying out.
"Buck Bryson! Back again so soon?" be cried. "1Vhat
in the world have you got there;"
·
"Something that belongs to you, Mr. Starr!" exclaimed
Buck, throwing the reins o,·er the backs of the panting
horses. "Only a million dollars in golcl which Hob and I
have brought down from the Silver Star mine!"
*
*
*
:::
:;:
*
'11 wo weeks later ancl Senator Starr, with Buck and
Rob at his sid!J, entered the office of the mine at Big Horn.
One mouth· later the 8ilver Star startell up un<l.er new
auspices. Every person in tho vall ey had been driven out,
an<l. a large gang of honest miners employe<1, with a competent superintendent over them, and Buck in charge of
the finances of the mine.
As for the rest, it is soon told.
Abe Conklin of th e crushing mill was arrcste<l. for his
part i 11 the fraud. So was Jake Savage, who was foun<l.
wounded at the bridge, and almost dead, although he lived
to stand his trial and go to State's prison in the end.
Although the cave unclerncath the ranch was carefully
searched nothing was ever found of Professor· Lirnlenmeycr. Buck believes that Long Ike hot him, and that he
crawled into some hold a~d died.
One year later Rob took a position in the mine office as
assayer, Senator Starr having paid for a course of instrnction for the boy.
Fiv(! years later Buck Bryson and Blanche Starr were
married.
Buck is now a part owner in the mine, and in a fair way
tq 'become wealthy, for more gold is coming out of the
shafts than ever.
'l'o-day Mr. Bryson and Mr. Richlcy arc entirely the
masters of the situation at Big Horn.
'l'hcy tre_at their men fairly, and are \'Cry popular, fq r
they have been miners themselves and do not forget the
day they sneaked through the barrier and entered the
valley as the B·rnTOWN BoYS.
Tirn

END .
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The Rousing Serial
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OR-

THE LUCK OF A POOR BOY
By Dick Ellison.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
and Eugene Gilbert, who took 60 minutes 51 2-5 seconds
and 62 minutes fi5 2-5 seconds, respectively, and easily
outflew the single Belgian, Albert Crombez, whose recorded time was 69 minutes 52 seconds.
Prevost's greatest burst of speed was when he made the
6.213 miles circuit of the aerodrome in 2 minutes 56 3-5
seconds, or at the rnte of 2 1-10 miles a minute. The conte~tants had to fly around the course twenty times.
Observers were thrilled by the marvellous speed of
Prevost's wide-winged monoplane. The flying machine
at one moment seemed like a bird in the distance, a few
seconds later the craft was passing with shrilly whirring
propeller and then again rapidly dwinclled in size, flying
at a speed which probably no human being had heretofore experienced.
Mu.ch disappointment was expressed by offieials and de-.
votees of the aerial sport that the United States and other
CRUDE METHODS USED AT THE _MINES IN
coun1,ries were not represented.
MEXICO.
The inventor of the winning monoplane, Armand DcIt was at Pachuca, Mexico, that the patio system of perdussin, did not see its victory, as he was in detention,
separati:-ig silver had its origin. This system is still fol- awaiting trial on charges of obtaining money by illegal
lowed extensively at the silver mines thToughout Mexico. pretenses to devefop his works.
'l'he ore is crushed and worked down to a state of puddle.
It is t hen spread out to a depth of two or three feet over
MR.• CHESTER SW~FT BREEDING MOLES.
the paved floor of the courtyard, or patio. '11 0 this mass
Mr. Chester Swift, of Baltimore, Md., has for some
sulphate of copper is added in powder, about fifteen years been breeding moles until he reached the point last
pounds of sulphate to 3,000 pounds of puddle. This is year of changing these 1'useless" creatures into $90,000
trodden into the puddle by horse&, Several gangs of old, of coin of the realm. In coi:n.menting upon his mole
,mm-out horses or mules, about twelve in a gang, are breeding industry, Mr. Swift tells rne that they breed
seen in various parts of the patio, being driven round in faster than white rats and guinea pigs and are handled
cii:cles to tread in the sulphate.
the same way. He also says that his attention was called
·On the next clay 6 per cent. of common salt is added to moles as a wealth-creating factor for the farmer, by noand in two more days 100 per cent. of pure quick silver ticing a brief paragrnph about Holland in a Dutch comor as much as the assay of the ore shows is required. This mercial paper.
mass is then trodden up by horses foT fifteen p.ays. It is
This mole-breeding business, it appears, sprang into
then wheeled to a large tank through which passes a rapid existence like the dragon's tee.th of Cadmus about five
stream of water. This washes away the clay, leaving the years ago i;n the neighborhood of Amsterdam, Hqll;rnd.
silver and quick silver. This residuum is poured into cone- Moles were at first trapped, hunted, and caught in a hapshaped canvas bags through which most of the quick- hazard way, with no attention given to cultivating them.
silver runs out, and what remains with the silver is passed 'rhe sudden scarcity of them and the thought of their posoff with the vapor by means of heated retorts.
sible extinction led the Dutch to breed them .
None of the quick silver is lost, and even the vapor is
'rhe moles are caught arid then skinned for their for.
brought by cold water to its original state and used again This fur is plush-like, velvety, and soft, similar to sealand again. 'l'he quick silver soon rots the hoofs of the skin. The discovery of the vast demand for moleskins
horses and the mules, but the Mexicans themselves do not will make many a fair lady re,examine her "guaranteed
seem to be much the worse for it, even though they wade sealskin coat" and then find it to be moleskin. Indeed,
arou nd in the puclclle for clays at a time .
Mr. Swift says that the American farme r has allowed the
Buropean breeder to pull the "moleskin over his eyes."
i\[ AURICF; .PilKVOS'l' WON FOR FRANCE I NTER- An opportunity open to all farmers has been seized by
NA'l'JONAL AEROPLANE CUP.
the outlander, who has shipped most of his outpu.t into
Maurice Prevost won fo r France the international aero- the yawning market of the United States.
plane cup, ope11 to all nations, at Rheims, but with only
Moles do little harm and most younger naturalists are
:B'ranee and Belgium competing, by flying the 124.28 miles inclined to hold that they devour insects that wo1.1ld be
in the record time of 50 minutes 45 3-5 seconds, or more otherwise most destructive. When, in addition to tliis,
than t wo miles a minute.
they are now known to yield valuable pelts, laws may be
He vanquished his t ,l'o form idable French opponents, expected soon to aid the breeder in propagating them and
Emile Vec1Tin es, a brother of last year winner at Chicago, comerting their skim into wealth.

FEMALE TENACITY OF LIFE.
Statistics show that women have a greater tenacity of
life than men. Among insects the male perishes at a relatively earlier period. Female quadrupeds have more endurance than males. In the human race, despite the int ellectual and ·physical strength of the man, the woman
endures longest, ·and will bear pain to which the strong
man succumbs. Zymotic diseases are more fatal to males,
and more male children die than females. The proportion
dying suddenly is about one hundred women to seven
. hun dred an d eighty men. Intemperance, apoplexy, gout,
hydrocephalus, affections of the heart and liver, scrofula,
and paralysis, are far more fatal to males than females.
Pulmonary consumption, on the other hand, is more deadly to the latter . The married 1?tate is favprable to the
r,rolongation of life among both men and women.
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A BOY OF NERVE
OR,

RANCHING IN TI-IE WILD WEST

•

. By "PAWNEE JACKH
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XX. · (Continued.)
When they reached Claremont they found the wagon
"She's right about that," said Carl. "There isn't one there for them, and four cowboys armed with Reming- .
. '
on the ranch that wouldn't die for her or for ·Miss Ade- tons.
laide; and, by the way, why not let both girls go back
Carl and the others mounted their horses and, they
started back to the ranch like a lively picnic party.
with her?"
"Brother, that is just what I've been begging them to
Old Hennessey and Mrs. Hardy opened their eyes when
do . Adelalide is willing to go, but her mother is they saw four young ladies instead of one in the wagon;
afraid."
but of course there was room for a dozen more, so they
"No danger threatens anybody but Susie," remarked were gladly welcomed.
,
Emma and Dora were entliusiastic in their delight. They
Carl. "And really it won't amount to a danger afte;r
they get there, for, in all, there are about twenty-five men ran all over the place, down among the barns, and before
on the ranch, and a Remington for each one; it would be sunset had selected two lambs to train as pets.
death for any kidnappers to show up."
Susie and Adelaide had already trained theirs, and the
"Yes; but they'll be riding about over the ranch, and little innocents trotted behind them wherever they went.
we will be caught unawares," said Mrs. wall ton.
That night there was a concert in the old house, arid the
"Oh, no. They will never go out riding without a strong cowboys gathered on the piazza to listen to the music and
guard. They will always keep in sight of the men, who the singing of the girls.
will hold up any strangers and make them give an account
"Now, . g~rls," s~id Carl the next morning, "you are
of themselves. Really, it is the safest place I co'uld find not to go rndrng without three or four o.f those men .as a ·
in the State."
! guard. You are the most valuable thmgs we have on
"I quite agree with you there," said the lawyer. "I am the ranch; hence must be taken care of. There are guards
willing tor both the girls to go, but their mother would out around the house all night, and there'll always be
be very nervous."
two or three men handy all through the day; so there's
"Oh, I couldn't stand it!" said Ivlrs. Walton.
nothing in the world for you to be afraid of. :ffinjoy
Carl laughed, and remarked:
yourselves in any way you please."
"Miss Adelaide has the reputation throughout that eud . "Brothe~; I ?'ant t_o see that man who said I was to be
of the county as being a young lady who knO\l"S how to kidnapped, said Susie.
"AH right. Come on, every one of you, and we'll take
shoot, and · doesn't hesitate to do so when necessary."
All laide laughed, blushed, and said she was perfectly a look at him," and he led the way out to the house that
willing to go back with Susie, and would be glaJ to clo so. was then serving as a prison.
Mrs. Walton finally agreed to let her go .
The girl s stared at the prisoner, who was quietly smok"Now, iook here," said Carl. "Yon wrote me about two ing a pipe.
,
pretty cousins who were anxious to go down there and
"I haYen't been kidnapped yet," Susie remarked to him.
spend a few weeks on the ranch. W hat's the matter with
"I'm glad £or your sake that you have not been," was
getting them to go, too, so we will hare liYely times at his polite reply.
the old house?"
Carl motioned to her not to say anything more, and a ·
The two cousins were sent for, a!ld, as they had several little later they returned to the house.
"'\Yhat are you going to do with .him, brother?" Susie
times before expressed a willingnes to make the trip,
all they had to do was to pack up theit trunks, which asked.
1
tlie:v went back home and did at once.
"Keep him to see what turns up. In fact, I'm hold'l'hcy ::iJl met at the depot the next morning at an early illg him as a hostage."
.
I A. I.ittle later Mr. Heuesscy took Carl aside and said
hour, and took the train for _Claremont.
The two cowboys were bcluncl them, and the gHls were to hmi :
satisfi~ that they were well protected.
aYou are holding that man a prisoner without warrant
'l'hc two cousins were rcry lively, pretty girls. They or law, ancl if it should turn out all right, he could recover
were two sisters .namcll Emma and Dora Smith. 'l'heir heavy damages from you."
mother was a sister of Mr. Walton.
"I'll take the chances on that," said Carl. "I'm satisfied
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"We men arc out on the ranch the greater part of our
time. lf the one ~'OU arc looking for came here, Mr .
Carncron, tlie owner of the ra11ch, probably saw him. I'll
se11cl for him."
"Do so, "pl eaRe," saicl the otlicr, ancl another one of the
g11arcls monnied hi s ltorHr anu wrnt out on 1.he rnngc a ftcr
Carl.
Ue returned with him about an hour later, for he was
fully three miles from the house.
The man put the question to him as to whether or not
he had seen a man named Miller, who left Claremont to
t'all on him about ten c1a_1's before.
"O!t, ye,·, 1 re<:0llect him," said Carl. "Ile was here,
uncl I had quite a talk with him. Are :you a friend of
his r"
"No; cl01i't even know him. I'm a detective employed
by his fric11rlR to trace him up."
Carl di<ln't helievc that story. Ile had never in bis life
Reen a llctec-iivc with a personal knowledge 0£ hi calling;
but he did know that Jctcctives generally had their headquarters in large cities, and somehow he got the impression on his mind that the man before him was not a city
man, so he quickly made up his mind to be diplomatic,
and remarked:
"You have a pretty big job on your hands, searching
for a man in a c-ounity as big as this."
".N" ot so big as you might suppose," returned the other.
"I've traced him correctly so far. He left Claremont on
borseliack to come out here aml sec you. Now, perl1aps you
could tell me which way he went when he left you."
"Heally now, do you think that I or any one else could
tell where a man goes after he is out of sight in an open
country like this?"
"Of eourse not. But you could say whether he went.
11orth, cast, south or west."
"Well, what good will that do you? A man can get out
of sight al.id change his course to any point of the compass,
a fact you know very well yourself; but kindly tell me
your name and where you live."
"I live in DcnYer/' was the reply.
"What is your name?"
"Uy name is Andcrson-J arcd Anderson."
"Are you a regular detectiYe ?"
"Yes, a professional.''
"Do you mind telling me who employed you ~o look
for Miller?"
"No1 I don't mind. I was employed by four men who
claim that they are friends of his, and that they had reason
to apprehend foul play, since they hadn't heard from him
in ten days. _He is missing, and they want to find him."
"You don't know anything about those four men, do
you-whether or not they arc citizens of Denver?"
"No; I do not."
"Are they still in Denver?"
"That I don't know, but they are to come to the detective headquarters to get my report."
"Did they tell you what Miller pame down here to see
me about?"
CIIAPTER XXI.
"No; they merely said that he had come down to see you ·
CARL'S CLEVER TRICK, .A.ND WHAT FOLLOWED.
busi11ess; but why are you asking me so many queson
The cowboys suspected at once that the man· was looktions?"
evasively
question
his
am!wered
he
and
prisoner,
ing for the
fl'o be continued)
by saying:

that he belong to that gang of villains, arnl he'll neYer
have the c;heek to appeal to the law a,r:1inst me ."
"How long do you intend io k<'ep liirn:"'
"That depends."
"Depeucls ·upon what?"
"Upon what may cleYelop. Tbey arc trying to get tliat
woman out of the scrape she is in, and it may be thnt il1cy
may storm the jail and take her out. I've warned the
sheriff, though, who said the jail was too strong for that."
"Didn't tell him you had this ·man prisoner here, did
you?"
"No.".
''Well, if he has any friends who knows where he is
lie can soon have the sheritt se nt here to take him away.
You don't know enough about him to swear to anything
except what he has said to you, and you'll get yourself
tangled up with the law."
. "I'll take the chances on thnt, too," ,;aid Carl; "but
all the men on the place m nst keep their mouths shut
and answer no questions about him."
"You'll have to turn him loose some time," said Henne,;sey; "and then he'll make straight to a lawyer with a
suit for damages against you ."
"I hardly think he'll have the nerve to go into any
court in a suit of that kind, for he '1 l have to explain certain things, which he wouldn't dare do."
"vVell, you've got a nerve," said tlie old man. "Not
one in a thousand would take such chances as that."
"I'm got a nerve to clo what I think is tlie best to be
done under certain circumstances. If those fellows should
happon to get sister in their power I'd hold him responsible
for her, and at the same time, if the men on the ranch
would stand by me, I'd help those fellows lynch the last
one of them."
"Why, I thought you were opposecl to lyi1ching."
"I am; hut I'll lynch the rnau who lays violent hands
on either of those girls."
The girls, however, had no apprehension as to their
safety.
'l'hcy knew the cowbo~'S were brave to recklessness, and
that they wonlrl fight for them against an~' and all odds;
so they enjoyed tl1emsel 'es like children. 'rhey had their
pet lambs and their ponies. 'rhey went out riding daily,
with armed cowboys in sight all the time, but kept some
di tance from the timber. They sang, played and danced
several evenings.
'l'he week passed, and one day another stranger rode
up to tho ranch, stopped before the gate without dismounting, and sang out:
"Ilcllo I"
One of the cowboys who hatl been detailed as a gnarcl
for the day responded to his call.
"I'm looking for a man who left Claremont for this
place about ten days ago. He was dressed in a business
suit, and his name is Miller. Have you seen anything
0£ him?"
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TIMELY TOPICS
Reports reaching the State Department inclicate that
At )faccclonian weddings the groom leads the bride into
her new home by a halter, and when she enters he knocks .imericaus are getting out of Mexico by the hundreds, and
her head against the wall as a warning of what she may it is estimated here that within a. week or ten days all tho
.imericans who i11tend lcaYing will have done so. The
expect if she docs not practice obedience.
most reasonable estimate inclicutcs that there will rema,in
Andrew Bost wick, fourteen years old, and James Opie, in lliexico about three thousand 11mericans, all told. 'rhe
fiftee11, who lrnre been coJJstant visitors at the .American imerican consul1 at Tampico reported that he has sent
:l\Iu,cum of Xalural History, Kew York, recently pre- more ihan four hundred refugees to Laredo and UalYessented that i11stilution with a model of a boiler, engine and to11, most 0£ them to the former place, since Augu t 23.
dynamo made by themschcs. lt has been placed in the There arc only a few 1: .ore in the 'l'ampico district who
gcogrnphy room of the musci.m . Both youHgstcrs have are exprctccl to leave. The steamer City of Tampico is
attended lectures on physics and electricity, and the model due at Texas City shortly with twenty-eight refugees.
is a result of the kno1rlcdge they acquired at these talks. '!'here are approximately three hundred America,1s in 'l'ornon, ancl tlic consular reports state that many of these are
American immigration into Canada fell o.ff some 19 per de irons of JraYing. A grer.t many revolutionists are recent. during the iirst live mouths of the iiscal year-to ported bct,recn Saltillo ancl Torreon.
September 1-according to a report issued by the government. The number 01 United States immigrants during
Speculators who seek to unload on the government at
this period was 63,721, compared with 79,209 during the high prices Janel at Cape Henry harn halted the plans £or
same period last year. The total immigration for these fortifyillg Chesapeake Bay and providing protection to
months wa,; 282,757. This was a gain 01' 17 per cent. Be- Washington, Baltimore and surrounding territory against
side the .American arrivals, it was made up 01 112,081 a po,sihle invading fleet. Representative Sherley, chairBritish and lOG,955 Buropeans. Immigration officiaJs de- 111an of the sub-committee on fortifications of the House
clare the loss in numbers of United States settlers is offset Appropriations Committee, indignantly asserted that the
by the higher average in wealth and intelligence of this much-disCllssed scheme for fortifying Cape Henry has
year·s arrirals, nearly all of whom are cash buyers of been blocked so far by land speculators, who rushed in
farms.'
and :iC([Uired title as soon as the i;ntention 0£ the government became kuo"·n. Mr. Sherley saicl the Appropria'l'he wireless station on Macquarie I land, which was tions Committee probably would abandon the entire project
e·tabli hed by Dr. 1Ja."·rnn' antarctic e.>.1Jedition, is re- unlesf( land at Cape Henry could be purchased at a reaported to haYe been taken 01·er by the gol'ernment of Aus- sonaLle price. The last fortifications appropriation bill
tralia to sene as a permanent weather station. Situated carried $150,000 for the purchase of a site for fortificamil1war between Australia and the antarctic continent, its tions . At the time this "·as considered an ampl~ allowTeport; will be of immense value to the ,reather forecasters anre, bl,t scarcely had the bill passed before army officers
of the commomvealth. The meteorological outpost main- became aware of an appa1'en ly concerted effort 0£ specutained by the Argentine goYernment in the South Orkneys, lators to "hold up" the government.
in a l1ighcr latitude Lhau )lacquarie, has not at prnsent
any telezraphic communication with the ,rnrlcl, but the
'The coast land of Western Xorway is almost devoid of
eredion of a wireless stai ion there ha become a practical forests, except where protection is afforderl from the sea
question on account of the important whale fisheries in winck The bulk of the forests, consisting of pine, birch
tlrnt vicinity.
and spruce, are found farther in tne interior, at the heads
of fiords and in the valleys. The Bergen Tree Planting
The great flight recently o[ Holancl G. C'lnrro$, the Society was £oundecl in moo to rehabilitate the rapidly
French aviator, across the Mcclitcrrancan from tit. dwindling forests and maintain additions made from time
Raphael, France, to Bizcrta, Tunis, a distance of 558 to time with the society's Jencler means. 'rhe society has
miles, w,is oJ'. a much more ad venturous character than at unclcrtakcn a monstrous task, one that will require many
fir.-t appeared. The motor o [ his aeroplane was taken to years and large expenditures of money and labor, as it
p~eees and several serious defects were found. One of the proposed to cover the mountain ides and the unt illablc
segments was completely burned and other parts had been areas of Western Korway with forests as they were cenrendered useless. Ganas, in describing his flight, said turies ago. Assisted by weaJ thy contributors and timely
that, when about sixty miles from the French coast, his government aid, it ha excellent prospects or succeeding.
•motor began to work badly, and about the same distance Hince the society ·started, thirteen year ago, 36,60G,00-0
from Bizerta it stopped altogether. He then hacl no al- young trees have been produced, of which more than
-tcrnaii vc but to Yolplane into the sea, with the chance that 26,000,000 were planted on 10,000 acres within the borbe might be rescued hy torpeclo boats. But surldenly the rle1· of the two Bcrgrnnus counties. The annual report
motor started again, and kept running until be reachm1 show~ that there are now i 'L-1 tree planting so~ieties in
land.
these counties, which last year planted 2,276,000 trees.
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each. In seven years, however, Columbia has left
Wild West W eel<:ly Iforty
the other universities behind. Of the eight-one Chinese
now matriculated in Columbia eight are young women.
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GOO]) CUltRENrl' NEWS AltrrICLES

Fonr are in Barnard and three in Teachers' College. The
other is little Miss Y. J. Huang, daughter of General
Huang-Hsing, hero of the Chinese revolution of 1911 and
lately leader of the Southern rebellion. Miss Huang is
here with her brother, I. N. Huang, and his wife. Miss
Huang will enter the Horace Mann School, and her brother
will study at Columbia College. Asked of the whereabouts of their father, on whose head it was said President
Yuan Shih-Kai had placed a price of 40,000 taels, Mr.
Huang said he did not know 1 that he was not interested
in politics and that he was sent here by his father to learn
civil engineering. More than half of the eighty-one are
government students, with dozen supported by the educational fund created from the $14,000,000 boxer indemnity remitted by the United States government.

Secret trials are to be conducted at the Chalons camp
GRINS A~ n CII UCl{LES
shortly of a new type of aeroplane, which will be armored
and provided with a powerful gun. "Le Journal" says
"Now, my children, what is an absolute necessity for
that the aeroplane is intended to be used as a Zeppelin family prayers?" Boy-"A family."
chaser. The gun will be mounted on a light revolving
cupola and will be operated with the pilot's foot.
Mrs. Henpeck-I married you to reform you. Mr.
Henpeck-You succeeded. I'll never niarry again if I
In wrecking the mansion at O'linton, Ill., erected forty live to be a thousand years old.
years ago by Colonel Thomas Snell, a coffin containing the
skeleton of a small child was found skilfully concealed in
"At least, the audience didn't hiss," remarked the playthe walls of the structure. An inquest was held, but no wright, after the unsuccessful first night. "No( replied
clue to the mystery was found. 'l'he homestead has been the manager sadly. "They were too sleepy."
untenanted since the death of Co1onel Snell, whose will,
disposing of a large fortune, was the subject of long and
Parke-Do your children know you when you rig yoursensational litigation a few years ago.
self up as Santa Claus? Lane-Oh, yes, but they are
very nice about it. They pretend they don' t.
The high cost of dying is to be lowered in Chicago with
the advent of motorbuses, each large enough to contain the
Nursemaid-I'm going to leave, mum. Mistress-Why,
coffin and a funeral party of ordinary size. The funeral what's the matter? Don't you like the baby? Nursemaid
bus will have a compartment to the right of the chaufl:eur's -Yes'm; but he is that afraid of a policeman that I can't
seat for the coffin and above it a place for flowers. Near get him near one.
.,
the driver will sit the minister and the undertaker, and
there will be accommodations for twenty-seven mourner!,.
Johnny-Pa, won't you please buy me a microbe to help
One of the principal items in the cost of funerals is transme with my arithmetic? Papa-What good would a miportation. The funeral bus, it is said, will reduce the cost
crobe do you? Johnny-I just read in this paper that
by $30. Ten of the buses are to be in operation soon.
they multiply rapidly.
The Ottoman government intends awarding to private
enterprise the contract for the construction in Turkey of
villages for Macedonian refugees. Each village will include a mosque and a school in addition to a certain number of houses.. For the present it is expected that 40,000
houses will be built, each of which, equipped with an outfit
of agricultural implements, will ' cost about $440. The
houses, built of stone, rough bricks or wood, according to
the locality, will each contain two rooms and a stable and
will be provided with a modern plough and accessories and
a pair of draught cattle.
E ighty-one Chinese students have registered at Columbia University, New York, this year fo_r the fall term.
In 1906 there were only five Chinese students at Columbia,
while Yale, H arvard and Cornell had from twenty-five to

"It must be very nice," said the caller to the author's
wife, "to have your husband at home so much of the time."
"Yes," replied Mrs. Richard Darlington Spriggles. "It
gives me a chance to go out."

"Mamma," said her boy, "just made a bet." "What
was it?" she asked. "I bet Billy my cap against two shot
buttons that you'd give me a penny to get some apples
with. You don't want me to lose my cap, do you?" He
got the penny.
"To-morrow," announced five-year-old Sidney proudly
to his kindergarten teacher, "is my birthday." "Why," returned she, "it is mine, too." The boy's face clouded with
perplexity, and after a brief silence he exclaimed : " How
did you get so much ·bigger'n me?"

WILD WEST
A BRAVE BOY'S SEARCH.
By Col. Ralph Fenton.

Tom Harden was an American boy, whose father had
been a sea-cap,tain, but had been missing for many years.
'I'hat he was dead no one was &me, and to the :finding
out whether he was or not Tom determined to devo,te his
whole life.
At the age of seventeen Tom went to sea as an ordinary,
sailor on board the ship Triton, bound for the Mediterranean.
This was ait a time when the Baribary pirates &wept the
inland sea., and carried desolation to so many he·arts.
One day, the Triton having left Gibraltar, and now laying her course for Naples, she was at.tacked by a pirate
vessel and taken after a severe &truggle. ·
'l'he captain was killed during the figiht, the first :maite
had leaped overboard to escape a like fa,te, and many of
the sailors lay dead when the pirates at last took possession.
The S1UrVivors were cruelly butchered, and their bodies
cast into the sea, the ship being phmdered and: set on fire.
Tom's life was spared, the captain ()If the pirate vessel,
a fierce, ·swarthy-skinned Spaniard, having evidently iJaken
a liking to him.
'l'he boy had fought as d:esperaitely as any one, and with
his sharp cutlas,s had given Jhe quietus to more than one
of the pira.te&.~
It was, therefore, inexplicable that the ·pirate ohief
shoulcl spare him, when all the rest were killed, but such
was his will, and no one o:ffored or dm-ed to dispute it.
:Many of the men and some of the officers casit Mack
looks li.pon him, and muttered harsh words beneath their
breath, but the1 captain noticing this, cried impetuously,
stamping his foot and grinding his teeth:
"Enough of this 1 -It is my will that the boy llll1l()uld
live. He can serve me, and I wish him to do so. Dare
to look black at him, a,n:y one of you, and I will kill the
mutinous wretch with my own handi."
The burnin,g wreck of the once gallant Triton waa left
behind, and the vengeance-such was the name of the
pirate-&a,i led away to the coast oi Algiers.
Tom attended Captain Velasquez in the crubin and mad
himself generally useful, often reading to him of a night
or soothing him to sleep with the S1Weet tones of the lute,
for the boy was a ready musician, and could p1ay on any
instrument, no matter how strange, ,aJmoot at Slight.
'l'om /could sing, and the p~rate used often to ask him
to do so, the songa he liked best being those which spoke of
love and moonlight, and mossy dells and J>a:bbling brooks,
as he had no taste whatever for those which described
stirring events or told of the great ocean.
Tom's dress was now tru1t of an Arab, and he carried a
~ sword in his broad red sa&h, wore a white turban, aJ1d with
his bronzed face and in his picturesque attire, looked for
all the world like a true child of the Orient.
One day he said to the pirate, when the latte:r chanced
to be in a better humor than usual:
"How was it, Captain V cl,as:quez, that you spared me
alone of all the orew cxf the Triton?"
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"Becauoo I fancied you-because I saw in you a resemblance to some one whom I once--"
"Loved?"
"No"-and the pirate's face da.r kened-"to one whom
I hated; and I desired that you- Leave me, boy; I am
not in a humm· for conversiation. '!'hough, stop; remain
and play to me, but &ay nothing."
"It was my father! You knew him, and saw a resemblance. You have but spared me that you ma,y wreak a
more complete vengeance--"
"Silence !"
"Yem would make a pirate of me, that you may a.dd
more shame to his name. Tell me, does he .till lire?
Where--"
The pirate sprang to his feet in a mge, overturning the
little- stand on which rested a decal).ter of blood-red wine,
,
spilling it over the floor like blood.
Tom hastily fled, not caring to risk his life fmther until
he had learned what he so earnestly wished to know.
Shortly afterwards he heard the sound of the little silvsr
bell with which Velasquez was wont to summon hlm to hi.s
side.
Approaching the cabin cautiously, for he knew not if
the man meant to entrap him, he pushed a.side the har:ging gently and peered into the apartment.
The pirate was seated upon a low velvet-cushioned chair,
his feet stretohed out iri fro11t of him, his head thrown
back, muttering to himeelf between the puffs of a fragrant
cigarette:
"What memories that boy's face awaken! Did he know
that hate for his father was all that inspired me to, .spare
.him, he might not thank me as he ha& hitherto done."
"Oh, the wretch!" thought Tom. "I mu.st know more."
Seeing a large mirror in front of the pirate, and fearful
that the latter might see his reflection in it, the- , boy
stepped behind the curtain. oo that he could still hear and
yet not be seen.
"How I hated him!'' continued the man, "for the love
that Dolores bestowed upon him. He ,would not return it,
but for all that I hated him, and resolved to take vengeaIJJCe on him. Then, when his ship lef.t Cadiz, I followed
and destroyed all, sparing his life that I might- And
now th.iB boy comes and--"
Here he sruddenly started np and struck the little silver
bell viole:11tly with his clenched fist.
TQJ:Il retreated, but presently returned, the bell having
sou:n.ded once more; and, sweeping aside the curtains,
found t11e captain pacing up and dorwn the room like a
caged a.ruimal.
"Why do you dally? I have rulready struck the bell
twice.
"I did not pi.ow as you would be pleased t-0 see me, sir.
You bade me leave you, and--"
"There, there, boy, sit dowu and soothe me to sleep wiith
the harp. Think no more of my harsh worda,, Your
father is dead, lad, so let us hear no more rubout him, He ,
died nobly defe.nding his ship. I remem.ber Captaan Harden well, and to atone for his death I w:ish to be kind to
you. Be seated, and say no more."
Then he stretched himself out upon a cushioned difg~,
lit a freah cigarette, a.ud as tlie sweet notes of the hn.rp
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"No hope-no hope!" muttered the man, in Tom's own·
fell upon his ear, closed hi s eyes, let his hand fall listlessly
age. "Day after day, year after year passes by, and
langu
by his side, and seemed to be asleep.
'fom resolved to keep a discreet silence, but to watch there is no escape!"
"Hearnn help i;ne," thought Tom. "Is this poor
aml listen, trusting that the clay would at last come when
he ,rnuld see his father and avenge his cruel treatment. ma.11--n
'Y'he cla,v afkr the discovery, the pirate vessel came in
"Why do ·I not die? Why don't these brutes kill me,
,ight of the co-ast, and towards evening they dropped or let me take my own life, ince all is lost to me. Home,
anchor in a little bay hidden among the rocks.
friends, rela.til'es, all a.re lost to me now, and my boy-my
The pirate and his principal officers, together with half poor Tom--"
of the crew, inch1ding Tom, went on shore, and the hoy
Tom sprang forward, and throwing himself at the man's
spent the night in the rock-built castle of Captain Velas- feet, seized his hand and cried passiona.tely :
quez.
"Father !-Captain Harden-do you not know me? It
The next morning was spent in bringing a.shore the -is Tom-your own '!'om-come to restor.e you to life. Look
tffasurea contained in the Yessel, and 'fom was kept busy a.t me-speak to me, or I shall go mad !"
attcnc1ing on the pirate.
lfor a few moments the man ga:oed at the boy kneeling
Humors came during the morning that an ,American before him in a dazed sort of marn1er, and t11en the foars
cruisec Jrnd been seen in the neighborhood, and Velasque:o began to flow slowly down lris cheeks and his eye;; assumed
gave or<lers to ha.ve his vesse l so tnmsforrncd as to prcsen t a more gentle look.
the ap]J{!:11 ance of an honGst trader, in case the cruiser
"It is a dream," he murmured "I have often £ccn my
should prove too inquisitive.
Tom thu s, but then the vision had passed from me and
ln the midclle._ of the afternoon Tom managed to get left me clesolate."
awa.y, ancl plungccl into a wood a.cljacent to the pint.le
";No, no; it is reality I" cried the boy, putting his arms
siro,1-gholrl, whetc he began exploring upon his own ac- about th e man's neck. "Ii, is your own 'l'orn, and T have
connt.
come to rel ea_c you from the power of Captain Vclaoqucz.
Bordering the wood ·was a collection of houses, i.11 which I know all, but you shall suffer no longer."
th•] wives and families oE the pirntes liveJ, for there was
"Vcla. qnez ! He is a demon. Oh, if I could but meet
quite a colony here, some of the me11 occasionally rema.i n- him I woulcl tear his eyes 011.t with my bony fingers! Ile
1
ing ashore, while those who had not been to sea during never comes to me but to taunt me and impose hard tasks.
·
the last trip took theil· places.
Oh! th ·tt I couki kill him!"
· 'l'he day was warm, and '11 0m was ghd to escape to the
'11 0m hastily led his f::ithcr out into the warm air, and at
shade of t,he wood, little knowing wha,t a surprise was in that nioment the two came face to face with Velasquez
store for him.
himself, armed with a glea.tning sword .
Presently he started up a small animal, oomewha.t re"Ha! y,()111 have found him!" he hir;sed. "It will do
sembling a pig, and drawing his sword he pmsued it, in neither of you good, for 1 will 'kill him. and dmg yon off
sl1ecr wantonness.
to be a pirate. The ship is ready to sail at this moment.' '
The anima,l fled, and soon, .to Tom's great s1.uprise, ran
"Stand back!" cried Tom, d,r awing his sword.
under the closed dcor <if a wretched hovel, which he had
The pirate rushed 11pon the brnvc ho,y, and the latter,
rn,t before obs,erved.
himself in front oI his father, parried the blow
throwing
It was half hidden by trees, in fact, and, covered with
own breast, all<l thcll attacked the pirate most
his
nt
aimed
creeping vines, ha.v1ng no windows and but one door, a.n d
sly.
impetnou
'l'om might have passed it a dozen times without seeing it,
'l'om thought of all hi.~ father had snftcrcd , of the many
had not his notice been thus strangely attracted to it.
committed by V clasquez, and nerving himself: for
crimes
Rushing forward, he put his shoulders to the door, burst
siruggle rnshed forward, broke clown tl1e pirate's
final
the
' it open, finding himself in a small, foul-smelling room,
plunged his sword to the hilt in the miscreant's
and
guard,
prevailled.
where but a dim light
A flood of light came in at the doorway, :md Tom paused bod_v.
'l'he wretch f ell dead without a groan, and Tom, seizing
spell~bound upon the threshold, tihough at fast he could
father's hand, hurried toi\·anls the shore, where, to his
his
but dimly oompriehend the sight before him,
joy, he saw the American cruiser just entering the
gteat
his
light,
the
to
accustomed
Then, as his eyes became
ether senses became awakened, and he advanced -into t.he bay.
In a fow minute he and his father, so strangely reslovenly apartment, and a vague feeling of disquietude posstored, were on board the cruiser, who c crew had landed
sessing him.
The place was dark, the roof low a.nd partly fallen in, a'.nd begun a ,·igorous att ack upon the pirates.
Their vessel was destroyed, th eir Yillage burned, the
the floor the damp eai•th, and the furniture being of the
eas.tle leveled to the grol!nd, a.nd not one 0£ th.i men
poores,t and scantiest kind.
The place had an occupant, however, and it was this spared, only the women mid children being allowed to cs- ·
caped.
whioh madle Tom camrlious about entering.
Tom anc1 his father rctm:ned to America, where the capSeated on a rollig'h three-legged stool, his head resting
upon a rickiety taible, on which stood a wate'r-jug, was a tain died shortly after, hi s health and spirits being broken.
man clothed in rags and nearly nude, his head between down; an cl although hi s fondest hopes had i.Jecn at last
his hands, and his long, unkempt hair and beard falling realized, h e did not long Sl!rvive the happy result of A
Brave Boy's Search.
nearly to his knees.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
C. R. Hopkins filed plans recently with tho bnilc.ling
departm ent for a new theatre in ForLy-nillth street, east
of Broadway, Ros. 153-155. The fn.,ntage is forty-one
feet eight inches; depth, one hundre<l feet five inches.
This will be tho smallest theatre in Xew York. The stage
wilJ be thirty-nine foot wi<le, an<l there will be a seating
capacity of 2fHJ. 11r. Hopkins will manage this new playhouse.

At sunrise every morning a small crowd forms a circle
in one 01 the shady plots in Lincoln Park, Chicago, and
watches the performance of Camillo Lundt, a North Clark
street costumer, with original ideas as to health laws.
The principal amusement of the crowd that watches him
take his morning exercise is to see him walk around on his
han<ls and feet like an ape. "I am 71 years old, and I
expect to be well an<l happy for at least seventy-five
ye,trs to come," said Lun<lt. Ile bare<l his arm and displayed knotted muscles. Then he slipped on a coat ancl
st1 ode :1way with the step of a college athlete. Lundt
mnilltains that by traveling on all fours the organs of
lhc body arc snspenclcd or snpporte<l as nature intended
they sbonl<l be.

According to the statistirs of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the iisral year encling June 30th, HJ12,
there are 210,:J.38 miles of track operated in the United
8tutcs. The nYerngc number of locomotive,, per 1,000
mileK or lin e \\'a.· ::.l(i!S, arnl the average number of cars
was !l,8(i0. 'l'hc total number oJ pen,ons 011 the payrolls
was l,G<i9,218, and the total wages and salaries pai<l
The Minister of Agriculture for the Province of Alberta
amounted to $1;~.J:3,11:3,172. 'l'hc par valnc of the amount has urged upon the Dominion government the necessity of
of railway u1pilal out~tamling was O\'CI" nineteen ancl one- some steps bciug taken to put a stop to the depredations
half billion doJlais.
o[ wild horse::; in the Pe,we River country, in Western Alberta and Eastern British Columbia, which has been one
All prrvious records of big trees cli~covcrcd in ·w ashing- of the principal pioneering sections of this pa.rt of Canacla
to11 and Orcgon forests ha vc liecn cclipsell by the latest <lnring the laat few _yeal'S. He states that wild horses have
find in Snol1omi~h County, \\'as h., near the city of Ever- 111ndu raids upon the ranches of new settlers, killing many
ett. The g ian l tree is a yel luw Iir. This tree must be uf tlie llo111c~tic horses and leadiJ1g away a number of the
ngetl,- for there are many tree stumps near by that have well bred domestic :n;iares, wl1ich have been imported at a
• from 100 to GUO rings, ,each sa id to represent a year's coHsidcrable eost and which are one of the principal assets
growth. The new-.found monarch of the northwe"tern for- of the new settler. Accordiug to Ottawa statistics, these
est i~ G3 feet in circumfcrcr,ce at the liutt, an<l it is li8 nor,.es arc suppose<l to lie deEcendants of horses abandoned
fed to lhc fir,t limli, which nwn~ures !Uf1 ine:hes in c:1r- rluring the gold rush to the Yukon 'rerritory in 1897-98.
cnmforcnce. 'l'hc e'tirnated height oJ' this big fir is ;300 l•'rom the Bow Ri1·er wc~twanl these animals have raided
feet.
tlH! ranches of the settlers as far west as Kamloops, ancl
the contractors on the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway have
Whc11 the town of 'Io\0110. lll., was srWcd the question as well suffered losse,, o.f imported animals used on the
of tl name aro~c. The silo cho~cn for the town w:1s at a co11;:;tl'llction work of tho road.
point whe1c three farms "rorncretl." Thc'ie farms were
owned liy ihn·c uf the ca: ly seit!cn; of the r0gion, i>y f1~
Pumping an inland lake nearly <lry to facilitate the
1iamcs of 'l'o<ld, Logan and . · oy1!s. .\Jter l'On~ic!:orablc killiug of the pic:kerel that inhabit it is the scheme being
di~c11~sio11 it "·a.,; proposed that !lie
n lie narne<l after worl,ecl out by the l'eshligo HiYcr Hunting and Fishing
the three rnr11 who originally Ol\'ned th e site. How to Club nL Wau,:aukee, ''i\'is. Tl1e dub .found the lake abounclma1wgc t!tc 1in111 c 1ra" 1.1 !ll0 1;lP:11 at fir~L but finally rn·11c ul with pickeic:l an<l that brook trout were carce. There
geJJius ~·11ggl'stcd that only thr fil'sl two lettc1s of earh 1,ere too ma11y of the urnle~irablc fish in the little lake to
name be u~r:1. Thi~ was agrcccl lo, ;1 11d the name Tolo;rn atte111 rt fi.,hing them out. For more tha:i a week a big
came into ex istencc.
rut,ny 11 ump and a gasolC11c engine l1ave lieen doing steady
duly purnpillg the little liocly of water away. Already
Terror reigns arnoJ1g the populatiou of Styria, s\ustria, tlir ,11dace of the luke has IJccn lowered six feet. The lake
arising from the ,1epn•clatio11~ of a li oness and her cubs is ~ixtcr ,1 feet deep. Whcll iL is lowered to a <lPpth o E three
an<l a number of \\"oln:s antl hyc11:16 wh iclt recently escaped feet Lhe pickerel will be taken out and killed. 'l'he lake 1s
from a mern1gl·rie, aC'cordin~~ to dispatches from Urntz. supplied with tipringa which in a short time will fill it t o
The wilJ bea~is harr e~laiJlii'hell their lair in the c ntre of it; o: igina'l (!Gpth. Being constantly supplied with fresh
an i1Jacc:e,sible mountain 1cgiou cxten<ling over 400 square 1rnter the spot will make an ideal breeding place for the
miles an<l hare Eei1/.e<l aml tleYoLne<l 200 cattle and 400 brook ti out which the club will plant there. As the water
sheep. 'l'he ink1bitallts 11·ill not allow their children to go bPcomrs more shallow clay by day the big fish, some of
to school in the remote rliotricts, in one of which a country them weighillg thirty pounds or more, can be seen by the
policPman has been missing -for some time and is belieYed thousands churning up the lake. The farmers are espeto have been killed. It is feared that the lieasts of prey, cially interested in this work of fish destruction. Salted,
after the herds have been taken from the mountain pas- llried, ste1rn<l :incl bake<l pickerel are expected to constitute
tuies, will invade the inhauite<l districts in S<iarch of. .food. their chief foo<l for the next few months.
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INTERES'fING ARTICLES
SOMETltING ABOUT OLIVES.

It is rather understood among olive men of the State
that it will be more profitable in future to centre attention upon ripe pickled olives instead of upon olive oil, as
the competition of imported oils, especially with the tariff
reduced, interferes seriously with the sale of the domestic
oil, whereas ripe pickled olives can only be produced in this
country, Olring to the fact that the foreign fruit does not
mature properly to make ripe pickles. Size rather than
quantity will be the thing most sought for by California
olive growers hereafter. California has nearly a monopoly
. in olive production, producing 16,132,412 pounds in 1909,
as compared with Arizona's 264,895 pounds, these being
the only olive producing states.
A TWIN TO THE COLUMBUS TO BE BUILT.
Carl von Helmolt, general manager in America of the
North German Lloyd Line, was among the arrivals from
Bremen on the Kronprinz Wilhelm of that line the other
day. · Mr. Helmolt said that the company's giant new liner
Columbus would be launched in November next, and that
a contract had been signed for the construction of another liner equal to the Columbus for the New York·
Bremen service.
Concerning the reported differences of the HamburgAmerican Line and the North German Lloyd, Mr. Relmolt said that while the North German Lloyd was not at
all anxious to get out of the North Atlantic conference, it
was ready, nev1rtheless, to meet any emergency that might
·
arise.
''vVe are well prepared," he said, "and are ready to
fight if necessary. The business of the line h8':i been very
good, and the outlook is better than it has been for some
time."
OZARK CEDAR TO GERMANY.
Cedar from the Ozarks is not only going into the pencils
used by all America, but the wood is also being sent to
Europe in large quantities for the making of pencils there.
At present the Branson (Taney county) mills have four
cars of cedar logs properly seasoned and dressed ready for
shipment to Hamburg, Germany, and will send six additional cars in the near future.
These logs are all carefully hewn and mill seasoned before they start on their long journey to the Jlencil factories
across the sea. The cedar trees are cut off the vast timber
tracts leased in Taney and adjoining counties of Missouri
and also in northern ArkansM, and lie on the ground
in the midst of the forest until they are well dried. Then
they arc brought to the mill and after being properly
trimmed are sawed into shipping length. These they season in the drying rooms of the mill until they can be
shipped without danger or warping on their long trip.
When the fragrant cargo reaches the other side of the water it may have been two years from its native Ozark for-

eet.a.

OLDEST UNIVERSITY FOUND.
The discover_y of the existence of the first temple of
learning in the world, where the first exponents of the
liturgical system congregatecl, has just been made by Prof.
Stephen Herbert Langdon, professor of assyriology in Oxford, who is now investigating the Nippur collection of
the University of Pennsylvania. The tablets were collected in three expeditions to Nippur in the southern part
of B(l.by Ionia.
"I have ascertained from my examination of the tablets
that priests had a Rchool in the temple at Nippur as early
as 3200 B. C., and that this school existed about 1,000
years," said Dr. I.angdon.
"To these priests is due the liturgical system which
spread throughout Babylonia and Assyria and influenced
Greece and Rome. They were exponents of a great university, the most important centre of learning. I believe
it was the first school of learning, and for that reason the
University of Pennsylvania's collection, which discloses
the presence of this university, is of the greatest value to
scholars. .
"The discovery will establish more clearly in the minds
of scholars the fact that the origin of religious orders existed in ancient antiquity, and that a very important religious order existed at the temple near Nippur."

HOW JAPAN PLANS.
Japan is preparing to make China a battle-ground. Her
rivalry with Russia wa.s not settled by the late war. No
Russo-Japanese agreements whatever exist covering Mongolia or correlated moves. 'l'he Japanese policy has been
devoted to preserving the status quo in Manchuria, thus
leaving her free to take any necessary countervailing
steps.
The Japanese policy in China summed up means the
planting of garrisons without territorial leases, thereby
guaranteeing the integrity of China by forestalling others.
At Hankow the garrison of two thousand men will be
retained. Another probably will be planted at the great
Tayeh mines near by.
Special Japanese concessions under police control will
be demanded at Nanking, which policy will be repeated
at· Fu-Chow, Amoy and elsewhere. In c:!ase of trouble the
railways, in which it was hoped that British capital would
be interested, also will be demanded.
The Japanese naval units will be increased in Chinese
wat~rs. There will be no danger to British interests if
Great Britain displays her usual flexibility.
Peking is no longer the capital in the old sense, the
loss of Mongolia and the absence of the usual intercourse
rendering it impotent and transferring the power to the
South. Japan, with practically the whole Chinese revolutionary party under lock and key in Tokio, holds out her
hand to England, knowing that the alliance is more important and necessary than ever.

CHANGING MONEY TRICK BOX.
Wlth this trick box you can
make money change. from a
penny into a dime or vtce versa.
Also make dimes appear and dl•appear at your command. Price,
lOc. each by mall. postpaid.
JI. }•"

,.., '\;(;.

llUi Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
VA.CHOO OR SNEil:ZING l'OWDER.
The greate1t tun-malNP al
,hem aH. A am,a.11 a1neun~
C
'
. •. j~ th~•
~~ ~n
everyene to sneeze wltlileut
a,nyone knowinc where it
ume• from. It 11 yery light, wlll fleo.t In tlte
air t•r ae>me tlme, and penetra.te every n•olc
and ca1ner •f a room. It le perff,cttly harm•
leaa. C&t h•• 1• put up in bottle&, and •n•
b•ttle contaJna enou.ch te b• used front 10 te
li tlmee. Price, by ma.II, 10c. each; S for Z5,i,
WOLFF NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. Htb 8t., N . Y.
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Sure Fire
Accuracy
Penetration

The World's
Record Holders
. Remington- UMC .22 cal,
cartridges have broken
two records in two years.

BINDOO FLOWER-POT TRICK

With thta trick you can make a p,ant

,;row right up tn a fl ower-pot, ~etor•

\l

the eyes ot your audience. An ordinary
empty earthen flower-pot 111 handed t.,
the spectators tor examination.
A
handkerchief la then placed over It. and
you repeat a few magic words, anU
wave your wand over It.
When the
handk erchlet' 1.s r emoved there h1 a
beautiful plant, apparer.tly in full
bloom, in the pot. Full directtona•wltb
Prlce, 16 cenu by maJI,

The lemldlo1-tlllC cal,, m1h

I

llu

The present ·world's 100-shot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22' s.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remington-UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullet,.
Thia increases their shocking and killing power,

;~~:par~_tflt,

Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination

M. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 50th St., N. Y.

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,

NOISY HANDKERCHIEF.

BINGO.

Z99 8roadw11, Ne,. Yorl i:11,

Wizard Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL
Will ,top the moot vie•
louo dog; (or man) without permanent lnlary.
Per!ectly safe to carry wJthoutdanger
of leaka.ge.
Fires and recha.rgea 01
pulllog the trluer. Loada from anr Llqnld. No
cartridges required. Onr six sbote In one loa4IO£

!/~l~\~~!·/~~c~alii~~~~,P;:i~~a'r!~b{:~?er ;~;4
m.ot.1ey order. No postage stamps or oolns accepted.

PARKER, STEARNS A CD,. 273 OEORO!A AU,, IIDOILTN, II. I.

atage

GREENBACKS! Big bunch of
money, lOc.
The Literary Enterprise • 3348 L?we Ave., Chicago.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DiME

.i

Ventriloquist Double TbroaC.

Fits roof of mouth; alway1 inylslble; •reetect
thine yet. Astobish and mystify your friends.

~:!1r!1 ~~~;~~~!~ti:i~~~: ~~~de,"a:~1t,~~;:~i;,~

the field and forest . Load• of fun. Wonderful invention. Thousands sold, Price: only
10 cents; 4' for 2S cents, or U for 50 c~ntar

Double Thro..t Co.Dpt. K Frenchtown,N.J,

CARD '.rHROUOH THE HAT TRICK
With this trick you bar•

~~';lya s~~t·e a:dc:r1'/a!;
through the c r o w 1).1
without Injuring t 11 ,
card or
The oper•
ation can be reversed,
the performer aeeminl"lY
:,ush Ing the co.rd down
through the crown Into
the hat again. It Is a '
trick which will puzzle
and interest the closest observer and detection
is almost impossible. It ls so simple that a
rh1Id can learn how to perform it in a few
nunutes.
Price 10 cents each, by mall, post-paid
H. l<'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., 8'1<170, N. Y.

hat.

YOU ALL WANT THIS MEDAL!
You Can Get One for Six Cents I
Has a. picture of Fred Fearnot on one side a.nd
Evelyn on the
other.
The chief
characters of
"WORK ANO YIIN'·
Tbe Medo.ls are
beautlfu llyflre-gi It.
In order thu.t
every reader of this
Weekly way secure
ooe or more of these

M. V. GALLIGAN,
UIJ W. 56th St., N. Y.

·i

consist~

medals, we h ave

put tb.e price away

below cost, as you
will s~e when you
receive IL, :Send to
us '.rHHEE 'l'WO•
CEN'l' POS'.rAGE
STAMPS,

and we

will send the medal
to any address,
postage po.id, by
retnrn mall.

of

a

cut-out

flgure

fastened to a thread suspend ed
the ends of '8. spring.
By pressing the wires be tween
the fingers and thun1b the figure wll~ dance in the funniest
nanner.
Price 10 cents each,·
I.Jy mail. postpaid.
WOL.FF NOVELTY CO., 20 \V. 26th St., :N. Y.
between

I
I
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DELUSION TRICK.
A magic lltt,e box In three
parts that Is very mystifying to those not in the trick.
A coin placed on a piece of

REMEMBER!

Yon c11n secure as

ma.ny weclalsa.syou

want.
Address your envelope plainl y to
FB.>-NK TOUSEY , Pul>lloher
168 Weot 23d Street, J.\"ew York

THE DANCING NIGGER
A comical toy with which
you can have no end ot' fun. It

paper disappears by dropping
a nickel ring around it from

the magic bDx. Made of hn.rd
two inches Jn dianu~ter.
Price, 12c.
IU. V. GALLIGAN, 4111 W. 60tll it., N. Y.

1 wood

FIFFL
Also known as ~
Japanese butterfly. A
pleasing novelty en•
closed in an envelope,
When the envelope 11
opened Flffl wlll tl.1
out through the alt
tor s e v e r a I yards.
Made of colored pa.pet
to represent a butter.tly six inches wide.
Price, lOo.
11-1. V. GALLIGAN, 410 W. 56th St., N. ~GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornamental a.a -weU aa ue•tuL
Made et alghly nlokeled braH
1t held· . Just One D•ilar.
W•liHlm
fi ),ted.. .it opens Jtael!.
Rem&lnl
locked until refilled.

ni. J. watchchnrm.
ed 1f not
by naall.

aa.ttalled.

Oan be u••4
Money reCund"
Price, lOe.

H, F. LANG, 1816 Centre St., B'kl;rn, N. Y,

Look!

A CRAND
PREMIUM

'

Look!

One of these fine watches to anyone sending us

_.... $2.50
For one year's subscription to either "Moving Picture ·
Stories," "Happy Days," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame
and Fortune Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Secret Service," "Work and Win," or "Pluck and Luck."
There is only one condition-send us the money and
we will send you the watch, and any one of the above
publications for a year.

Face

Back

Description of the Watch
It is American-made, open face, stem wind and set, ancl will run from 30 to 36 hours wiLh one winding.
The movement is the same size as an expensive railroad timepiece, absolutely accurate, and each one is guaranteed. The cases are made in Gold Plate, Polished Nickel, Gun-metal with Gilt 'center and plain Gun-metal.
The design on the back case is a fancy engraved scroll.

Send in Your Subscriptions Now to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 West 23d St., N. Y. City
JAPANESE DIVE R
The strangest toy on the market.
an d

They are m ade tn J apan

I
.
•

H

like

a

little

red

mandarin.

took

Each

manikin ls furnished with a. cartrldge to which a pair of legs are

&tta.ched. By making two pin-holes
in the cartr!dg~. attaching It to the·
figure, and immersing It in a glass
of wate r the uttle figure will dart
- up and down for an hour like a
real diver. P :ice. by mail, 25 cents
each, postpaid.

.

F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn , N. Y,

NEW TE:N-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.

One ot the most ,><,<l'11iar and mystltylns
pens on the market. It requires no Ink. All
vou have to do is to dip it· in water, and tt
will write for an inde:flhite period. The secret
can only be learned by pro cu ring one, and you
can make it a source of both pleasure and
amusement b y claiming to your friends what

tt

can do and then demonstrating the fact.
Moreover, it is a ' good pen, flt for practical use,

and will never leak ink into _your pocket, as a.
defective fountain p en mtgh t do.
Price, 10c. each by ma.II.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

VANISHING CIGaR.
This cigar Is made In
exact imitat ion of a good
one. It Is held by a rubber cord which., with the
attached safety pin, Is
fastened on the inside ot
the sleeve. When offered
to a friend, as It Is about ~o be taken, It will
Sn1tantly disappear.
Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
THE X-RAY BEV9LVER
With one ol these gun•
you can defy the Sullivan
Tl
Law with Impunity.
is used to scare, and not
to shoot, It ts impossible to detect the fact that
it is not a genuine revolCan be used as a
ver.
paper-weight, an ornament, or 1n other ways. Price, by mail, 4o
cents each, postpaid.
M, V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. lr.
\

SLICK TRICK PENCIL,
This one Is a hummer! It Is
to a.11 appearances an ordinary,
but expenSive lead pencil, with
nicke l trimmings. It your friend
wants your pencil tor a moment.
When he athand It to him.
tempts to write with it, the end
instantly turns up, and he cannot
write a. stroke.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
H.F. LANO,
1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.
BUBBER TACKS.
They come alx In a box.
A wonderful lmtte.tlon ot
Madt of
the real tack,
rubber. The box In which
they come is the ordinary
tack ·box. Th is is a great
parlor entertainer and you
can play a lot of trick:J
with the tacks. Place them
in. the palm of your hand,
Then slap
point upward.
the other hand over the
tacks and it will seem aa
Or you can
It you are committing suicide.
show the tacks and then put them in your
mouth and chew them, making believe you
have swallowed them. Your friends wHl think
Then, again. you can
you are a magician.
exhibit the tacks and then quickly push one
in your cheek or somebody else's cheek and
t hey wlll shriek- with !ear. Absolutely harmless and a, v try practical and funny joka.
Price by ma!'., 10c. a bex or 5 tacks· 3 tor 26~
\\'OL!"J!' JSO \ 'EL'l'Y CO., 20 W. 26th' St .. N. Y'.

~~!!e~6~ ~~rh~ tt~~~~1ri~fir 11~~
t~~ri~r\~e1;
taki ng off the ltd again, sure enough the candy
5

nei~i6~. aoii~ybi0~.~h3e~~r t2i~~' ~:r1i3.v;~;1~aid.
Al. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. Y.

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consists of three horse
togeth -.:. l·.
fastened
shoes
Only a very clever pers0a
can take off •11e clos~d
horseshoe from ihe two
But It
linked horseshoes.
can be done in a tnornent when the secret is
known. Price, by m.aJJ, 10c. each.
H. F. L.lNG, 1816 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
4
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LIGHTJHNO TRICK BOX.
A startling and pleasing illusion! "The ways of the world are
dev ious/' says Matthew Arnold,
but th,e ways of. the Lightning
Trick Box whe.n properly handled
are admitted to be puzzling and
You take off the lid
uncertain.
and show your friends that It ts
Replace the
fu II of nice candy.
·Jid, when you can solemn ly assure

Or you can change the
has disappeared.
candy into a piece of money by tallowing the
directions sent with each box. This is the

llllITATION FLIES.
A
Absolutely trup to Nature!
dandy scarf-pin and a rattling good
joke. It is impossible to do these
pins justice with a description. You
have to see them to understand how
Il!ellke they are. When people see
them on you they want to brush
They wonder "why that
them off.
fly sticks to you" so persistently.
This fs the most realistic novelty ever
put on the market. It is a distinct
ornamen t for anybody's necktie, and
a decided joke on those who try to
chase it .
Price, 10c. by mall postpaid.
WOLJ<'F NOVJIJL'IY CO., 29 W. 2"th St., N. Y.

0:0

BLACK-EYE JOKE.
New and amusing joker. l'he
victim ts told t;; hold the tube
close to h Is eye so as to exclude
all light !rom the back, and then
to remove the tube until pictures
appear in the center. In trying
to locate the pictures he will reeeive the fl.nest black-eye you ever
saw. We furnish a small box o!
blackening preparation with each
tube, so the joke can be used tndefinltel y. Those not in the trick
wtll be caught every time. AbsoPrice by mail 15c. each ;
~ui~~r ~~nnless.
25
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N. Y.
POCKET WJflSK-BROOM
This Is no toy, but a real
whisk-broom, 6½ Inches high, It
is made of imported Japanese
bristl e s, neatly put together, and
can easlly be carried in the vest
pocl<. et, reaay for use at any mo...
mcnt.. for hats or clothing, et._
Pri c e 10 cents each, by matt.
postpaid.
C. DEUR. 150 W. 62d St•• N. y.

"1V'ILI>
LATEST ISSUES
545' Young Wild
-Stake.
546. Young Wnd
54 7 Young Wild
· :· Senor.
648 Young Wild
Guieb. ,
649 Youug Wild
Escape.
550 Yo/;fi~k!"ild

West and the Doom ed Mine; or, Arletta's Life at
West Racing for a Ranch ; or, Spitfire on His Mettle.
West Marked by Mexicans; or, Arletta and the
West and the "Sliver Kid", or, The Dandy of the
West and

the

Yellow

Bull; or,

Arletta·s

Daring

West Surrounded by Death , or, The Seven Dynamite

551 Young Wild West Staking a Claim; or, Arietta on Guard.
552 Young Wild West's Greaser Chase, or, The Outlaws or the Bor
der.
553 Young Wild West Swinging a Lariat: or, Arletta and tbe WII0
Horses.
654 Young Wild West Booming a Camp: or, The Sbot Tbat Opened
a Gold Mine.
655 Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or, Arietta
us an Auctionee r .
556 Young Wild West Ousting the Outlaws: or, The Clean-Up at
J?ancy Flat.
557 Young Wild West and the Treasu re of tbe Lake; or, Bop Wab ' s
Magic Trick .
558 Young Wild West Bossing a Cattle Range; or, Arletta Cornered
by Rustlers.
559 Young Wild West Trapping the R edski ns: or, The Last Raid of
,
Crazy Horse.

560 Young Wild West and the Cave Gang; or, Arletta ' s DesperateShot.
561 Young Wild West Lost in the Rockies; or, Tbe Luct a Grizzly
Broug!ot.
Young Wild West Elected a Chief ; or, Arletta and the Papoose.
Young Wild West and "Stinger Jack"; or, The Blull' That
Wouldn't Work.
564 Young '.' lid West and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After
Big Game.
566 Young Wild West Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
666 Young Wild West Gunning ror Gunmen; or, Arletta and theGreaser Ruffians.
560 Young Wild \Yest Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
Million.
568 Young Wild West Baffling Death : or, Arletta and the Chasm.
56!l Young Wild West and the Reckless Regulars; or, Saving a Company of Cavalry.
570 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Arletta and the Actress.
571 Young Wild West and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a Crafty
Cattleman.
572 Young Wild West at Six-Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
573 You ng Wild West Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and tbe Secret
Passage.
574 Young Wild West Locating a Lode; or, Tbe Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
575 Young Wild West's Government Contract; or, Ari etta and the Pony
Express.
576 Young Wild West's Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ran cb.

gi~

Fo r sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

16U West 23d St., N ew York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BERS
or ou r weeklies and cannot procure them troru uewsdealers, they can tJe otJtained trom this office direct. Write out ana
fi ll in your Order and send it to us with the price or the week lies you want and we will send them to you by return ma lL
P OSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

:B<><>~s
NAPO L EON'S ORACULUM A.ND
•fo. 1.
D lt.EA.M BOOK.-Contalning the great oracle
of human deslinYi also the true meanln& of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charme.
cards.

ceremonies.

and

curious

game•

of

No. 2.

HOW TO DO TRl CKS.-The great

No. S.

HOW TO I•LlR'l'.-The arts and

No. 4.

HOW 1'0 DiL-..CE Is th e title of

~~o~e a!~t

~/ :a";.~f~~.g,h~~q~it~re~~- t:~d b~~\i

book of magic and card trick•, containing full
Justructlon on all the leading card tricks of
the day, also the most popular magical tnu...
aic.ns as performed by our leading magicians;
every boy should obtain a copy of thl• book.
wiles or flirt~tion are fully explained by tht •
Besides the various methods ot
little book.
handkerchlet. ran, glove. parasol, window and
bat flirtation, It contains a tull llat of the
language and sentiment or flowers.
this llttle book.

It contains full lnitructlon•

directions for calling off In all popular aquare
dances.

No . . 5.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com-

E'l'lQUETTK-lt la " greaL lire aecret, and
one that every young man desires to know all
about. There's happiness in it.
No. 14. HOW TO lllAKE CA.NDY.-A
complete hand-book for making all klnd• of
candy. lee-cream, syrups, essences, etc•• etc.

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTI.FUL,

-One ot the brlgbteat and moat valuable
little books ever given to the world. Everyb()dy wishes to know how to ~ecome beautJThe aecret 1•
fut, boch male and female.
simple, and almost costleaa.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN•
lNG PARTY.-A complete compendium of
games, sports. card dtveralona, comic recltalions. etc., suitable tor parlor or drawtncIt contain• mor& tor
room entertainment.
the money than any book published.

No 21

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The

most complete hunting and flshlng guide eve r

published.

It contains full lnatrrtlonad a~o~ t

8
guns. hunting dogS, traps, trapp ng an
Ing, together with description of game and
fl.sh.

No

22.

HelleJ ' s second slcht explained by hla tormer
a 11 shitant, Fred Hunt. Jr. Explaining how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the 1tage; also gtv-

bars anct various other methods of developing

kinds

No. 6. HOW TO BECOME A.N ATHLETE.
-GivJng full Instruction for the use of dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal

Ing all the codes and algnala,
No. 2S. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAAIS.This little book gives the explanation to all

cood, healthy muscle; contalnln& over sixty
lllustra,tlona.

unlu cky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO

or

-Containing fourteen tllu a tratJona, givtne th•
different poalttona requtal te to become a c ood
Al llO con·
apeaker, reader and e locuUonla t.
taintng gem• trom &U the popular autbora ot
prose and poetry.

No, 32.

dreams,

together

with

lucky

HOW

TO

RIDE

A

BICYCLE.-

Containing lnatructtona ror begtnnera. choice
ot a machine, hint• on tra in ing, etc. A complete book. Full ot practical Bluatrationa.
No. 36. HOW TO PLAY OA.ME8.-A. com•
plete and uieful Nttle book, cQJU_alnlnc the

rules and regulations of bllll1'.r(ljr. ' bai:atelle.
backgammon, croquet, dom1noe1, etc.

_ NCoon. taS6n. lnHgOaWII TthOe 8 Oeal,dVlnEg Cc0 NuUnNdDrul\mU•~
1
1
00

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-

pfete guide to love, cou:-tshtp and marFlage,
&"lvlnc sensible advice, r•1lea a1'\d etiquette to
be observed, wtth many curious and lntereatIng thlngs not generally known.

a.

:So, a0, HO W 1'0 COOK.-One or the moa1
1natruct1ve book• on cooktna ever publtahed..
It contatna recipea tor cookin& meata, flah.
game, and oyatera; al ao p lea, puddln&a. cakee
and all kinda ot paatry, and a crand callee
Uon ot recipe•.
No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER

an1

U'I,

the day, amualng rlddlea. curloua oatcbea a ti
witty aaylnga.

No. 38.

HOW TO B ECOM E

YOUR O WN

DOCTOJt.-A wonderful boek, containing u•e·
ful and practical Information ln the l(eatmenl
o! ordinary dlseaae1 and allmenu contmQ.ll to
every famtly. Abound.Inc tn uaeful and etreo-

tlve recipes ror general complalnta.
No. SO. HOW TO RAISE DOGS. POULTR'll.
PIGEONS AND ItA lllll TS.- A uaeCul and In•

1tructive book.

Handsomely

Jtluatrated.

No. 40. HOW TO MAKE A.ND 1:!ET TRAPS..
-including hint• on how to catch molea,

No. 7. HO \ V TO lC.EEP BIRDS.-Handsomely Jllustrated and containing full 1natruc...

G.t:.N 'l ' LEl\lEN .-ContalnJng fulJ directions for
writing to gentlemen on all aubjects.

weasels. otter. rats, aquirrela and birda. Alao
how to cure skins. Coplou•Iy 111uatrated.

canary, mocktr.gblrd. bobolink. olackbird, paro•
oquet. parrot. etc.

Containing full instructions tor all kinda e f
gymnastic aport• and athletic exercises. Em...

l\lEN'S JOKI!; BOOK,--ContalnJng a great va•
rlety ot the la teat Joke• u1ed by the moat

It Is the greatest
for himself and friends.
book ~ver published.
1'o. tO . HO \ V TO BOX.-The art of aelt-

are given in this llttle book. together with in•
structlons on swtmmtnc and riding-, companion
·
sports to boating.

aortment o t atump apeecbea, Necro, Dutch and
Irish. Al10 end men' • Jokea. Juat the thlns
for home amusement and amateur a how a.

tlona ror the management ann training of the
No. o. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO·
Every !ntelllQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy,
c en t boy reading this book of Instructions can
master the art. and create any amount of fun

de'ense made easy.

Containing over thirty

No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-

!>racing thirty-five llluatratlona. By Profeuor
W. Macdonald,
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AriD BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully llluatrated. F.ull lnatructlona

No. 27.

BOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF

No. 41,

THI£ BOYS OF NEW YORK E,!l;D

No amateur minstrel• I•
famous end men.
complete without tbla wonderful little book.
THE B O 1!8 OF NEW YORK
No. 42.
STUMP SPEAKER.-Contalnln& a varied aaNo. 4 s.

HOW TO BECOME A lllAGJCIAN.

tll~stratlons ot guard11, blows, and the differ...
Every boy
enl po&ltlons of a good boxer.
should· obtain one of these useful and tnstruc -

R.ECITATIONS.--Contatntng the most popular
selections tn use, comprising Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect

-Con.taintng the grandeat assortment of ma& ..
teal illusions ever placed before the pubUc.
Al•o trick• with card• lncantattona, etc.

mot'. Respect. and Condolence, also Verae"'
Ruitable for Valentlnea and Weddtnca.

the books, as it will teach you how to box
wlthour an !n1tructor.
l\o 11 HOW TO WRITE L OVE-LETTERS.
complete little book. Qontatnlng full
-A mbst

pieces, together with many standard readlnga,
No, 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUSES.Everyone Is desirous of knowing what hla fu-

dlrectlOns for wrltJng love-letters, and when
\vhen to use them, giving specimen letter•

ture life wtll bring forth. whether- bappinesa
You can tell
or misery, wealth or poverty.
by a ~lance at this little book. Buy one and

r,ir vollng and old.
'No. 12. HOW TO WRI TE LETTERS T O

be convinced.
No. 20. HO W TO BECOIIIE AN INVEN-

T OR.-Every boy should know how Invention•
LAD I ES.-Givlng complete tnatructlona fo r
originated. This book explains them all. tr lv·
writing letters to ladles on all aubjecta ; a lao
tn~ examp le In l'lectr1crty. hydraulic•. magne·
letters of Introduction. notes and reg ueata.
tf!lm. nptirs nrn~11m::t.tlc-s mechanic•. etc.
N o. lS.- 110,v TO DO I T: O R. BOOK OF"
Foi· sale by all newsdealer&, or will De aeot to IUl.f addreaa 011 receipt of price, 10 eta. p er copy , or

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 44. HO\V TO WRITE lN' AN ALBU~t.-A grand collection of Album Verse•
oultable ror any time and occaalon; embractng Linea ot Love, Affection, Sentiment. Hu~
No. 411. THE B OYS O F NE\V YOR K .MI NSTREL GUI DE AND J OKE BO OK.-Som•·

Ever, bo7
thing new and •ery instructive.
11hould obtain tbl• book. u It conta in• full
a n am•teu r mta ..
Instructions tor Or&"&ntztn s
atrel troupe.
a tor 2ii eta., In money or p o• t a&e • tamp-. bJ

168 Weai 23d St., New York.

